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1 Introduction 

Production of potable water from seawater or othsr brackish stocks has been a 
trchnological capability for decades. but with the peopling of desert territory the world 
over. the depletion of natural fresh water sources. and the need to restnct discharges of 
contaminated effluents. has now grown into an indusn): of colossal proportions. This trend 
shows no sign of slackening. Distillation is perhaps the most familiar purification process. 
but has been supplanted in recent years by membrane processes. which provide 
cons iderable operat ing cost savings. 

The rnainstrearn membrane separation industry offers purification plants in various 
capacities. cataloging infrastructure such as pumps. valves and. most signitïcantly. 
membrane cartridgss. in many standard sizes and configurations. Recent research and 
development activity. howevrr. has sought to funher improve on membrane separation 
yields and cost sffectiveness at a systemic level. by tùndamentally alter@ the process 
energetics and infrastnicture. 

One of the most promising of these activities replaces much of the conventional equipment 
with a single pan: a spimine centrifuge rotor. This t echno10~~ has recently been the subject 
of funher interest. as refinement to the very membrane configuration is being investigated 
for truly optimizing the approach. 

These topics will be sketched in greater detail en route to assertin_e the motivation for the 
research and development undertaken in this thesis: developrnent of a measurement system 



allowing quantitative evaluation of such membrane confi_mirations. 

1.1.1 Overview of Reverse Osmosis 

In conventional Reverse Osmosis (RO) for seawater purification. a specially treated 
substnte forms a membrane which is permeable to pure water but which impedes the 
transfer of othrr chemical species. If seawater under pressure is brought into contact with 
such a membrane. pure water may be transmitted through the sheet while dissolved and 
suspended contaminants remain in the ferd Stream. The minimum pressure required to 
accomplish this mass transfer is 2.6MPa (374 psi) and in working apparatuses generally 
greater pressures are used: 5.5 to 6.9 MPa (800 to 1000 psi). typically accomplished by + 

means o f a  high pressure pump. ofien of reciprocating piston design. 

The RO process works best if only a small fraction of pure water is cxtracted From the feed: 
fomnately srawater is abundant and this is not wasteful of n w  material. The exhaust tluid. 
howevsr. possesses the stored energy of its 6 MPa process pressure. A portion of this 
enerey can be recovered by complex and expensive turbornachinery or. as is often done in 
small and medium scale plants. merely dissipated across a throttling. valve. A new 
technology which systemically conserves this tluid energy clearly should find demand as 
water treatment requirements escalate worldwide. This technology substitutes a simple 
spinning centrifuge rotor for both the high pressure pump and snrrgy recovery turbine. 

1.1.2 Centrifuga1 Reverse Osmosis  Fundamentals 

The pressure tleld present at radial distance r within tluid of density p.,,,., contained in a 

centri %ge spinning at angular speed o is given by equation 1 - 1 .  

By introducing feed water at the axis of a centrifuge and passing it into a radial column this 
pressure may be brought to bear upon a membrane located at the centrifuge's periphery. 
Moreover. if the exhaust Stream is camed back to the centrifuge axis before discharge. the 
znergy associated with the osmotic process pressure is recovered; only a low pressure 
pump is required to maintain flow and overcome fluid energy Iosses. 

Considerable work has been done [ 1. i l  in implementing this theory in a viable Centrifuga1 
Reverse Osmosis (CRO) plant. A crucial lirniration of the current technology however is its 
reliance on membrane cartridges developed for the conventional RO industry. An important 
next step in refinement of C R 0  is the innovation of a new cartridge de si^. making full use 
of the specific flow characteristics within a centrifuge to enhance productivity. Much of this 



CH.4 PTER 1: f.YTR0DCTTlO.V 

initiative is spawned from the desire to exploit the tremendous accelerations available to 
avoid certain deleterious rffects at prrsent only panially overcomr. and oAen at 
considerable energy wastage. by both conventional RO and basic C R 0  technologies. The 
principal effect in question here is concentration polarization. I t  is the attacking of these 
issues which identifies C*M*D*S: Centrifuga1 Membrane and Density Sepantion. 

1.2 OVERVIEW OF THE CaMaD.S RESEARCW CENTRIFUGE: NOVEL ~SSL'ES 

To investigate the full gamut of such possibilities the C*M*D*S Research Centrifuge has 
been built. It may be regarded as a flexible centrihge test-bed whose payload is the process 
cell. containing a membrane camidge arranged to examine RO process performance under a 
specific set of variables. These include three angles of membrane orientation (pitch. roll and 
pu). feed-fiow rate and direction. feed Stream composition and concentration. and 
panicular membrane and spacer mesh materials. 

The centrifuge (Figure 1 . 1  ) is housed within a five-foot diameter vacuum housing which is 
integral with the supporting frarne. secured to the laboratory floor by four vibration 
rnounts. Access to the chamber's interior is provided through a Full-sized hinged door with 
O-ring seal. The process cell. radial a m ,  countemeight. hub. allied fluid and electrical 
conduits and couplings. and main shaft comprise the rotor. s h o w  in Figure 1.1. supponed 
in cantilever Iàshion and equipped with dynarnic vacuum seals about the shaft. The rotor is 
belt driven by a ten honepower electric motor. and is also equipped with a pneumatic disk 
brake. Chamber vacuum is established and maintained by a liquid ring vacuum pump: other 
purnping equipment includes an adjustable speed low-pressure feed circulation pump and a 
simple centrifuga1 cleanup pump. A hrat exchanger. particle trap and a panoply of valves 
cornplete the tluid handling equipment. much of which is visible in Figure 1.3. 

In order to quanti@ the influence of the variables mentioned above. the membrane cartridge 
is strictly constrained and consists of a stack of ten Lenan disks. each disk comprising a 
membrane. associated feed tlow channel, a permeate îlow spacer. and seals and porting to 
isolate and zather the permeate tluid. In Figure 1.4 this assembly is s h o w  in isometric 
quarter section: the ten membrane modules' including feed channels. and one permeate pon 

are visible. Its configuration ensures that a useful area of membrane is both subjected to 
comparatively uniform centrifuge effects. while also is well supponed mechanically and 
contained in a vesse1 of reasonable size and bulk. The latter is a very important 
consideration for. unlike most rotating machinery such as turbine blades havine a tapered 
profile. this significant terminal load exens tremendous stress upon the centrifu, ~e a m .  
serving as a structural member in tension. 

' of which nine have active membnne areas. the tenth merely providing a feed channel for its nrighbour 



LEGEND 
I Vacuum housing 5 Efectronics cabinet 
7 - Vibration mount i four) 6 Elsctrical conduit 
3 Feed tanks 7 Main junction box & controllers 
4 P u m ~  and valve eaui~rnent S ControI and DAO cornDuter 

Figure 1. t : The CeM*DaS Research Centrifuge and Supporting Systerns 

L E G E S D  
1 Feed (Sr retentate piping 
2 Dual-passage rotary union 

5 Hub 
4 Countenseight 

5 Titanium rotor arm 
6 Feed & retentrite piping 
7 RO process cell 
S Flow-rate & Conductivity X-ducer 
9 F-R*.A*C*T slectrical conduit 

Figure 1.2: Detail of Housing Interior and Rotor Assembly 
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Figure 1.3: Centrifuge Rear View. Showing Allied Equipment 

L E C E S D  
1 Vacuum housing 7 Frarne 
7 - Bearing tunnel i3 Feed pump 
3 Disk brakss (air) 9 Cleanup pump 

4 Slip ring assembly 1 O Vacuum pump 

5 Dual drive belts I I  Air and \.acuum valves 

6 Electric motor i IOhoI 12 Electronics cabinet 

A n  isometric exploded view of the rotor, found in Appendix 1. illustrates how the process 
cell. individual membrane modules and cartridge are assembled and installed. The Flow- 
Rate and Conductivity Transducer (hereafier referred to by the acronym "FRACT" for 
brevity). installed on the process ce11 holder. is also visible in this drawing. 
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Figure 1.4: Isometric Quarter Section \ïew of .4sscmbled RO Process Cell 
Feed tluid snters the cell through a slot (upper left) tiom a circumferentiaI channel. It then t low 
across the membranes in the shallow rectangular channel of the adjacent membrane module. and 
sxits \,ia a dot and circumferential passage similar to the inlet (Iower right). Permeate. having 
passed through the membrane and across the spacer mesh. is accumuIated in a port coaxial nith and 
surrounding the locatins screu (inset). and sxits the csll via a shallou goove in the co\w phte. .A 
dotteri line then indicates the conduit leading into the FR.L\CT. ivithin which the tluid path is 
indicated bu a dash-dot line. 26 O-rings prevent mixing of the fluid streams ~vith one anothsr. 

The CeM*D.S centrifuse has been designed to fulfill a varirty of research goals. The 
FIWCT device of this thesis is involved in the first phase of this agenda: intimation of the 
optimal orientation for a RO membrane in a centrifuge installation. 

In its initial form. the rig is configured to subject the membrane cartridge to uniform. but 
adjustable. pressure and centrifuga1 influences for the purpose of converging on an optimal 
orientation. This is in pan to be accomplished by the use of different RO ceIl holders. and 
in part by variation of the orientation of the ce11 within a given holder. Stress mapinides 
have prohibited the development of a single h l l y  gimballed RO ce11 holder. 

The experimental agenda adopts a three pronged anack on this problem: static. dynamic 
and numerical simulation. Provision has been made for the entire RO ce11 from the 
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C+l*D*S rig (dynamic ) to be transferred. without disturbing the membrane canridge 
inside. to the static reverse-osmosis test apparatus of Fyles [1.2]. This apparatus is 
equipped with a high-pressure feed pump and throttle valve to develop the process 
pressure. and has besn used in a number of successful research ventures. In this manner. 
experirnents may be duplicated in close analogy with those perf'ormed on the dynamic ris. 
but with del iberate exclusion of centrifuga1 effects. 

The results of both these expenments may hrthermore be simulated nurnerically. and these 
results d s o  compared. The deveiopment of a robust approach to numerical simulation. 
which in turn will be used to explore the question of optimal membrane orientation in 
geater detail. is one goal of this exercise. Specîtïc potentially optimal orientations will then 
be validated experimentally on the dynamic ris. at great savings in time. 

.A later phase of the project will see the present rotor replaced with an annular rotor 
incorporating the optimal membrane orientation as determined by phase 1 but filling the 
available swept volume to the maximum allowable extent with membrane materiai. This 
maximum extent is constrained by the tolerable load of the cantilever drive shafi and is 
smaller than the overat1 chamber volume. however the effective membrane area of this hrrn 
of the centritùge will be comparable to the prototype apparatuses of Wild [ l .  11. 

1.3.1 Concentration Polarization 

Consider a suitable membrane against one side of which a concentrated (feed) solution 
resides and which separates this fëed from a volume of less concentratsd (permeate) 
solution. A chemical potential ene rg  difference is present. tending to cause the migration 
of solvent through the membrane from permeate to feed. in a naturai process intent on 
squalizing solvent concentrations and eliminating the chemical potential diffsrence. This is 
osmosis. The reverse-osrnosis process utilizes the application of pressure. upon which 
chemical potential energy depends. to reverse this gradient and drive solvent to the 
permeate side of the membrane. 

As permeate is transponed across the membrane boundary the nearby feed solution 
experiences a concentration increase owing to the net loss of solvent. This is depicted in 
Figure 1.5. Hence. the net chemical potential gradient across the membrane is attenuated: 
this phenornenon is called concentration polarization. Its effect is to lessen the flux of 
solvent through the membrane. or to demand geater process pressure be delivered to 
rnaintain a set flux. Clearly. this effect is undesirable in a reverse-osmosis plant. 
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FEED 

Figure 1.5: Static versus Dynamic Reverse Osmosis - illustration of 
Concentration Poiarization Abatement by Centrifuga1 Acceleration 

In simple RO. the streamivise increass in frrd concentration at the membrane surthce results in ti 

permeate flux declins (Isft): selsctii-e orientation of the membnns ivith respect to the csntrihgal 
force direction (rizfit) lessens the concentration increase and thus augments the permerite tlux 
ignph. hatched areal; the optimal orientation to mirvimize this are3 is a central goal of C*M*D-S. 

Conventional RO technologies employ tightly wound or densel y stacked membrane 
material spaced by a mesh which pemits feed solution to pass between layes. This mesh 
also induces turbulence in the feed flow which is one way to dispel the concentrated 
boundary layer and mitigate concentration polarization to a degree. Enrrgy supplied by the 
pumping apparatus. however. is dissipated by this turbulence. 

C*M*D.S offers a different means of concentration polarization abatement as a fringe 
brnefit of the heretofore unexploited centrifuga1 field. By judicious choice of membrane 
onentation. the concentrated brine proximate the membrane surface may be stripped away: 
its increased solutr proportion having given rise to greater density which. given the 
magnitude of centrifuga1 accelerarion existent within the centrifuge. results in tangible body 
forces and induced circulation. Pemeate flux is hence au_mented. 

It is this selection of membrane onentation that the C*M.D*S agenda seeks to intimate. 
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1.4 SL'RVEY OF MEASUREANDS AND RELEVANCE TO RESEARCH GOALS 

Independent variables include process pressure (imparted by rotor speed). three angles 
speciQing the membrane ceII orientation. the membrane active surface orientation within 
the ce11 and direction of feed tlow. Temperature may also be regarded as an independent. 
though controlled. variable. Membrane material. sandwich construction and ked  solution 
composition and concentration are other independent variables potentially to coms under 
investigation. 

Thrre are two important dependent variables in the experiment space drscribed above. 
These are pemeate tlow-rate and conductivity. which when cornpared to ferd tlow-rate and 
conductivity indicate the recovery ratio and rejection ratio respectively. The recovcry ratio 
and or production rate is expected to be a strong indicator of the relative merits of vanous 
membrane orientations as detrimental effects such as concentration polarization are 
manifested therein. This can be likened to a clogging of the membrane by build up of 
concrntrated brine. the feed fluid pronimate thereto having been deprived of some fraction 
of solvent by the tnns-membrane miption of those molecules preferentially. Conductivity 
is another indicator of membrane performance. and of experimenral soundness: wh ik  most 
membranes nominally operate at a specitïc rejection ratio the CMDS process has the 
potential to intluence this parameter. Moreover the general performance of the enperimental 
apparatus (leaks etc.) can be revealed by monitoring this output. 

This assertion provides the motivation for the work of this thesis. Durinp early conceptual 
stages of the test ris design it became apparent thar the pemeate tlow-rate would be small. 
inviting the challenge of devising a means to measure this important variable. Various 
schemes were sntenained. some occumng in situ aboard the centrifuse rotor while others 
posited the notion of sathering or somehow transferrinp the pcmeate from the rotor to the 
laboratory frame. The case for installation of rneasuring equipment aboard the spinning 
rotor became stronger as alternatives were fraught with diffïculty. In order to permit 
unabated progress on the design issues specific to the centrifuge infrastructure. its 
containment. shaft and hub. a m .  countenveight and cell. and tluid couplings. the task of 
delivering a workabls flow-rate and conductivity transducer was delegated to the author. 
Approximate design constraints for physical size and rnass were proposed. Operation at 
high acceleration was the preeminent iùnctional requirement. 

1.5 NEED FOR AND IMPLICATIONS OF INSTRUMENTATION AT ROTOR 
PERIPHERY 

There are three Fundamental approaches to obtaining physical data conceming the permeate 
tluid. 



Permeate recovery from the spiming rotor 
- by skirnmer tip method. 
- by pneumatic slug approach. 

Permeate recovery tiom the stationary rotor. 
Instrumentation aboard the spinning rotor 

- comrnercially available devicels). 
- custom made device(s). 

While the membrane area of 47 cm: (cornprised of nine modules of 0.0052 rn' rach) is 
adequate to generate measurable amounts of permeate fluid as in the static test rie of Fyles. 
permeate production is three orden of magnitude smaller than that of the CR0  prototype 
and six orders less rhan any proposed production squipment. This fact has the important 
ramification that the novel skimmer tip permeate recovery scheme of Wild [ I .  l ]  is not 
viable. Production rates are too srna11 to sufticiently fil1 the collection annulus and 
overcome losses due to overspray and evaporation. Nor is the option of merely collectine 
the permeate discharse in the rotor containment vesse1 viable: tluiid loss through surface 
coating. cvaporation and aspiration. and contamination by oil or leaked feedmtentate tluid 
being the petitions against this avenue. Collection of permeate aboard the rotor for later 
recovery is severely restricted by rotor imbalance concems. which would compel the 
frequent interruption of the experiment to stop the rotor and drain the permeate. Not only 
would this be inconvenirnt once spin-down. chamber repressurization and re-evacuation 
timcs are combined. but the very act of interrupting a membrane chemistry procrss 
introduces unreconcilable time depcndent behaviours. One final possibility is recovery of 
the permeate sample tiom the spiming rotor. This might be accomplishcd by pneumatically 
forcing the sample to the axis through a capillary. The enormous pressures rrquired and 
need for a rotary coupling capable of handling such pressures make this apparently simple 
approach virtuall y impossible. 

By process of elimination. flow-rate determination therefore must occur in-situ aboard the 
centrifuge rotor. The ramifications of this facr bear mainly upon two areas: greatly rlevated 
body forces acting upon the entire instrumentation unit. arising from the high centriperal 
accelerations. and interfacing of the data channels from within the rotatins frame to the 
stationary laboratory frame. 

A liberating consequence of this approach is. having obtained the desired physical data 
concerning the pemeate sample. it may be discharged into the environment which. in this 
case. is the rotor enclosure. Retrieval of this material is thereafier not a concem. 
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1.5.1 General Design Requirements of Instrumentation Unit 

The conceptual design of a rotor borne instrumentation package is infiuenced chiefly by the 
constraints of size. weight and strength. themselves al1 ramifications of the intense 
centripetal field to be experienced by the device. Secondary constraints stem from the 
chemical environment: the presence of brine mist in a largely evacuated housing. and 
significantly. that the device being inaccessible to mention or even inspection while in use. 
Moreover. owing to the low pressure dual passage rotary fluid coupling. the RO process 
cannot even be simulated with the rotor stationary for testing and demonstration. 

Rotating tiame of retèrence 
- acceieration related phenomena 

a)  centripetal acceleration of -3000 G (30000 rn-s'). 
b ) coriolis acceleration, 

- other phenomena 
a)  vibration. 
b) signal intertàce. 

Evacuated housing 
- limited convection. 

Enclosed Iocation 
- inaccessible during operation. 

1 .X General Design Strategv 

The design and development of the FRACT was pursued for the most part with only 
projections to the functional requirements and physical constraints. as the CmM*D*S rig too 
kvas still at a conceptual design phase when the F K K T  projrct was undenaken. This 
intluenced the design and developmrnt in that it was endeavoured to rnaintain tlexibility in 
the prototype to allow emergent C*M*D*S rig cnteria to be incorporated wirhout setback. 

The smbodiment was envisioned to proceed through two prototype stages. the second of 
which was sxpected to include design revisions stemrning from tests performed on the 
initial prototype. and eventuaily to be installed on the CmMeDeS rig. Subsequent to actual 
centrifuge testing. i t  was anticipated that (given the success of the grneral principle of 
operation) an operational version would be constructed to synthesize the totality of 
e'rpenence through both prototype and testing stages. 

Nonetheless. the prototype was subjected to extensive and rigorous laboratos testing: 
efforts were made to simulate the centrifuge environrnent as closely as possible panicularly 
as manifested by body force Ioadings. Moreover the prototype. having been designed with 
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development flexibility anticipated. was modified in several crucial ways. One such 
example was the provision of oversize len-mh dimensions to allow anachment of fittings for 
laboratory testing. Later final machining to size removed al1 vestiges of this adaptation and 
incorporated the anachment feanires whose dimensions were accepted once the ce11 holdcr 
design was complete. 

The sole protolpe served through a batte- of laboratory tests before eventuaily being 
installed on the CeM*D*S rig for actual centntùge testing. Moreover. it  undenvent stringent 
commissioning tests and has served as an operational unit for bona tlde CmMaDeS 
sxprriments. .-\lthough subsequent embodimcsnts will no doubt incorporate several 
moditkations suggested by rxperience with the prototype. the usetùlness of the prototype 
is testimony to the succrss of the adopted design strategy. 

1.6 SCOPE AND STRUCTURE OF THIS THESIS 

1.6.1 Organization of Ma terial 

In describing the research and development work. two complrmentary approaches awe 
considered: chronological. and subject grouping by sub-system (tlowrate. conductiviry. 
temperature and level-sensing ). S trong lateral tics across su bject categories esist 
representing the transfer of critical data required for further progress to have ensued. 
Between such links. progress on many issues may be regarded as having occurred 
concurrently. C-M0D.S ris development proper also took place in concurrent fashion until 
late stages. when FRACT integration concerns reached a culmination. Prior to this. 
F R C T  development was largely independent and reliant solely upon initial constraints 
imposed by early conceptual studies for the CeMmDmS rig design. 

To highlisht the concealed interdependency that surfaced dunng development the following 
example is offered. Although the measurement of tlow-rate and conductivity appears to be 
uncoupled. this is in fact untrue. The ultimate choice of level-sensin9 by electrical means 
irrevocably couples these measurements owing not only to the potential dependence of the 
level-sensing system performance on sample conductivity. but also arising from the 
interaction of level-sensing system with the conductivity measurement channel. For the 
latter reason. development of the elrctronics portion of the level-sensine system. thoush 
functionally associated with the tlow-rate measurement objective. occurred mainly in 
association with conductivity ceil and its prototype circuit developrnent. 

These points are broached here because. in the interest of clarity. this work has adopted the 
approach of discussion by sub-system category. Unfonunately. doing so may have 
obfuscated the critical linkages between sub-systems and their impact on the priority of 



development and continuity of the timeline. Wherever possible and necessary. such 
linkages have been highiighted: occasionally this has resulted in topics being touched upon 
without the expected preamble. Any sacrifice in clarity in such cases has bren a judicious 
compromise. 

Design. development and testing rmphasized the flow-rate measuring function since 
structural and operational issues exerted strenuous constraints on this portion of the 
rmbodiment. Though significant developrnent and testing were also required for the 
conductivity. temperature and level-sensing functions. insofar as the ph ysical f o m  of the 
FWCT was concemrd. expediency was gained by integrating these functions subsequrnt 
to establishing a viable basic device. 

1.6.2 Some Useful NomencIature a n d  Conventions 

Durine the course of the following chapters it will be useful to have claritïed certain 
nomenclature and conventions. particularly with regard to coordinate systems. The rotor 
provides a basis for such: its radial direction. The centrifuga1 pseudo-force is aligned with 
the radial direction +R. The centripetal force is in the -R direction. Hence. as perceived by 
the FR4CT. aftixed to a rotating fiame of reference. body forces. which are in tact due to 
restraint. occur in the +R direction. 

-4 second coordinate system may bc attached to the FRACT. This will prove usrtùl in 
describing relat i~e positions and directions of motion on and about the FRXCT. The 
orientation of body forces mentioned above is detined as being the -1 or "down" direction. 
This is a convenient convention because. throushout laboratory testing the FK4CT m u t  be 
placed in a manner that Eanh gravity is a l iyed with this direction. The remainder of this 
rotating Cartesian system can be seen in Figure 1.6. Thereby. the terms top. bottom. left. 
risht. front and back assume an unambiguous meaning when applied to the FRACT. as is 
also shown. 

Three angles which detine the orientation of the RO process ce11 are indicated in Figure 1.6. 
Of these. only yaw variation is supponed by the present ce11 contiguration: roll and pitch 
are fixed and will be explored in the future usine a ce11 holder designed especially for that 
purpose. The reference sphere (beach-bail) residing within the ce11 volume specifies the 
approximate centroid of the membrane stack and the position at which many design 
calcula tions dependent upon radial position. such as process pressure. were calculated. 



Figure 1.6: Nomenciature and Conventions 



1.6.3 Intention and Svnopsis 

This thesis is intended to chronicle. as fully as is appropriate. the process undertaken to 
del iver a functional flow-rate and conduct ivity measuring system for the C*M*D*S 
Researc h Project. 

.4 survey of the potential avenues for obtaining the desired physical data conceming the RO 
process led to the collective decision to develop a proprietary device for this purpose. This 
material is mainly developed in chapter 2: Flow-Rate .Measurement. The conceptual stages 
of design benefited fiom consultations and ongoing dialogue. as initial designs for the 
C*M*D*S apparatus were also then taking shape. 

The specific design and refinements thereto were within the purview of the author. as ivas 
the conception and execution of the prototype testing. and development act ivity arising 
from it. This applies particularly to the structural and mechanical facets of the embodiment. 
which is to be found mainly in chapter 1: Prototy~e Testinq. The associated rlrctronic 
prototyping. however. involved numerous consultations. Chapter 2 and chapter 3: 
Conductivity Measurement. both broach this topic. ;2 signi ficant but very di fferent aspect 
of the author's work was the devising and incremental de\.elopment of a suite of computrr 
software applications upon whose existence the F M C T  heavily relies. described fully in 
chapter 6: Control and Data .4cquisition Sohvare. 

The stage of final integration of the F U C T  and Gh4.D.S apparatus heralded a highly 
cooperative stage of the project: dynamic testing and calibration. Though largely planntid 
and orchestrated as part of the F R K T  design and development thread. these tasks 
involved considerable expertise from other team members. Nowhere was this more 
apparent than in the retinement of the supporting electronics hardware systerns. Discussion 
of these issues is to be found principally in chapter 5 :  Cornrnissioning and Calibration. In 
chapter 7: Example Results from C*M*D*S and Conclusions. some recent rxpenmental and 
theoret icaI work is summarized and hture directions outlined. 

Flow rate measurement in situ aboard the spinning rotor is undeniably the main challenge 
addressed by this sark. The FR4CT embodiment \iras largely shaped by this assertion and 
other required fünctions were merged to conform with the prime configuration dictated by 
it.  



2 Flow-rate Measurement 

2.1 SCRVEY O F  COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE DEVICES 
Cornrnercially available flow meten rmploy a variety of operating principles. but can 
coarsely be categonzed as either additive energy or extractive energy [2.l j. Additive enrrgy 
devices include magnetic. sonic and thermal types. which operats by various principles 
involving propagation or dissipation of externall y supplied energy. Extractive e n q y  
devices such as head or pulse types hamess energy present in the tluid samplr to perfom 
actions indicating rate of flow. 

Cornrnercially available offerings are typically not built with a view to low rnass nor 
structural and functional integrity under anything other than normal ambient l a b o r a t o ~  
conditions. Moreover. liquid tlowme<ers for the 10 m l ,  min order of magnitude are 
uncornmon. Popular varieties which are capable of measurement in this range are 
summarized in Table 2.1. 

Conventional laboratory pnctice for measurement in this range is the rnanual capture of a 
known liquid volume over a measured time. Such "primary" methods. which include 
positive displacement meters. are preferred for high accuracy situations. The simplicity of 
this approach has appeal and was the method chosen for development. "Secondary" or rate 
measurements. though often more expedient panicularly in high flux instances. usually 
exhibit lower accuracy and rangeability. With the exception of the mie mass classification. 
Table 2.1 describes only secondary measurements. 



Class  Type Range IUminl Rangeability Repeatability 
tariable hrad Orifice Plate O- 1 000000 20: 1 0.25" 0 

variable sap G l a s  tubs 0.000 t 4000 611-1011 2.00° O 

Meta1 tube 0.00 1 - 15000 4.00° O 

obstmctionlsss Cltmonic ~72000  300: 1 1'0 F.S.D. 
Tms m a s  0-22700 ke min O . Z O " o  

Table 2.1: Popular Flow-rate Instrument Classifications (with Low Range Cspabilih-) 

The premiere selection criterion was the anticipated tlow-rate nnse: 1-20 mL. min. This had 
been estimated based on appronimate projected membrane area and cxperience with typical 
membrane yields in the static test rig. The transducer m a s  was also considered. whose 
bearing on the ovenll load in the main structural mernber of the centrifuge was judged a 
tmly signiticant issue. Physical dimensions must fa11 within feasibility constraints. A 
prevailing. but largely subjective concern was reasoned to be the compatibility of the 
meter's principle of opention under high accelerations in a rotating frame of reîèrencr. 
Operation in vacuo. and interfacial compatibility. i t  being necessary to obtain esperirnental 
data from a-ithin the sealed centrifuge chamber. were regardcd as additional selection 
criteria. 

Rotarnrters. though popular for many laboratory applications. are infeasible. These are 
extractive cnergy. secondan; measurement devices. Their principle of operation relies on 
the equilibriurn position of a shuttle. sometimes incorrectly called a tloat. under the 
opposing influences of hydrodynamic pressure and gnvity. Effective gravi ty varies with 
speed of rotation and radial position in the centrifuge. and moreover at high accelention the 
supponing pressure requirements are unreasonable. Addirionally. rotameters are usually 
direct reading. 

Extract ive snrrgy. prima- measurement types such as vane or positive displacement 
meters are not invalidated by virtue of their principle of operation büt they contain moving 
parts openting in close tolerance and having delicate bearing surfaces. It is very unlikrly 
any such contrivance would operate in. let alone survive. the intensely destructive 
centrifuga1 field. 

Two potentially kasible commercially available devices were researched. and are shown in 
Figure 1.1 dong. with a pair of rotameters. 
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Figure 2.1 : Four Commercial Flow-meters 
r i )  Two rotameters. b)  M-Tek Thermal Pulse tlow-cell. c )  ISTEK Rhrotherm uith TC-transducsr 
[ 2 . l  2-41. 

2.1.1 M-Tek Thermal Pulse Time-of-Flight Flowmeter 

One promising commercial tlow meter which claims to operate in the required range is the 
thermal pulse time of flight device offered by M-Tek [ X I .  This is an additive energy. 
thermal. secondary measurement device. It was scrutinized in some detail because it 

rmerged as one of only two commercial technologies potentially useful in the centrifuge 
application. 

This device avoids moving parts altogether but rather introduces a heat impulse into the 
tlowing liquid within a capillary of assured laminar tlow propertiss. The amval of this heat 
pulse some tked  distance downstream is detectcd by a sensor. and through the use of 
agressive signal conditioning the time interval between generation and reception of this 
heat pulse reveals the liquid flow rate [ X I .  

The useful range of such a device is govemed chiefly by the capillary bore and length. 
selscted to promote laminar tlow. For different expected flow-rate ranges. a varirty of 
"tlow-cells" are available. The basic construction appears adequately robust for centrifuge 
use. and remote installation of the flow ce11 and computer interfacing capability are both 
supponed. The "tlow-cell" probe unit is approximately 15 centimetres in length and has a 
mass of 180 g a m s  These characteristics sugest  such a device might be acceptable for the 
C*M*D*S application. 

Eaamining the principle of operation. it was observed the heated parce1 of fluid attains a 
temperature approximately 0.5-1 .O°C greater than the bulk flow. Such a fluid parce1 
experiences a small buoyant force owing to its reduced density. Were the buoyant tendency 
of the heated fluid parcel aligned with the bulk flow. the regular laminar transport through 
the capillary might be convoluted. Therefore it would be preferable for the capillary to be 



oriented in ali-ment with the centrifuge auis. This compromises the full versatility of the 
test rig by sacrificing adjustrnent of the yaw angle. which would reorient the capillary in 
other directions. 

An issue which türther instills doubt over the performance of this device. even if it were 
possible to ensure this prefèrred capillary orientation. is the et'fect of convection. normal to 
the larninar tlow direction and amplitied by a factor of up to 3000. upon the heated parce1 
of tluid. The detection circuitry is intended to filter and condition the smeared sienal under 
normal openting conditions and it is presumably this aspect of the design which detinrs its 
lower bound of operation. Buoyant rffects would worsen the sharpnrss of the thermal 
pulse and likely reduce accuracy to an unacceptable level. 

2.1.2 Intek Rheotherm ThermaI Flow Meter 
Another commercially available thermal additive-energ flowmeter claiming to operate in 
the low tlow-rate regirne is the Rheotherm drvice [1.4] rnanufactured by Intek. Inc. This 
device operates on a principle of operation similar to a hot wire or hot film anemometer. but 
places the heater and sensor components out of direct contact with the liquid tlow [2 .6] .  

Probes are available in a variety of shapes and sizes and like the M-Tek device previously 
describsd. these are intended for remote location. The "TU-type" probe recornmended for 
tlow-rates of 0.8 to 30 mlhnin outwardly resernblrs the time-of-tlight probe. having a 
capillary bore with allied dements disposed along it: it differs however in mode of 
operation. 

A n  upstream temperature sensor rnonitors the bulk tlow temperature. Downstrearn. a heater 
and second temperature sensor are situated near one another such that the \variation of 
temperature induced by the heater recorded at the this sensor is a function of tlow-rate. The 
entire active portion of the sensor is insulated fiom arnbient conditions. Derection and 
signal processing circuitry cornplete the device. 

Although the principle of operation appears alluring and seems to avoid the potenrial 
di fticulties of buoyancy induced phrnomena assessed likely with the M-Tek device. as 
manufactured the probe is physically large. leading to g a v e  concems over installation 
feasibility and structural inte_mity. 

2.1.3 Commercial Survey: Conclusions and Recommendations 

No method to simulate the influence of the centritlgal field could be envisioned for these 
devices. making their recommendation unconscionable. Table 2.2 reviews the physical 
cornparison amongst commercial and custom devices. 



D e v i c e  Range [mWminl Length [mm1 Nïdth [mm1 Mass [gl 
Intsk 'TC' 0.8-30 330 76 P 

b1-Ttrk 02-20 155 40 180 
FR.-\CT 0.7-10 76 32 100 

Table 2.2: Cornparison of Intek and WTek Thermal Additive Energy Probes and 
FR-ACT (2.3. 2-41 

2.2.1 Early Conceptual Designs and Ideas 

i \ t  wry early stages. a number of potential avenues for development were considered. 
Thcse included: deduction of permeate mass from precision rneasurements of frrd and 
retentate amounts. self-activaring direct mass devices. and pneumatic propulsion of samplr 
tluid slugs into the laboratory frame for capture. Each of these. and numerous other 
options. were rejected from funhrr development whcn cornpromising deficiencies wrre 
encountered. To sumrnarize: 

Deduction of pemeate mass ftom feed and retentate amounts 
- required inline mass measurement accuracy unattainable. 
- rotary tluid coupling leaks would be mistaken for permeate production. 

Pneumatic slue transfer to laboratory riame 
- requires high pressure rotary air coupling to convey propuisive charge. 
- requires lossless dedicated rotary fluid couplinp to channel sample 
recovery. 

Self-activatins direct mass devices 
- dslicate bearings incompatible with centrifuge Ioadings. 

2.2.2 Theory of the Design Process: The Functional Domain 
"Functional requirements are detined to be the minimum set of independent req~iirements 
that completel y characterize the design objective for a specific need" [2.7]. 

Functional requirements as stated belong in the "functional domain." Their independencr 
from plausible physical solutions. many of which rnight exist for a single objective. is 
semrintically apparent via this constmct. In the axiomatic design process. functional 
requirements are mapped into the physical domain by "design parameters." Design 
parameters suggest physical cmbodiments that address specific functional requirements. 
Different design parameters which satis@ the same functional requirements represent 
different candidate physical embodiments which may be evaluated at the design stage. 
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To develop a complete design. a hierarchy of functional requirements and associated design 
panmeten may be constructed. Such a process aids in revealing design conundrums before 
parts are rnanufactured and avoids the need to develop svery imagined candidate design for 
comparison before convergence upon the favoured design takes place. 

The device chosen. be it in situ or rrmotr. must satisfy the following functional 
requirements: 

FR. Measure permeatr flow-rate in 1-20 mL. min range (nominal 10 mL. min). 

FR: Measure conductivity in range of 50 (+?O@ -40) uSmn.  corrected for 
temperature influences. 

Constraints are a pan of every design. Identification of constraints narrows the sligible 
design panmeters to a manageable set. For the FMCT. sizc. wright and strength comprise 
the principal design constraints. Presuming the device is to be mounted in situ aboard the 
spinning rotor- these include: 

Minimal mass. 
Structural integrity under severe centripetally induced body forces. 
Small physical dimensions. 
Shapr and form compatible with RO ceil 
a )  tluid porting. 
b) mechanical attachent. 
Moving parts 
a )  no degrees of îi-eedom intluenced bp centrifugai acceleration. 
b) no bearinz surfaces subject to centrifugally inducrd loading. 
Operation in vacuo. 
Mass variation during operation minimal (impaned vibration) + - -3 grams. 
Corrosion proof and chemically inert where in contact with pemeate. 
Capable of repeated measurernents. 

, Adjustability and interchangeability of key components for development and 
maintenance reasons. 

The nanird process of design is rationalized in the axiomatic resime by an iterative process 
wherein each hnctional requirement is paired with a proposed design parameter intended to 
fui f i l 1  it. 4 hierarchy emerges as design parameten themselves spawn subordinate 
functional requirements. until a level is reached where the design parameters cease to be 
abstractions but instead map directly into the physical domain. At this level. the desizn is 

later extended to exceed 5mStcm once experimental objectives were more clearly defined 
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complete. and may be compared with other meritorious candidate designs. Based on the 
emergence of a preferred design from this process. the manufacture of a prototype then 
thal  1 y snsues. 

This formalism permits the statement of the design solution in terms of its design 
parameters. For the design championrd in this work. several important secondary 
functional requirements were identified by this process. among them the nesd for a reliable 
and positively acti\.ated drain valve, and the need for detection of tluid level within the 
sampling chamber. Alternate design parameten for both thcse FRs were considered. and in 
the former case a creative implementation pemittrd many secondary design ramitications to 
bs optimized. 

2.2.3 Convergence on a Design for Further Development 

The principle of operation selecied for implementation and development is a prima.. direct 
volume measurement. A known volume of tluid is captured. the time to capture measured. 
yielding an average flow-rate over that time. This cycle is repeated following discharse of 
the sample chamber. The mechanical design challenges of this approach were considered 
tractable. and a methodology was envisioned for adequately simulating the centrifuge 
environment as an aid to testing and development. 

This strategy eliminated the need for calibrated oritices. capillaries. vaned wheels. vsnturis. 
or other cornrnonly used elements which might work poorly or not at al1 under conditions 
of such low tlow-rates and high accelerations. and whose pehrmance in the centrifuge 
would be difficult or impossible to simulate in the laboratory. 

Functional requirement FR! is satistred by the desisn parameter DP suggesting timed 
capture of a known fluid volume. Predicated by this in the hierarchy are the secondary 
functional requirements: 

FR,  . Drain valve permitting control and repetition of fluid capture. 
FR! Fluid level sensing means for volume mensuration. 
F R  : Data acquisition and processing means. 

The formulation and development of design parameters satisfying each of these 
requirements under the stipulated constraints C ,  through C,, ,  has been the definitive 
objective of this thesis. 

2.2.1 Candidate Conceptual Designs 
The flow-rate measuring function was viewed as the most formidable of the design 
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challenges faced. In panicular. the design of a positively activated discharge valve capable 
of establishing a reliable seal against high fluid pressure while also enduring the stresses of 
the centrifuge environment, was critical. 

Two exclusive design parameters addressing FR, may be envisioned. wherein acniation is 
presumed to be accomplished electromagnetically: 

D P  . Valve seal opened by actuator (seal augmrnted by vessel pressure). 
D P  , , Valve seal closed by acmator (seal drawn against vessel pressure). 

DP . offers an obvious advantagr. The tendrncy to leak at rlevated pressure is 
automatically combatted through augmented sealing force. however it has two debilitating 
disadvantages which undermine it in this application: 

Valve. seal. and actuator components must be situated interna1 to sampling 
chamber. intluencing chamber dimensions contrary to other functional 
requirements. 

Valve state switching occurs at maximum pressure: requiring maximum senno 
force to be generated under least hvourable electromechanical conditions. 

DP . allows valve and seal components to br  situated accrssibly for manufacturing. 
assrmbly. inspection. adjustment and service convenience. and moreover p rmi t s  a 
sampling chamber section area chosen chietly to satisfy tlow-rats resolution issues. 
Additionally. valve closure is achieved by the engagement of the slectrornagnetic actuator 
and maximum required force is achieved at maximum availabir force. Le. whrn the air-gap 
shrinks to zero. The disadvantages of this implementation include: 

The need for a continuous duty electromagnet (electromagnet current on during 
lengthy tilling phase). 

Rsmote electromagnet location with flux conveyance by soft-alloy poles. 
increasing flux leakage: reducing actuator iit'fIciency. 

The disadvantage of continuous duty is panially overcome by the relatively low çlosure 
sustaining current enabled by matching required to peak available pulling force. 

Implementation of DP, , , has been the thnist of the initial prototype and proposed 
operational version. DP! , has undersone a phase of concepnial design which offers 
potential for a future embodiment. In this eventuality the two units could be interchangeable 
and require only modified connol s o h a r e .  



2.2.5 Genesis of the Prototype 
The FRACT rmbodiment ultimately developed had its genesis in the adoption of 
clrctromagnetic actuation for valve closure. Preliminary investigations had conveoed on 
the prima. volume measurement principle and the use of a non-binding sen-O-driven 
valve. Electromagnetic actuation. piezo-electrics. mec hanical coup1 ings and pneumat ic 
senios were nmong the means proposed for valve operation. however most reasoning 
placed the actuator in the role of forced valve opening. nther than closing. Conceptual 
designs (Figure 2.2) were formulated. which charnpioned the following feanires: 

Non-metallic machine tigured body with interna1 porting. 
Srparate electromagnet with flux conveyance by pole tip extensions. 
Pull-closed type pendant valve with attached armature. 
Interchangeable drain valve seal assembly. 
FIuid leve1-sensing by electrical means. 
Inlet with intrinsic hydnulic damping (promoting stable tluid sample surface). 
Control and data acquisition by remote computer. 

Solids modeling was performed to aid in interference checking: refinements to the initial 
design ensued and most significantly included: 

Fully supponed electromagnet assembly. 
Integration of continuously-tlushed conductivity cell. 
integration of temperature measurement means. 
Choics of stock threaded fasteners for level-sensing electrodes: redundant system. 
Detailrd design of doubly-supported interchangeable seal assembly. 

Many of these features were later the subject of specific consideration and revision. and 
many smaller issues were introducrd or analyzed before submitting shop drawings for 
component manutàcture. 



Figure 2.2: T w o  Early Conceptual Designs of FRACT 

2.2.6 Design of the Prototvpe 
The general dimensions and proportions of the F K K T  convsrgrd with rarly constraints 
from the conceptual design of the RO ce11 which. at that time. was to br a fork and clrvis 
type arrangement. A key design parameter of a C R 0  apparanis is the critical radius of the 
pcrmeate outlet. This dimension arises due to the nerd to employ permeate back pressure. 
acting on the membrane. to compensate for the radial dependency of the feed pressure. 
allokving the entire span of membrane to experience a uniform process pressure not 
sxcrrding its absolute limit [ l .  I l .  The critical permeate outlet radius is therefore close to the 
innrrmost radial position of the membrane stack. This gives rise to an upper limit on the 
nrccssary size of the FRACT. since the sampling chamber cannot naturally il1 inrvard of 
this location. The opposite rxtremity of the FRACT is dictated by the dimensions of the RO 
cell. it being necessary to support the unit near this position by some mechanically sound 
rittachment. 

The alternating tïll-drain cycles will result in mass variation of the rotor and concomitant 
vibration. Hence. the sample mass must be restricted to the order of a few grarns. This 
constrains the maximum volume of the sampling chamber. The aspect ratio of the chamber 
has a profound effect on flow-rate resolution and instmrnental range. Fluid level sensing 
measures the discrete height of the capnired sample fluid surface. This measure yields 
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tlow-rate information when divided by elapsed time. At a given tlow-rate. the tluid surface 
height rate-of-change is greater for a slender chamber than a squat one and enhances device 
resolution for low tlow rates. but cycle frequency may become too rapid for higher tlow 
rates. In addition. time resolution complications to be discussed Iater rnaks rapid chamber 
tilling undesirable. To compromise among these many constraints. a chamber with 
undersquare proportions of approximately 2.3: 1 was selected. Its capacity of 1.7 rnL 
(including inlet passages) was deerned acceptable for rotor balance concerns. The option of 
installing a sleeve to increase the aspect ratio was maintained if permeate tlow-rate fell 
below the expected value and resolution enhancernent was necessary. 

Inregration of the conductivity cell involved an analysis of the appropriate ce11 constant for 
the anticipated nominal permeate conductivity. an imponant step at this early stage in order 
to ensure the operational cell resistance would be amenable to detection by conventional 
slectronic means. n e  physical dimensions and style of the ceIl were thereby selected and 
the system in tep ted  within the F M C T  design. Likewise. the function of temperature 
measurement was addressed via the use of a precision IC temperature chip. the installation 
requirernents for which were incorporated at this stage. 

A prototype electromagnet assembly was tïrst produced. allowing perfomance and weisht 
rxpectations to be empincally validated prior to further component manutàcture. 

2.3 MATERIALS SELECTIONS 

2.3.1 FRACT Body and Ancillary Componenh 

Use of a non-metallic material for the FRACT body was desirable dus to the generdly 
lower density of engineering plastics. The electric potential imparted upon the tluid sample 
by the conductivity and level-sensing electrodes moreover compelled this choice as it 

provides isolation for these important systems. An acetal resin. commonly known as 
Delrin. was sclected. DeInn has excellent mechanical characteristics. offering high strength 
and stiffness. dimensional stability. resistance to creep. and fatigue endurance. 
.4dditionally. it is a good insulator. tolerates moisture and many chemicals. has a suitable 
and wide end-use ternperanire range and is easily machinable to high tolerance with good 
surface finish [2.8]. Delrin is available in bar. rod and sheet stock. and was also used for a 
nurnber of ancillary components uhere its propenies were similarly beneficial. 

2.3.2 Engineering and Design Concems Specific to Manufacture with Plastics 
The Machinery's Handbook [ X I  States "in setting safety factors for plastic parts there are 
no hard and fast rules." The handbook proceeds to assert that the consequences of failure 
should serve as a guide in converging upon meaningful safety factors. Moreover. it is 



emphatically suggested that rigorous testing be the ovemling authority in dereminin3 the 
Iimess of a part. particularty a cntical one. 

This philosophy has been adopted in the development of the FR4CT. Key locations were 
identified and stress calculations for thcm advanced. The consequences of failure at thcse 
locations were considered. and smngent tests conceived and executed to validate the d r s i g  
and calcuIations. 

2.3.3 Electromagnet 

One F R K T  sub-system with vsry special material requirements is the electromagnet 
assembl y: the core. poles and armature must be made from a *'soti magnetic" material. Such 
materials convey magnetic tields that are induced upon them without themselves becoming 
permanrntly rnagnetized to any significant degree. The F U C T  application imposes the 
additional requirement that the tinished assembly be corrosion resistant. Non-resistant pans 
might br viable if rvell treated with a protective coatine. Typical of such materials is the 
ubiquitous elrctncal iron. a low carbon iron widely used in low-cost electrornagnrtic 
applications where corrosion resistance and strength are not prevailins concems. 

.A wide selection of soft magnetic alloys is available fiom various manufacturers for 
specialized purposes. The Carpenter Steel Division of Carpenter Technolog- Corporation 
offers several [2.9] which Lwre considered for this application. Free samples of two a.rre 
provided for evaluation: inderd the quantity of material was îàr in excess of the amount 
nesdcd for several complete assemblies. 

Material propenies germane to magnet design include several in addition to those tàmiliar 
from general mechanical design: permeability. residual magnetism. and saturation flux 
density being principals. Permeability relates magnetic flux density within a material to the 
magnetomotance that causes it. a non-linear relationship for ferromagnetic materials. Initial 
and maximum permeability are w o  ofren quoted properties. Residual magetism is the tlux 
density remanrnt once the magnetomotance has been withdrawn. a measure of hysteresis. 
Süturat ion flux is the tlux density beyond whic h increased magnetomotance evokes no 
iùrther additional t h  density. It can be regarded as the flux attained when the permeability 
function diminishes to unity. 

The F R K T  application requires a material with good propenies in al! these categories. 
Agpressive pursuit of any one of  these propenies at the expense of others is not required 
for adequate performance. [ndeed the desire for corrosion resistance led to the 
unambiguous choice of stainless type 130FR. This material is a free machining solenoid 
quali ty femtic chromium-iron alloy specifically developed for such uses where excellent 
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magnetic propenies and corrosion resistance are required [2.10]. I t  is supplied in mil1 
annealed fom. and therefore does not usually require post-manufacture amealing to restore 
its magnetic propertics. It is harder than many soft magnstic alloys. making i t  an 
appropriate choice for relay parts where impact can cause peeninz of sotier materials. 

H ish-performance alloys with various di ffersnt intended purposes were researc hed and 
maintained as options if -UOFR failed to prove satisfactory. A supply of high-permeability 
( type 49) alloy was obtained and magnet parts prepared for comparison. however 130FR 
was found entirely adequate and fiuther deliberation was deemed unnecessary. 

2.3.4 Other Components 

Details of material selection for the many smaller components is highlightrd where their 
engineering is described. 

2.4 FRACT BODY: ENGINEERING SPECIFICS 
The FRACT body is a complicated part seming various functions. The sampling chamber. 
permeate inkt and vent portine are integral. It also has provisions for the installation or 
attachmrnt of many pans including the seal assembly. pendant valve spring and 
rlectromagnetic actuator. It supports the weight of al1 these components undcr the 
centrifuge loading environment. and includes nvo flanges for secure attachment to the RO 
ce11 holder. Its initial tom. prior to the commencement of testing and developrnent. is 
presented in Figure 2.3. which also shows some of the related components. Figure 2.4 
summarizes the trrminology used in retèrence to a number of design features. depictsd on 
an isometric view of the operational variant. 

A l  Manufacture 

The F R K T  body was made from rod-stock Delrin. milled into the basic rectangular 
prismatic shape required and having the various necessary katures also machined. The 
size. cylindricity and surface finish of the sampling chamber were desired to be of a high 
standard. The chambsr diameter was achieved to close tolerance by reamine. which ais0 
permitted the chamber botrom to be squared. This operation also resulted in the 
achiei-ement of a smooth surface. resistant to contaminant adhssion. Zero taper cnsured that 
the chamber sectional area was uniform. allowins sample volume deduction tiom fi l l -  
height. The relative position of the level-sensor electrode holes was also ngidly specified to 
facilitate partition volume calculation. 
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Figure 2.3: Initial Form of FRACT 
Pressure test titting attached i top). Allied components a m y e d  nearby. foregound ro background: 
s e d  assemblies u-ith interna! components: pendant t d v s  spring. armature. and provisional 
mountinp; conducticity cetl: rnagnet not sho~vn.  

The electromagnet coi1 is supponed by a clearance hole drilled laterally through the body. 
The pole tips are accommodated by a tàceted notch. and the entire rissembly is further 
supported and located by end clamps fastened by machine screws to the body. Thess 
clamps are supported against centrifuga1 loading bp tlanges which rxtend from the body 
sides at its bottom plane. 

The sampling chamber and inlet passages run parallel and must bs connrcted at thsir bonom 
rxtremities. This was accomplished by way of a blind crossbore. drilled through from the 
pole relief notch. The ensuing open passage must be plugged securely. for i t  experiences 
significant pressure. A threaded plug with gasket was installed usin2 adhesive for this 
purpose. Spin-welding of a Delrin plug has been investigated as a more permanent option 
for îùture dettices. 

The interchangeable seal assembly fits into a relief which has 7'16-20 interna1 bottom 
tapped threads. This square-bottomed relief must be miiled since insutficient depth exists to 
accommodate the point angle of a conventional drill in concert with the need for adequate 
thread depth. 
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Figure 2.4: Summary o f  Terminolog! Ascribed to F'arious Design Features 

The means ofattachment of the pendant valve spring was the subject of much developrnrnt 
and testing. The initial implernentation emphasized adjustability for validation of general 
principles. and its svolution Ird to a rigid mountins arrangement amenable to functional 
requirements. repeated disassembly and contact stress abaternent suitable for mechanical 
interaction with plastic. 

2.4.2 Structural Integrity 

AI1 components of the FRACT are highly stressed owing to the centripetally induced body 
forces at play. As an assembly the Delrin body bears the totality of such loads. since i t  

alone is supponed by the mounting fixtures to the ce11 holder. 

For the body and key components. stress calculations and testing were performed to 
ascertain the inieCgity of these parts under anticipated loadings. Moreover. operational tests 
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were conceived and perfomed to simdate. as close 
service conditions. 

ly as possib le. operation under actual 

Two loading situations were considered: maximum operational and overspeed. Operational 
loads correspond to the centrifuga1 acceleration experienced at the FRACT location under 
typical experimental conditions. usually the consequence of having chosen a specitic 
process pressure for cornparison with the static apparatus. -4 maximum operational 
benchmark of 3000 G was assumed. In addition. howevsr. the centrifuse rotor and 
structunl components of the centrifuge had been scrutinized for strength in an ovenpeed 
scenario. This was impentive for sakty. Although not a structural member in the same 
ssnss. the FRACT is responsible for supporting its own sub-assernblies. Therefore. 
strength calculations and expenmental validation were also perfomed for specific FRACT 
components under such conditions. taken to be 5000 G. In al1 such calculations. a 
consemative simplification was employed. namely that the acceleration magnitude \vas 
uniform at al1 positions of the FMCT. Given that the acceleration chosen corresponds to 
the reference radius R ,#. for the membrane module of 0.6 1 m. an additional margin of 
saièty of up to 9O.0 is included in such calculations. 

Three general stress cases may be proposed. and their ultimate ramikations identified as: 

Body stresses within a component 
- component failure. 

Contact stresses at anachment positions 
- component separation. 

Hydraulic (pressure) loadings 
- component rupture, 
- static seal leakage. 

Of these. body and contact stresses were regarded and found to be rnost serious. Hydraulic 
pressure loadings are relevant merely to leakage of static components that penetrate the 
sarnpling chamber. 

2.4.3 Body Stresses 

Body stresses warrant examination in nearly al1 FRACT components. Both in tests and 
calculations. however. the effect of such loadings was examined proximate to each 
component's most wlnerable locations. usually at minimum section areas. Cornponent 
failure would most likely occur at such locations. if at all. 
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2.4.4 Contact Stresses 
Contact stresses anse where components are attached. Because of the modular design 
chosen for development reasons. there are several key contact stress locations. The induced 
weizht of anachrd components are borne by and transferred to the FRACT body at these 
sites. Thereafter. such loads au-ment the imate stresses attributable to centrifuga1 eîXects in 
the body. and must be considered as part of the ovenll stress regime. 

Contact stresses are often the most severe stresses rxperienced by a part. Many of the 
instances found in the FR4CT involve joinings of rnetals. mainly steel. to polyrners 
( Delrin). The process of such joints is considered chailenging and nvo principal approaches 
are advocated: mechanical fastening and adhesive bondins. Messler [ ? . I l ]  wams. 
however. "the viscoelastic behaviour of polymers versus the elastic-plastic behaviour of 
rnetals means that the stresses irnposed by mechanical attachments must be kept low. 
othenvise severe deformation and loss of inte-grity can occur." 

-'The shear strength achieved with most adhesives is only 2-10'6 of the available shear 
strength of Delrin" [2.12] Typical adhesive performance for a stainless steel to Drlrin joint 
is approxirnately 1.7 MPa (250 psi) in shear. Therefore. load bearing adhesive joints in 
the FR4CT have been avoided except for non-structural instances where unatoidable. for 
example locational control dunng assembly. and where load levels are acceptably low. 

2.45 Adhesives Selection 

For these panicular instances. a number of adhesives were invesrigated and trsted. Thrse 
included: Loctite 454. with and without 770-Primer "adhesion promoter for plastics". Ciba- 
Geigy .Araldite 204 1.  Miller-Stevenson Epoxy 907. 

Loctite 454 is a surface insensitive instant adhesive of the cyanoacrylate family. and is a gel 
which facilitates its use in many situations where liquid adhesives would be unmanageable. 
Potrniial shear strength can reach 24 MPa (3500 psi) with optimum substrate type and 
preparation. Primer 770 is a treatment which activates the substrate surface in prrparation 
for use of an anaerobic adhesive. and which improves curing qualities where tight joint 
oaps are not achievable [ L I  31. - 
Epoxy 907 is a nvo-part epoxy with a 24 hour cure time. Owing to the high rigidity of the 
cured adhesive. epoxies suffer from low peel strength. particularly when employed with 
substrates having a degree of flexibility. such as plastics [2.8]. 

Ciba-Grigy Araldite 204 1 is a two-part hish-strength polyurethane adhesive. intended for 
use with plastic substrates. The chief benefit of the polyurethane family of adhesives is 



their improved peel strength compared to epoxies. Araldite 204 1 is recommendrd for use 
ivith Nylon. another difficult to bond plastic [ > . I l ] .  

For close fitting joints. the combination of Loctite 454 and 770-Primer was found 
preferable. Araldite 104 1 provided excellent adhesion and gap tilling ability. but possesses 
resilience. Where this property is desirrd. it is the adhesive of choice. Whsre gap tïlling 
ability is needed in concert with rigidity. Miller-Stevenson Epony 907 rvas found to bs 
acceptable. Roughenins of the Delrin surface is beneticial to bond strength in al1 three 
cases. Table 2.3 identifies and describes the sites of adhesive usage in the FRACT. 

Assem bly Substrates  Adhesive Joint Wpe Stress Ipsil 
Cond'y csll Pt-Delrin .Araldite 204 I Shear 15 LL 5000G 

Ssal 3ss'y k'iton-DeIrin 907 Epoxy Locational not load bsaring 

E. hl coi1 ends Phrnolic43OFR 454 Loçtite Locational not load bearing 

Pole shims Dslrin-DeIrin 454 Loctits+77O Locational not load bsririns 

Table 2 3 :  Adhesive L'sage 

2.4.6 Separa te Fasteners 

.A numbsr of parts are attached to the F R K T  body by separate îàstsners. howver of these 
only the valve mounting block retaining screw is a truly load bearing member of some 
concern. The coi1 end supports. for example. are retained by threaded fasteners. but thest' 
sen-e in mainly a locational capacity. for centrifuge induced loads are transkrred to the 
body by normal contact with a pair of tlanges. 

The rlcctromagnet poles are fastened to the core by custom made machine screws. The 
valve assembly is assemblrd and fastened with machine screws. al1 loaded in shear. Desisn 
calculations indicate these fasteners are well able to sustain their expected loadings. 

The aluminum valve mounting block is located and restrained in the radial (centrifugai) 
direction by engagement with the pocket provided. A single 2-54 machine screw restrains 
the r.ali-e mounting block from pivota1 movement and is placed under pure tensile loading. 
Assuming no support by tractions behveen the block and pocket. the magnitude of this load 
under overspeed conditions equals 117 N (33 pounds) resulting in a tensile stress of 
57 MPa (8300 psi). Under maximum operational conditions this stress diminishes to 
35 MPa (5000 psi). This was sstimated by a free-body calculation treating the valve 
assembly as a lurnped mass which imparts a moment upon the mounring block. The margin 
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of safety. given a modest yield stress of 250 MPa (36000 psi). is greater than 4. The 
custorn fabricated nut. made from aluminurn to reduce weight. was scrutinized to ensure 
the thread engagement length was adequate to bear this load. Given the dimensions of the 
screw and the overspeed load eirpectation. a relationship (Equation 2.1 ) was dericed for the 
shear stress S. in the threads 

uhere n is the number of threads engagrd. Comparing this with the tensile yield strength 
of aluminum ( 130 MPa) and applying the conventional factor 0.57 relating shrar yield 
strength to tensile yield strength. one may observe that no fewer than 1.4 thread pitches are 
required. Approximatriy seven full threads are in fact rngaged. giving a factor of safety of 
tive. sven in the sevsre overspeed loading situation. 

Of the sepante components. by far the most massive is the coi1 assembly. accounting for 
over 25% of the total FRACT mass. Properly supporting this pan bore an early influence 
on the seneral layout of the FRACT. It is located close 10 the bonom mounting surface. and 
thus transmits its full weight into a solid section of material. modenting stress levels 
considerably. If the upper half of the bore it which it residrs is regarded as a stress free 
boundary (i.e. the coi1 assembly supports no extsrnally imposed load) this resuIts in the 
stress trajectories of the remainder of the FRACT body being disposed through the arch- 
shaped webs rmbracing the bore. the minimum section of the body component. -4s such. 
the wide-tield stress cxperienced by rhe FR4CT is greatest at this location. which was 
studied carefully br fore FRACT structural integrity undrr expected loads could be 
con tïmed. 

2.5 ACTL'ATOR: ENGINEERING SPECIFICS 

2-51 Actuation and Sealing 
As fluid accumulates in the sampling chamber. pressures reaching 700 kPa ( 100 psi ) 
drvelop at the chamber drain. The means of sealing this drain must have integrity against 
such pressures and o ttèr positive actuation without bearing surfaces. 

The approach pursued here employs a pendant leaf spring. An adjustable nerdlr is 
supponed by the pendant spring. and mates with the interchangeable seal tixed to the 
FRACT body. Such a valve avoids the plight of component translation guided by bearing 
surfaces. instead its dimensional stabil ity and sti ffness allow constrained motion throueh a 
small range of displacement. In farniliar installations. Le. the two-stroke interna1 
combustion engine. a similar leaf spring amansement. the reed valve. establishes an 
adequate (though incomplete) seal by self activation in the presence of pressure. Moreover. 
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valve opening occurs naturally once the pressure difference across i t  is reversed. It can be 
likened therefore to a check valve. 

= must In the current application. no such pressure reversa1 occurs: valve statr switchin, 
occur in an opposite sense to that describsd above. Hence. an actuator servo must bs 
introduced to achieve state switching. 

2 . 5 2  Electromagnetic Servo: Principles 

Many actuators (relays. solenoids) exploit electromagnetic induction as the means of 
coupling mechanical work with the delive? of energy by electrical means. In such devices. 
magnetomotance is applied to a magnetically penneable material volume which in turn 
pmduces a magnetic field. This is akin to a voltage producing an electric field. The matcrial 
property relating the tield strength to the magnetomotance is mapetic permeability. .A class 
of materials known as ferromagnetic. their paradigrn being soft iron. has the valuable 
artribute of  responding in a non-linrar fashion to the application of magnetomotance. 
producing exceptionally strong magetic fields. 

The work prrfonned by such an actuator may be related to the change in stored e n e r p  
within the mapetic tleld. This tieId passes throush a volume of empty space. an air-gap: i t  
is this gap which permits the translational or rotational movement required for mechanical 
work to occur. The field spanning this gap has g-eater snergy density than within the solid 
soft magnetic material. Hence. a force develops in a manner resulting in the closure. or 
attempted closure. of this gap. Moreover. this force is proponional to the gradient of the 
ener_oy density. It thsrefore results that increasing force occurs with dirninishing air-gap. 
For ri given actuator. the result is maximum force capability at minimum air-gap 
(approaching zero). The force thereby achieved is strongly non-Iinear. tn addition. 
magnetic tlux penades ail space and is only partially guided by permeable mattsr. Hence. 
tlux leakage. which results in Iost e n e r g  density in the volume of the air-gap. is a function 
of the design which sipificantly affects the achievable force for a given magetomotance. 

2.53 Electromagnet Design 

The actuator mass is. due to metallic construction. a signiticant fraction of the tlowmeter 
overall mass. and the electromagnet winding is the largest component of that portion. For 
this reason. the dimensions of the electromagnet were sought to be minimized. 

The extemal location of the valve was a design option exercised to permit access to and 
interchangeability of key components such as the seal. valve and actuator. This also 
facili tates adjustment. an important consideration for a prototype design. The remote 
location of the coi1 that results. however. dictates that pole tips are required to convey the 
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magnetic tlux from the solenoidal field of the coil to the air-gap vicinity. Flux Irakase and 
the resultant lessening of peak pulling force is a compromising result of this configuration. 

The pull-closed principlc of operation means the coil must serve in continuous dup.  but the 
fonuitous circumstancr that maximum sealing force requirements correspond with 
maximum actuator force availability means the design is optimized for performance. The 
drain oritice size \vas selected with awareness that the strady statr efflux rate must allow 
tlow-rate measurements in the desired range to occur: in mm this impans a requiremrnt for 
the pull strength of the actuator. Tabulated dimensions of commercially anilable tubular 
solenoids. which likely opente at greater effciency (owing to smallrr flux leakage) than the 
remotr type used in this des ip .  were consulted: it was leamed that a long-life continuous 
duty type of similar dimensions to the projected FRACT unit develops a peak pull of  0.7 1 
Newtons. This is approximatrly double the pull required to overcome the hydraulic 
pressure inteeratcd over the orifice area. and hrnce is thought to be similar to the actual 
demands of the F R C T  application. where seal compression is also desired. 

These facts were borne in mind when the size. proportions. power requirements and 
materials selection for the acniator were assessed. Intluential quantities 1 ike tlux loss could 
not be feasibly calculated nor estimated. for the peculiar shape of the pole tips would have 
required a detailed finite element analysis to establish such panmeters. Rather. priority was 
civen to the manufacture and testing of a prototype actuator to assess performance 
b 

cmpirically following design calculations of a simplistic nature. This approach de l i~ r red  
satisfactory results. and although the opponunity to further optimize coi1 mass and tlus 
con\-eyance rfticirncy still exists. that the device functions adequately and mrets mass 
constraints suggest the adopted philosophy was appropriate. Assembly views of the 
complete acniator are presented in Figure 2.5. 

LVire specitically for use in electromagnet windings is commercially auilable. Attributes 
for this sprcialized application are low electrical resistivity. high tensile strength. ductility. 
temperature tolerance and minimal insulation thickness. The latter two criteria discriminate 
this class of wire. or more specitically its insulation. from most others. Neighbouring 
wraps in an electromagnet must be insulated from one another: the relatively durable but 
thick insulation of common wire however wastes volume that would be better tilled with 
conductor. Often this insulation is also vulnerable to heat damags. panicularly under 
pressure. Resistive heating of an electromagnet can result in high temperatures inside the 
coil h r  from radiative heat sinks. and winding tension exens pressure. To accommodate 
these requirements. magner wire has thin but tough insulative coatings. The wire selected 
for this application is a 18-gauge dual insulated type. rated for 130°C service: the insulation 
la yers are po 1 yurethane and ny Ion. 
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Figure 2.5: Assembl! Lïervs  of the Electromagnetic Actuator 

Initially. the core and end washers. made of a phenolic material. were separate parts. The 
washcrs were press fined onto the core ends and then cementsd using 454 instant adhesive. 
This was satisfactory for initial evaluation but an improved version. with end plates intesral 
with the core. was latsr made. This revision permitted more accurate and dense winding of 
the c d :  the original design was wlnerable to failure (washer separation) during during coil 
manufacture. Precise control and layerins of the windins wraps helps to avoid wire 
breakage during centrifuge operation. which can occur where crossed wraps introduce 
stress raisers. To achieve this degree of quality. the winding procedure is rnanual: a small 
lathe was used to restrain the coil and was turned slowly with a variable speed drill. The 
number of winding turns was calculated as 790+10. Three estimates' of the number of 
winding turns. which were not counted during manufacture. comprise this value. 

Werr it chosen to implement the design in the alternate scenario wherein the self-excitins 
valve is drawn open by the actuator through a similar airgap (required to providr sufficient 
drainage) a pulling force equal ro or greater than the sealing force would have to be 
developed under the least favourable circumstances of the air-gap vs force relationship. To 
accornplish this. the actuator coil would be required to generate a stronser field entailing 
that it have increased saniration Hux density. greater magnetomotance and less flux leakage. 

dimensional. resistive and mas 
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Increased saturation flux density can only be achieved through the use of certain exotic 
magnetic alloys such as Carpenter HiPerCo. an iron-cobalt alloy. which affords a 64O30 
improvement over 43OFR. Greater core volume and magnetornotance both propayte a 
signitlcant increase in the size and mass of the electrornagnet. Reduction of tlux leakage 
would require a coil and pole assembly design optimised for flux containment which. 
though probably implicit to the self-exciting valve arrangement. would compromise 
installation. adjustment and ease of manutàcnire objectives. 

2.5.4 Core, Pole and Armature Design Considerations 

Firm contact between the pole extensions and core is required for a good magnetic circuit. 
Each pole is therefore attached to the coil by a 4 - 4 0  shoulder screw engaging in a tapped 
hole on each end of the coil. This would be a mundane topic sxcept that these shoulder 
screws are custom made from the same 43OFR alloy as the rest of the magnet. The volume 
occupied by the fasteners is sizeable. is panially within the induction of the coi1 and is 
important for linkase of the pole with the coil in a contipous magnetic circuit. Performance 
would doubtiess be sacrificed if plain stainless fasteners. which are non-mqnetic. were 
used in this crucial joint. 

Flux leakage can be prornoted by abrupt changes in section area in the tlux path of 
permeable elçments. To avoid unnecessary flux leakage. the core. custom fasteners. and 
pole tips were designed to have similar section area. The armature has somewhat less 
section area than the other elements in an effort to lessen supported mass. hence stress. on 
the valve lraf spring. This was deemed acceptable since signitlcant flux losses will have 
occurred prior to the tlux path encountering this component. meaning that its lesser area 
will not constrict the tield by virtue of field saturation. X revised. improved armature 
incorporating counteweight and a single fastener maintains higher section area and is an 
option open for further refinement and evennial implementation. 

2.6 VALVE: ENGINEERING SPECIFICÇ 

2.6.1 Discharge Orifice 

The sampling chamber must drain fully benveen measurements. Head is derived from the 
csntnpetally induced body forces acting on the column of fluid within the chamber. As the 
seal must be held closed against this head during the charnber f i l1  phase. a compromise 
behveen drain rate capability and sealing force anses. 

The first-order sealing force required results frorn the product of the drain orifice area and 
the hydraulic pressure. This pressure ranges from zero to 700 kPa (100 psi) with fil1 
fraction and centrifuga1 loading. The drain rate varies from its maximum when the full 
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chamber first begins to drain. to a minimum when approaching empty. Permrate flow 
continues to replenish the sampling chamber during the drain cycle. so steady state 
conditions occur when the drain and fil1 rates balance. The fluid level at steady state 
therefore is related to permeate tlow rate. A vertical offset between the drain oritice and the 
lowest level-sensor clsctrode ensures sutXcient hcad will esist to permit completr: drainage 
at target tlow rates. while allowin_o the level sensor and till-timing systems to oprrate 
consistent1 y. 

2.6.2 The Interchangeable Seal Assemblv 
The design of the seal assembly posed unique challenges due to the tremendous latenl 
loadings involved. Reliable sealing is of paramount imponancr. because leakage would 
render tlow-rate measurements inaccurate or impossible. For reliablr sealing. an 
elastomeric seal slement is required. however such an element must br supported to avoid 
distonion under its own weisht at operational accelerations. The seal design conceived in 
this work has addressed this et'fect. Moreover the seal assembly was des iged  as an 
interchangeable component to permit both design retinements and replacement due to wear 
or damage. Although the permeare stream should be clean and clear. the discharge orifice 
may also be cleaned by way of this feature if it becomes clogged. The seal assembly is 
threaded and this opportunity for leakage guarded by a K 10 O-ring in a static cmsh gland. 

.A nurnber of conceptual ideas for the specific desien and construction of the sèal assembly 
were advanced. and prototypes made based on a interchangeable seal blank. of which 
srveral were manufactured t'or this purpose. The embodiment selected for t'urther 
development. trsting and eventual operational semice emersed early as supenor to the other 
desisns under initial consideration. 

The seal assembly consists of a Delrin plug incorporating the cmsh gland. tool tlats and 
7 16-20 extemal thread. The plus possesses additional interna1 features to accommodate the 
seai core. whose dimensions are tishtly constrained to fit. The core is assembled around a 
short length of 19 gauge #3 16 stainless steel hypodermic tubing press titted into the plug: 
this tubing directs the discharged permeate and prevents erosion of the surrounding Delrin. 
Coaxial with and supponed by the ngid tubing is a length of 0.8 mm ( I 32") ID Viton 
tlexible tubing. which forms the elastomeric seal itself. Viton. a synthetic rubber. was 
chosen for its respected endurance chancteristics: it is fiequently found in seal. O-ring and 
peristaltic pump applications. Durine assembly. the Viton tubing is adjusted to protrude 
approximately 0.8 mm beyond the stainless tubing within. allowing for proper seal 
deformation during operation. This coaxial assembly is furthemore supponed by an 
encasement of epoxy. which results in a near solid assembly well capable of enduring 
centrifuge loadings. Fi-me 2.6 illustrates this crucial cornponent. 
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Figure 2.6: The Interchangeable Seal Assern bly 

2.6.3 Valve Design 
A conical-tip needle is camed by the pendant valve spring component in a 2 - 5 6  intemally 
threaded hole. This needle is aliened with the discharse orifice and whcn drawn in by the 
armature's motion. penetrates the tubular Viton element of the seal assernbly and 
cstablishes a reliable seal. Stainless steel was initially specified for this component. 

The k d v e  spring need not possess any panicularly strenuous sprine stiffness qualities and 
as such was made of plain 0.3 mm stainless steel plate stock. The spnng was reinforcrd to 
a total thickness of 0.9 mm in two areas. One. about the mounting holes. provides 
additional thickness there to give adequate sectional area. Iessenine stress levels where the 
mounting holes act as stress raisers. The second reinforcement area extends from the 
vicinity of the valve needle to the terminal end of the spring. This lends added stlffness 
through that span to reduce bending and constrain the needle's motion to near linear as 
drawn inward by the actuator. the armature for which is attached to the reinforced portion at 
its extrernity. This extra thickness has the added benefit 9f allowing the tapped needle hole 
to possess sufficient depth. two full  threads. for good engagement. 

A closeup view of the completed valve in the open (relaxed) state. Figure 1.7. clearly 



shows the ali-ment of the needle and seat and the armature gap. which propels the valve 
into its closed position. A supplementary depiction of the valve in its relaxed and engaged 
States is presented in Fisure 2.8. This entire valve assembly was rnounted and located via a 
pair of 1 8" zl-40 stainless shoulder screws providing positive suppon and location. which 
in rum engage on a properly counterbored and threaded mounting block. affixed to the 
FRACT body. The valve needle. k i n g  threaded. allows for a small range of adjustment to 
achieve proper seal compression while exploiting the effective travel of the actuator. The 
relative locations of the armature and needle also result in a srnall force augmentation at the 
seai due to Irverage. To ensure adequate drainase the relaxsd position of the valve must 
return the needle a siight distance fiorn the orifice. This is a tùnction of the valve mounting 
position. an adjustable feature on initial versions of the tïrst prototype. 

Figure 2.7: Closeup l'iew o f  k'alvc 
I pendant sprint. 2 )  nesdls. 3 )  interchangeable sed assembly. 4) armature. 5 )  slectrornagnet pole. 

.A crucial obsenation for this style of valve is the influence of tremendous body forces 
deriving frorn the centrifuga1 accelerations. These forces would render the valve inoperative 
if they. or an' substantial component of them. were aligned parallel to the direction of free 
travel. This would either hold the valve open against the pull of the actuator. or force it  

closrd. unable to open. The former case is tractable for. provided a constraint is included to 
limit the deflection and maintain an adequately srna11 armature gap. actuator force should 
overcome the small additional load. The latter case however might cause the valve's neutral 
position to be in full contact and with full sealing pressure upon the seat. In this scenario 
the FRACT operation would be compromised. 
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For these arguments it is imperative that the FRACT. in its pressnt form. be oriented such 
that its front face lies nearly parallel to the rotation plane. Outside this orientation. the valve 
relaxsd position will tend to deflect away from the FRACT body. To avoid this. a 
restraining pin may be added: certainly this modification will be includrd in future venions. 

Figure 2.8: Isometric and Section Cïews o f  F'aive & Seal Assembly 
In this tigure the airgap. residing benveen armature and pole tip. ma' be seen in the exterior v i e~v .  
In the section views. the x d v e  is shown in both relased (open) and engaged (closed) States: note 
the compression of the seal and the tlcxure o f  the pendant spring. 

2.7 LEVEL SENSOR SYSTEM 
One of the fundamental functional requirements for flow-rate measurement using the 
adopted principlc is the means to infer fluid level within the sampling chamber. This is in 
mm used to compute an average flow-rate. given the fixed chamber volume and the elapsed 
time to till. The basic nature of the adopted level sensing strategy has already been 
broachrd. namely the detection of the presence of an electric signal at a specific electrode. 
this signal having been conveyed by circuit continuity through the entrapped tluid from a 
source electrode. It is a requirement of this approach that the fluid sample be electrically 
conductive. 
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2.7.1 Essential Features 

The irnplementation of this simple requirement is subject to the same risid constraints. 
panicularly as penaining to centrifiyally induced loading. as the other principal elements 
discussed so far. The electric continuity approach benetits from a total lack of moving 
parts. indeed a paucity of required parts of any kind. and hence \vas anticipatrd to provide a 
most satisfactory implementation. adaptable to the emergent physical embodiment 
precipitated by other less flexible design parameters. 

The minimum level sensing system consists of a pair of electrodes disposed such that they 
are srparated by a span of sarnpline chamber volume in the direction normal to the 
entrapped tluid surface. The lower of these electrodes shall be connected e'rternally to a 
signal generator. the upper to a detrction circuit. Although the details of conductivity ce11 
design will be discussed in a latsr chapter. it suffices here to state that such a pair of  
electrodes constitutes a conductivity cell. To any conductivity cell one may ascribs a gain. 
or ceIl constant. which is a measure of the cell's conductance (reciprocal resistancr) riven 
the presence o t à  sample of some known specitic conductivity. In conductivity measuring 
applications the cell constant is optimised for a range of sample conducti\.-ity: often where 
relatively pure samples are involved this results in a low ceIl constant. indicative of a high 
oain. 
C 

Permeate is a relatively pure sample. however the level sensing electrodes are subject to 
constraints quite atypical from those in a measuring application. They must br of small 
dimensions. chietly to resolve the tluid surface presence within a small spatial extrnt. and 
thsy must be situated far from one another. such that they bracket a meaningful sampling 
chambsr volume. This results in the level sensor ce11 constant(s) being very large. i .s. 
having very low gain. Hence. the level sensor system is a poor conductivity measuring 
system. Fortunatsly. however. the system is not required to derive accurate measures of 
sample conductivity. but merely to indicate the presence of fluid: a bina- state. 

2.7.2 The Level Sensing Electrode Arrav 
For ease of manufacture the level sensing electrodes were chosen to be simply $1-72 
stainless steel binding head machine screws. The installation of each electrode therefore 
requires only a full-depth tapped hole in the FRACT body at the desired location. A solder 
tab. sealing compound and gasket complete the installation. A total of five electrodes. 
equally spaced 6.1 mm (0.25 in) apart. were fined. disposed upon the two sides of the 
FRACT in staggered fashion. Therefore. the sampling chamber may be regarded. for the 
purpose of flow-rate deduction. as partitioned into four volumes bracketed by these 
rlectrodes. Screw length was selected such that each barely protrudes into the sampling 
chamber: the eiectrode is therefore formed by the circular end area. having diamrter 
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1.7 mm. Stainless steel is adequately conductive to function in this capacity. uhere its 
corrosion resistance is an overriding requirement. 

There are three options for installation of the interfacial wiring for these electrodes. The 
simplest is rnerely adhesive bondins of  the individual wires to the FRACT body afier each 
is soldered to a rab. Since the wire routing was not known at design tirne. this became the 
implernented approach. Machining of  shallow fine grooves into the F R K T  body into 
which each wire could be pressed. then glued. is a preferable approach. possible though 
only with a priori knowledge of wire routing. .An elegant option. resen-ed for possible 
iùture versions. is an applique of polyirnide tlexible printed circuit. which would inteente 
the tùnctions of the solder tab. and connecting lead for each level-sensor. plus ail other 
electrical connections of the FMCT. 

Al1 tive of these elecrrodes senre as level sensors: the conductivity ce11 electrodes function 
as source electrodes for this array. This merging of tùnctions was envisionrd at an early 
de s i~n  stage and supponed by later testing of the completed device. although a contingency 
involving a separate source electrode identical to the fit-e sensors was rnaintained. 

2.7.3 Fluid Level Detection 

For samples of low conductivity. approximately 50 pS. cm for enample. the resistance of 
the circuit formed by the individual level sensors may range between roughly 1-3 Mn. 
Therefore. a detection circuit having high input impedance is required. A simple FET. 
whose input impedancr is appronimately 10 M n .  suftïced in this capacity for trsting 
purposes. A prototype circuit. to be described in greater detail as pertaining to conductivity 
sensor developrnent. permitted basic tests to proceed. 

The full development of <his important system involved the commissioned electronics 
hardware. and the control and data acquisition hardware and software. not available until 
the FRACT was ultimately installed on board the centrifuge rotor and cornmissioning t d s  

were imminent. These details are therefore deîèrred to chapter 5 :  Commissionino, and 
Calibntion. 

2.7.4 Flow-ra te Measurement 
The exact function of the five level sensing electrodes in the task of flow-rate measurement 
is a ropic of some importance. The array of electrodes is positioned such that its lowest 
member resides a small distance (3.2 mm between centres) above the chamber drain 
orifice. In this rnanner a short time interval shall pass between drain valve closure and 
detection of fluid at this zeroth electrode. which is interpreted by the control and data 
acquisition program as the trigger to record the initial time to be used in flow-rate 
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calculations. The chamber proceeds to îïll: the tluid surface sweeps upward within the 
chamber. contacting electrodes as it does so. 

As each electrode becomes imrnersed and hence each detector in series registers the 
presence of tluid. absolute time is tètched and buffered in software. Once the chamber is 
sensed to be full. controlling action invokes the draining of the chamber and othrr activities 
proceed. Difference calculations benveen the individual tirne measures and the initial time 
provide elapsed times for each of the four volume partitions. which share bortom limi ts and 
overlap. Combined with a knowledge of each partition volume. the program output is a 
weighted average flow-rate for the measurement cycle. 

2.7.5 Value of Redundant Flow-rate Data 

The five level sensing electrodes clearly exceed minimum requirements for nidimentary 
tlow-rate deduction. There is. however. an important purpose for this redundant 
information. The validity of the cycle average tlow-rate depsnds on the entirety of penneate 
being entrapped by the measurement device during sampling charnber tilling. Any leaks in 
the system. be they due to poor static ssals or a poorly sealed drain valve. will resuit in 
spurious flow-rate deduction. In some cases. leakage rnight be so severe rhat the sampling 
chamber will not sven fi l l :  more invidious however would be the circumstance of a small 
leak. allowin_o the charnber to f i I l  yet yielding incorrect tlow-rate data. 

Permeate enters the FR4CT at low pressure. Hence. pressures sndured by the various 
sc-als within the sampling chamber derivs strictly tiom the head of tluid in the chambsr 
applird to them. Though the dimensional extent of this head is vsry small. no more than 
35 mm. in the presence of accrlerations up to 3000 G the pressures borne may rsach 
740 kPa ( 107 psi) at the dynamic drain seal and 1 MPa ( 150 psi) at the inlst crossbore 
plug a static seal. The risk of a leak is therefore a concem. 

.A key observation is as the sampling chamber fills. the pressure experienced at these most 
vulnerable locations increases tiorn near zero. Therefore. any Ieak which occurs will 
bmdually increase in magnitude subject to this pressure. limited only by the circumstance of 
choked tlow should it occur. The effect of such leaks therefore should be apparent in the 
individual flow-rate measurements. four of uhich occur in sach measurement cycle. The 
occurrence of a Ieak can be reasoned to appear as diminishing flow-rate values as measured 
by the partitions above the leak. 

This diagnostic aid availed by the redundancy of flow-rate data is an important feature of 
the FRACT. essential to fostet-ing confidence in the measurements it provides. Figure 2.9 
is a record of the occurrence of such a leak. taken directly from the user interface of the 
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custom FR4CT controlling sotiware (to be introduced and descnbed in chapter 6: Control 
and Data Acquisition Software). 

Figure 2.9: Sampling Chamber Leak Evidcnced by Redundant Flow-rate >leasurement 
Lefi: FR-ACT control software display. to be described in detail later: right: record of lessening 
tlon'-rate [mL min] cabscissa) against increasing chamber tiIl fraction (ordinate). cight 
msasuremrnt cycles o\.erlaid. This is a close-up of  the indicator seen at the upper right of the total 
display. 

2.8.1 Stress Regime in the Pendant Valve Spring 
The stress regime arising in the valve spring is reasoned to be vsry ncarly a two- 
dimensional field. owing to the thinness of this component. The sprins is placed undrr 
tcnsile Ioad deriving from the centritiigal acceleration acting in part upon the spnng but also 
dur to the artached load of the armature and countrnveipht. affixrd by a pair of 4 - 7 2  
socket head stainless machine screws. These screws are loaded in shear with a magnirudr 
of roughly 2 1 MPa (3000 psi) in the overspeed situation. 

The valve assembly is supponed by a pair of stainless steel shoulder screws. also loaded in 
shear to approximately 27 MPa (1000 psi) at overspeed. These screws h l f i l l  the locational 
and restraint functions together. It is at their position that. due to the loss of section area 
associated with the mounting holes and the stress concentration factor affiliated with them. 
that the spring component is subject to the greatest stress. 

Two modes of failure have been examined for this location: rupture occumng under pure 
tension across the minimum section. and shear failure (tearing) in the web of material 
adjacent the hoIes. 
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Through such a calculation it was leamed the component was vulnerable at this location. 
Additional thickness was specified for this area as a result. Use of thicker material for the 
entire valve. however. is inadviseable for two reasons: stiffness would be increased. 
lessening the compressive force applied to the seal. and the rnass of additional matrrial 
would worsen the load levels overall. 

2.8.2 Stress Regime in the FRACT Body 
The stress regime existent in the F U C T  body is rnost certainly a three-dimensional field. 
Outside attached loads and various bores. passages and notches which affect cross- 
sectional areas and incur stress nisers are responsible for this fact. 

Despite this. first order estimates of stress levels at key locations. chietly the minimum 
section and base. were desired. The need for such estimates crnerged when experimental 
validation of physical integrity of the minimum section undrr simulated loading was 

sough t . 

.I\ cornputational model was developed in which the FRACT body was hypothstically 
partitioned into equally spaced sections normal to the loading ( R )  direction. Pure 
compressive loading upon these sections was then assumed. the magnitude of which kvas 
interpreted to be due to the body forces acting upon the material supported bp the section in 
question. plus any attached loads. Section areas were extracted from -4utoCAD dnwings of 
the component and demental masses calculated by extrusion of these sections through the 
grid Iength. The density of Delrin. 1 4 3  k g m  ' was taken from DuPont product litsrature. 
c. 

The total body mass of the cornputational model despite this coarse grid was within 
2 grams ( 5 O 0 )  of the actual component mass. 

h depiclion of the mode1 used and a graphical presentation of the main results drlivered by 
this computation are shown in Figure 2.10. A profile view of the FRACT body indicates 
the one-dimensionai '-grid". Transverse sections at these _gid positions are shown. along 
with the section area. The compressive stress is plotted as a function of grid position. .fi 
maximum stress of approximately 14 MPa (2000 psi) is perceivrd to occur at the minimum 
section. This corresponds to 20% of the tensile yield limit of Delrin. within recommended 
Iimits for intermittent loading of a failure cntical component. These results derive from the 
overspeed Ioadins case. which exceeds maximum operational loading by a factor of 
approximatel y 2.3. Hence. the maximum operational stress expected from this simpl ified 
model is roughly 8.3 MPa ( 1200 psi). 12% of the tensile yield limit of Delrin. This is close 
to but in excess of the recomrnended limit of 10% for continuous loading of a failure critical 
cornponent. 
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It can easily be cnvisioned that the stress field proximate to the pole clearance notches and 
in the imrnediate vicinity of the valve mounting will differ from the calculated quantities. 
which assume a unifom purely uni-axial regime across each section. In the vicinity of the 
two critical areas under scrutiny ( minimum section and base-area). however. these 
convolutions are reasoned to be far-field effects and hence the assumption of uniformity is 
thought to be largely validated. 

The variable load correspondin= to the mass of the interminently captured tluid. between 
zero and approximatrly 3 grams. was also computed. givins a rough value of R -O. 1 O at 
the critical section. the ratio used in fatigue studies under cyclic loadine. Future studies of 
component fatigue and reliabilil might involve this value. 

I t  should be noted that these computations interpret the Delrin body as the only active load 
bearing member in the model. This is in fact a worst case scenario. In fact. the pole tips. 
beinz an interférence fit when properly shimmed. convey some load across the pole notch. 
Additionally. the electromagnet assembly f o m s  a nearly solid entity: again as this 
component is shimmed in place it certainly conveys some fraction of load causing a 
resultant lessening of the portion borne by the minimum section. 

These points help to assuaze any concem over the minimum secrion opentional load bring 
slightly in excess of the rrcommended. In fact. limitations on the membrane pressure 
tolrrance restrict normal expenmental operation to under 1800 RPM. This corresponds to a 
minimum section peak load of just 6 MPa (880 psi). 9O. of the tensile yield strength and 
thsrefore within the maximum recominended for continuous loading of a failure critical 
componrnt. this figure being 10°fk of the manuhcturers data sheet specitication of yicld 
strength. The consen;atism of these guidelines is in pan to address variability of the 
mechanical properties of eneineering thennoplastics such as Delrin. Hence. the results of 
this calculation evoked optimism that the component will prove serviceable. 

The motivation to perform this simplified computational mode1 sternrned from the desire ro 
conceive and execute a simulation of the stress regime borne by the minimum section. This 
experiment. to be described in detail in chapter 1. Prototye Testinq. validated confidence 
in the calculations. The load magnitude at minimum section area as derived from this model 
was used a seed value for the experiment. 
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Figure 2.10: FRACT Body Compressive Loading Computation (Overspeed Situation) 



2.8.3 Thermal Stability of Sampling Chamber Volume 

It  is well known that many plastics have greater coefficients of thermal expansion than 
other engineering rnaterials. Example linear thermal expansion coefficients are givrn in 
Table 2.1. An estirnate of the volume fiactional temperature dependency is availed by 
Equation 2.2. 

>laterial Coefficient [ IOA-6l'CI 

DeIrin 100 (or tquiv. I 

.-lluminum 

Stccl 

Pyrex 

Table 2.4: Coefficients of Linear Expansion for f'arious >laterials 12.5.2.121 

The result of O.O3O/o per drgree Celsius propagates to affect tlow-rate accuracy. but siven 
orees. that temperature rxcursions from the 25" ambient are foreseen to be Iess than ten de, 

this is considered insignificant. 

2.8.4 Fluid Mechanical Calculations 

As for other aspects of the FRACT design. tluid mechanical calculations wcre advanced 
where help fui or necessa-. but rmpirical validation by careful testing was cmphasised 
prior to eventual installation of the device. 

2.8.5 Droplet Terminal Velocity 

Permeate enters the FRACT at low pressure and imrnediately expenences a kee-fa11 under 
centrifuge acceleration until encountering the surface of the entrapped fluid slug within the 
inlrt bore. At centrifuge operational speed. the final velocity of such a droplet depends on 
the sampl ing chamber fdl-fraction: maximum velocity occurs for the circurnstance of an 

rmpty chamber and was calculated to be approximately 50 m-s '. Such high irnpingement 
velocities justify the inlet design. which is intended to dampen the resulting pulsations. 
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2.8.6 Maximum Flow-rate Measurement Capabilitv 

A rnethod was sought to obtain an estimate of the maximum tlow-rate measurement 
capability early in the design cycle. This was reasoned to be govemed by the maximum 
efnux rate. since the sampling chamber rnust be capable of draining fully between 
measurement cycles. The drain orifice is pressurizrd by the head associated with the tluid 
sample under centrifuge acceleration. As the chamber drains. the efflux rate decreases. due 
to decreasing head. Evennially. a steady state is reached where intlux and rfflux balance. 
For the tlowmeter to function as designed. the surface height for this steady statc must bs 
below the zeroth lsvel sensing electrode. whose purpose is to start the rimers for the four 
chamber partition electrodes. Rrcognizing this fact. this clectrode was designed to be 
situated 3.2 mm above the drain orifice (between centrelines). 

Established equations for draining and tilling of tanks cal1 upon the basic tenets of rnass 
conservation and quasi-equilibrium. These equations are usually applied to laree vessels 
intluenced by nomal Earth cpvity. For this work. the mass discharge rate equation [2.1 j] 
( Equation 2.3 ) for gravity drainin9 was directly applied substitut ing centrifuge acceleration 
for Eanh gravi- g. Other variables include the tluid drnsity p. the discharge coefficient C:. 
the discharge ori tice area .-I ,. and the head (vl-j. J .  This rquation irnplicitly assumes that 
wave action can be ncglected. i.r. that the liquid surface may be considered tlat. Inrquality 
7.4 rnay be evaluated to ascertain this. and for rhe sarnpling chamber geomrtry at centrifuge 
accelerations indeed this assertion holds. Here. ~tcit ( t n . . , ~  is the net etflux rate. .LI, the full 
chambrr tluid mass. L the chamber characteristic horizontal lengh. and y: the fidl chamber 
head. Hence. the results of Equation 2.3 are provisionally justitied. 

d d r  (ni (:Cf . L ) - [ g i . j  ' .......................... 2 . 4  
1 i . I  'a!: - I 

A difficulty arises in the accurate determination of the discharge coefficient. which normally 
ranges from 0.65 (sharp edged hole) to 1 .O (rounded noule). Tabulated values for popular 
discharge nozzles [2.16] do not include styles resembling the custom nozzle of this 
smbodiment. which includes a straight pipe segment: rnoreover the valve needle. which 
resides very close to the outlet is a complicating factor. A static laboratory experimenr in 
which the chamber was allowed to empty under the influence of Earth gravity yielded a 
dubious coefficient of 0.2 1. Surface tension. which would be inconsequential at centrifuge 
loadings. made this experiment very questionable. 

To arrive at an estimate of the maximum flow-rate measurement capability. Equation 1.3 



To arrir-s at an rstirnate of the maximum tlow-rate measurement capability. Equation 2.3 
was soivrd using for head Q;-J-J the separation benveen the lower extremity of the zeroth 
sensing electrode and the upper extremity of the discharge orifice. The efflus rate d m c l r  
thus determined would correspond to steady state conditions for a permeare tlow-rate of 
equal magnitude. This then rnay be rezarded as the upper bound on measurement 
capability. for in order to permit a confident detection of the rising tluid surface past this 
electrode during the ti l l  phase. a srnall tolerancr i.e. a sli_ohtly lower steady state tluid 
surface position. would be desireable. The calcularion was perfonned for a spread of 
accelentions through the operating range and for three candidate values of the discharge 
coetlïcient C,.These results are depicted graphically in Figure 2.1 1. 

Figure 2.11: Emux Rate at Maximum Permissible Steady State Chamber Fill Level 

Unfo'onunately. C, is a poorly known quanti-. As a preliminary suide to the maximum 
tlow-rate measurement capability. one can nonethcless $ean that for reasonable. rven 
prssimistic estimates to C.,. the operating capabiliry of the FRACT is amenable with the 
expected permeate îlow-rate. The design specification for permeate tlow-rate was 
understood to be up to 20 mlimin. for a %Il stack of nine membrane modules at nominal 
maximum operating pressure. which corresponds rvith approximately 2100 G on the 
abscissa of Figure 1.9. Many expenments will use fewer than nine modules. and will 
therefore senerate proportionately less permeate fluid. 
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3 Conductivity Measurement 

3.1 GENERAL PO~NTS 

The measurement of  conductivity is. next to pH. the most cornmon rlrctrochrmical 
technique. widely used in water monitoring processes. I t  is a non-selrctivc mrasurement: 
al1 ions present contribute to the extent that their mobility and charge psrmits. Conductivity 
mrasurement employs sensors of the passive type. driven by extemal voltage. 

Kohlrausch investigated the phenornenon of conductivity and its measuremrnt extrnsively 
and detemined that this quantity ranged. among known substances. over tsn orders of 
magnitude from approximately 5 -  10.' Sicm to 1 S I t m  [3.1]. The Siemen is cqukalent to 

1 reciprocal Ohm (Ohm"). 

3.1.1 Temperature Compensation 

Conductivity of an ionic solution varies as a tùnction of tempennire owing to the rffect of 
temperature on ionic mobility. This effect is most pronounced for aqueous solutions of lou- 

concentration. as the proton and OH- radical possess unusual c barge transport 

mechanisrns. and cenainly cannot be neglected for permeate conductivity measurements. 
where the permeate has been depleted of its salts by over 904k Temperature coefficients. 
expressed in percent conductivity change per degree Celsius. c m  be as great as 5°C OC for 
ultrapure water. while for most ionic salts the coefficient is approximately Z"oi°C. 
decreasing to l S O W C  at very high concentration. 
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Reponrd specific conductivity figures are usually referenced to the tempenrure standard of 
25' Celsius. To permit this the FRACT is equipped with a temperature-sensing channel. 
Similar to the conductivity cell. the sensor elrment is situated to be in steady contact with 
the entrapped slug of tluid. 

-4 number of temperature sensing elrments were considered. To reduce concrrns ovrr 
interchangeability. calibntion. and non-linearity ( panicularly among thermistors). a 
precision IC temperature transducer. type .4&592CN was selected. This component. 
housrd in a standard TO-92 semiconductor package. provides a linear rnapping betwern 
output current in micro-Ampères and Kelvin degrees. and is insensitive to supply voltages. 
rnakins it ideal for the harsh conditions of the centrifuge. Moreover. it is endorsrd for 
remote sensing applications where its high irnpedance current output virtually nullit'ies the 
rffects of connecring lead voltage drops and noise. an ideal property for an installation 
aboard spiming rquipment close to elecnical noise generating equipment. 

The transducer musr bs placrd in thermal contact with the tluid specimrn. however 
hydrostatic pressure at the rntnpped volume can reach elevated values dunng the condition 
of a full sampling chamber at operating spsed. Hence. the transducer must somehow be 
sraled against leakage. yet its interfacing wires effectively routed. 

To address this requirement. and to permit replacement of the transducer K. a thertnally 
conducrive plug. complete \trith static radiai rland O-ring seal and threaded shank. \vas 
devisèd. This plu- makes contact ivith both the permeate and transducer. and exploits the 
thermal insulating propenies of the surrounding Delin (Table 3.1 ) to drcouplr it h m  other 
heat î l u s  paths. 

>laterial Coefficient 
Deirin 

Atuminum 

Table 3.1 : Heat Transfer Coefficient (20°C) for b'arious Substances [ BTL-ilh-f '- O F [ 
[2.12.3.2] 

The tnnsducer is smbedded in this plug. which is made of aluminum to provide optimal 
thermal conduction propenies and light weight. Chernical inertness at the surfaces exposed 
to permeate tlow was accomplished through passivation with NaOH. The component is as 
small as feasiblr to rninimize the bulk of aluminum used and shonen the response time of 
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the assembly as much as possible. 

S ipa l  processing for the transducer exploits its interna1 precalibntion and lineari';. 

3.2 CLSTOM CELL DESIGN 

3.2.1 Commercial Conductivitv Cells and Instruments 
Commercial conductivity instrumentation. like commercial floiv-rate equipment. \vas found 
to be genenlly designed for labontory. field or production use. A s  a result. it is unsuitable 
for installation aboard the spinning rotor for the same chief reasons: size. weight and lack 
of stnictural soundness. Several popular commercial conductivity cells aere  nonst helcss 
investigated. for this is the only portion of the conductivity sensor required to be in the 
centrifuge environment. None of these cells was deemed suitable for this application. The 
difficulties in inte-pting sven the most appropriate of these units were incompatible within 
the strictly constnined overall F M C T  d e s i p  

The thought of using a commercial meter in conjunction with the custom ce11 was also 
entsnained. however it was reasoned to be more effective to develop this portion of the 
device as well. Most meters are sold with the intention for use with a speciRc cell. and 
moreover the ability to inteCmte the performance of this device with the levrl-sensor system 
and temperature compensation channel panicularly suggested a purpose-built unit bs 
conceived. The use of LabVIEW as the data acquisition platform also negated the need for 
any stand-alone unit conversion and display capabifity. strenpthenin_g this decision. 

3.2.2 Ce11 Design Requirements and Integration 
Rsquired elements for the custom ce11 stem from the need for structural integrity under 
severs body accelerations. ability to detect and resolve changes in solution conductivity 
within the expected target rangs for typical permeates. and feasibility of manufacture. 

The tirst of these requirements can be synthesized into the goals of impaning no bending 
loads upon the ce11 body. and of ensurins that adhesives used in assrmbly are loaded in 
pure shear. The second implores that the cell constant be such that for nominal pen-neatc 
concentrations the ce11 resistance is amenable to the detection circuitry and that the ce11 
geornetry natunlly avoids stagnation. gas entrainment or particulate adhesion. The tinal of 
C 

thrse three requirements is an assenion that part geometry and assembly be tractable using 
available equipment and farniliar techniques. 

Once discharged. the permeate sample is lost to the environment. therefore conductivity 
measurement must occur near the inlet. The permeate inlet conduit. an inte_mal feature of the 
FRACT body. connects to the sampling charnber at its bottom extremity. This was deemed 
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necessary owing to concems over disnirbing the entrapped fluid surface. the presence of 
which. as it rises due to volume influx. tnggers the level sensing channsls required for 
volume measurernents. By admitting permeate to the bottom of the chamber. and by 
rnaintaining a small slug of I'luid there following chamber discharge. the impingernent of 
fluid droplets will be darnpened. fostering an undisturbed fluid surtàce within the sampling 
chamber. 

To permit continuous measurernent of permeate conductivity independent of sampling 
chamber f i l 1  fraction. the conductivity ce11 was designed for installation in this portion of 
the sampling chamber below the drain orifice. The ce11 remains. in this manner. fully 
submerged upon the production of a small initial amount of permeate. Moreuver. perrnrate 
influx flushes the ce11 continuously ensuring valid rneasurernents occur. 

3.2.3 Cell Design: Engineering Specifics 

The conductivity cell was designed as a modular component to permit development and 
replacement. The ce11 body consists of a solid cylinder of Delrin sized to have a locational 
clearance fit within the sampline chamber. and of such height to occupy nearly the full 
entrapped volume below the discharge orifice. 

The samplins volume of the ce11 consists of an accurately machined slot through part of the 
cylindrical body. The facing surfaces thus created are used to rnount the electrodes and the 
space between them forms the electrode gap. The uncut web remaining a fe r  the machining 
of this dot  supports the gap and lends integrity to the cell. 

-4 useful figure of msrit for cornparison and selection of conductivity ceils is the ce11 
constant K .  This quantity arises in the conversion of  conductance G. the measured 
property but \ifhich entails a relationship to the measurinp apparatus. to the conductivity L .  
a speciflc propeny of the specimen ( Equation 3.1 ). The ce![ constant may be regarded as 
analo_sous to a reciptocal gain. For sampies of high anticipated conductivity. one seeks a 
ce11 of low gain. or high K .  whereas for samples of low anticipated conductivity. a hish 
gain. low K cell is desirable. Being a rnapping between instrument output and a physical - 
property. knowledge of the desired ceIl constant can serve as an aid to the proper design of 
the sensor. 

For a basic ce11 having parallel opposing rectangular plate electrodes the ceIl constant may 
be approximated by 
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where i represents the plate separation and -4 the individual plate area. The dimensions of 
K therefore are reciprocal length. usually cm". This equation is not useful however for 
obtaining accurate conductivity values from conductance data. because the approximation 
fails to address several significant effects. The electric field benveen the slectrodes for 
instance is not homogeneous. due to the edge effects of the pair of finite plates. In addition 
the active area is not that calcuiated by stnctly geometric rneans. The process of slectrode 
platinization. to be described later. increases the sttèctive electrode area by the deposition of 
tinely divided platinum onto the suri'aces. 

To accommodate these effects in actual operation the en tire conductivity sensor apparatus 
must be calibrated against a reference. In the design process however the geometric 
approximation to K is usetiil as a guideline. Given that permeate conductivity was 
original1 y sxpected to be in the 50- 1 50 pS, cm range. a ce11 constant between O. 1 - 1 cm ' 

which yields conductance values easily handled by simple rlectric circuit slernents such as 
the Wheatstone bridge. was the design objective. This is considered to be a high-gain cell. 

3.2.4 Electrode Material Selection 

Platinum was selected as the conductivity ce11 electrode material. Candidate materials 
included platinum. gold. graphite and 3 16 stainless steel. Most commercial conductivity 
meters srnploy platinum electrodes owing to this material's superior electrochemical 
propertirs. including corrosion resistance. 

Sincr the unifomity of the eiectrode gap (or parallelism of the electrodes) hslps assure 
maximum linearity to the extent possible siven the tinite plate limitation. platinum sheec 
stock of 0.0 1 O inch thickness was employed. Of the available grades. this material \vas 
ssen to provids sood compromise benveen the requirement that the material be suficiently 
sri ff to allow manufacture. handling and assembly without damase. and avoiding 
unnscessary material bulk and cost. 

The electrodes are situated such that they lie parallel to the centripetal acceleration direction. 
In this manner. the adhesive is placed in pure shear Ioading. its strongest condition. 

3.2.5 Adhesive Selection 

Adhesive selection emerged from tests performed using stainless steel plate samples and a 
block of Delrin. This included sustained immersion tests. in which bonded specimens were 
krpt immersed in water for seven days. Two different instant bond glues were tested. along 
with two-part epoxy and Araldite. Both Delrin and stainless steel are considered 
challenging materials to bond. The joint area and orientation results however in a calculated 
maximum operational shear stress of 15 psi. well within the expected performance of the 
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dues tested. The outcorne of this test indicated Araldite to be the supenor adhesive for this 
C 

application. The instant glues suffered from bond deterioration on sustainrd exposure to 
water. and Araldite's slight clasticity was seen to be advantageous compared with epoxy's 
brinlsness. in light of the cyclic loading associated with routine opention. 

3.2.6 Electrode Leads 

The nvo clectrode plates rnust be wired to the oscillator and detection circuits. This joint is 
required to be electrochemically inen since it shall be immersed within the prrmcate sample. 
The use of disparate rnetals as is ofien done in generic soider connections is not allowed. 

Each electrode was furnished with a small tab to u-hich a length of 0.5 mm (0.02 in) 
diameter platinum wire was spot welded. its end havins been previously pccned Hat. 
Subsequently. each of these short leads was convsntionally soldered to insulated wirr. The 
resulting solder joints were then sheathed in a compound shnnh'melt Tetlon sncapsulating 
heat shnnk mâterial. whose outer TFE layer provides a chemically inert insulation whils the 
inner melt layer of FEP provides solid encapsulation to withstand moisture. distribute 
stresses and resist the effects of vibration. The exposed platinum wire to rab weld is 
chemically inen and should not detenorate upon exposure to electrolyte. 

Two options for routing of the ce11 wirine were maintained. In one. the wiring was 
snvisioned to pass through the sampling chamber wall via a dedicated port adjacent the 
conductivity cell. The passage was then intended to be blocked using epoxy. The 
alternative to this has the wiring disposed between the cell. locatrd at the sampling 
chamber's bottom. and the top opening of the sampling chamber. where a shallow groovr 
both supports and guides the wire out from under the adapter clamp. 

The latter approach has an undeniable advantase: it avoids the irreversible installation of the 
ce11 predicated by gluing the dedicated port closed post installation. This port may instead 
be closed using a small Nylon plug. This approach was chosen for the prototype 
embodiment. t t  requires that the wire and its insulation bear the full tensile body force 
loadings however imparted by the centripetal accelention. Since the radial distance is small. 
borh thrse requirements can be met. 

3.2.7 Electrode Platiniza tion 

The act of electrode platinization serves to increase the effective electrode area while 
additionally lessening the cell's vulnerability to polarization. This process was affected 
upon the completed platinum ce11 following the example of Ives & Janz [3.3]. 

The process calls for cleaning of the ceil using a concentrated nitric acid. The effect of this 
substance on the Delrin cell body and Araldite adhesive was the source of some concrm. 
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motivating a rehearsal using the mock-up stainless steel electrode cell. Dupont litenture 
[ L I  1 1  indicates that Delrin is unsuitable for prolonged exposure to eithsr nitric or 
hydrochloric acids. however the exposure time for these published tests was on the order 
of tens of days. whereas the act of clranins the ce11 required mere trns of seconds. 
Although the exposed glue became discoloured and the Delrin became chalky. no 
substantive deterioration \vas obsened to have occurred. Similarly a longer duntion test 
using plain hydrochloric acid (in lieu of the platinization solution largely comprised of this 
substance) bolstered confidence that the cd1 asssmbly would not be harmed by the 
platinization process. 

The 2% platinizing solution was prepared using 2N hydrochloric acid (HCI) and a quantity 
of Platinic Chloride (PtCI,). .4 platinum anode was prrpared using a small square of plate 
scnp from the electrode fabrication which. fortuitously. had a shon Iength of platinum wire 
welded to it: the product of a trial spot weld. Both this anode and the assembled cell were 
placed in a test tube and irnrnersed in a srnail amount of the platinizing solution. Using a 
regulated DC power supply. 0.015k0.003 Ampères were passed by the ce11 for 1200 
seconds. both of whose electrodes served as cathodes during this process and which 
recrived as a result approximately 0.3 13 Coulombsi cm: of deposited Pt- ions. The process 

irnparted a uniform and du11 black coatins of finely divided platinum to the rlectrodcs of 
seemingly negligible thickness. 

3.2.8 Detemination of the Polarization Resistance of the Platinized 
Pla tinum Ce11 

It was deemed to be of interest to quantify the effect of platinization on the platinum 
elrctrode cell. This was accomplished using the procedure of Jones [3.4]. urhich secks to 
idrnti fy the contribution to total ce11 resistance arising tiom the eirctrode-slsctrol yrri 

interface. Sincc the measured ce11 resistance always includes both this contribution. which 
can depend on excitation frequency. and the rlectrolyte resistance. a specitic technique is 
required to obtain this quantity. Equation 3.3 reveals that the measured resistance R,, can be 
resolved into the rlectrol yte resistance RI and a polarization effect dependent on the square- 
root of the oscillator frequency. This relationship is sometimes called "Warburg's Law". 

R,, = RF + klj: ....................... ...... 3 .3  

A simple four-rlement resistor bridge \vas consmicted with the cell as one resistance. and a 
decade resistance box for nulling of the bridge. The ce11 was imrnersed in a sample of plain 
tap water: the procedure requires a single sample be used throughout to assure constancy of 
R,. Using a sinusoid function generator with adjustable frequency. the bridge was excited. 
The nul1 condition was assessed by visual means using an oscilloscope connected across 
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the differential nodes of the bridge: owing to the bridge construction. the nuIl resistance 
equals R,, . 

For a range of frequencies j: nulling resistances were recorded. Graphs of nul1 resistance 

R,, as a function o f f '  ' were prepared. depicted in Figure 3.1. and the linçar portion. 

contined to the acoustic range (20-20 kHz). identified. This linear portion was projected to 
the y-intercept. being the condition of infinite frequency where polarization effects are 
reasoned to be ni1 and therefore whose value represents the electrolyte resistance R,. The 
dope of this graph. k.  (summarized in TabIe 3.2) indicates the ceIl response with 
frequency. Xppreciable positive dope indicates a signifiant polarization zt'tèct causing 
measured resistance to be greater than actual electrolyte resistance: an undesirable situation. 

.A pronounced improvement was perceived between the brïsht platinum cell and the same 
cell following platinization. This improvement is apparent by the significant lessening of 
dope (by a factor of 144) in the relationship. indicating a reduction in the polarization 
resistance et'fect. Also. the y-intercept R,. which is related to the ceIl constant by 

civen a known sample conductivity ( L ) .  was reduced by approximateIy SO/o. Since - 
platinization has the effect of increasing the effective electrode surface area this is a 
consistent result. These beneticial ettècts afirm the value of investin,o the &Tort to platinize 
the electrodes. For example. at the adopted excitation frequency of 2 kHz ( 1 .  ' f '  = 

0.022 s "). the unplatinized cell exhibits a polarization resistance of 762 Cl  whereas for 

the platinized ceIl this quanti- is a mere 5.3 R. In cornpanson. the electrolyte resistance 
for a nominal 1 mS,cm sampIe usinz the cell constant K = O 2  13 cm ' gleaned from this 
experiment is 2 13 R. 

CeII RJI (RI Kc (/cm 1 Eff. Area [c rnA2]  Slope IR-\ s l  
Bright Pt 64282260 0.2510.0 1 0.427IO.O 17 3406053 700 

Platinized Pt 5532+34 0.2 13i0.00 1 0.49Sr0.003 237~247  

Gsometric 0.47SsO.O 17 0.222i0.003 

TabIe 3.2: Experimental and Caiculated Conducti~ity CeI I  Particulars 
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Figure 3.1 : Measured SuIl Resistance vs Frequency.' :, Bright and Platinized-Platinum 

Conductivitv Cells 

3.3 ELECTRONICS AND DATA ACQLISITION 

3.3.1 The Protohrpe Circuit and Cell 

For drveiopmcnt purposes a prototype excitation and detection circuit was devised and 
consti-ucted tollowing rstablished principles derived from commercial conductivity 
apparatuses. This prototype circuit is shown in Figure 3.2. and schematically in 
Appendix I I I .  -4 mockup cell was made using stainless steel rlectrodes to precede the 
manufacture of one usin2 platinum. This was donr largely due to the high cost of platinum 
and the desire to converge on a feasible electrodr design brfore procurement and 
manufacture using this material. 
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Figure 3.2: Prototype Conductivity and Level-sensor Circuits 

The conductivity ce11 excitation voltage is required to be alternating. Were it direct. ionic 
migration and the resulting electrochemical processes proximate to the electrodes would 
quickly intlusnce the electrolytic interaction and Iead to spurious readings. The use of an 
alternating source reverses these processes before this effect develops yieldin, O a zero net 
migration. provided the frequency is properly selected. This frequency is bounded at the 
lower end by the time scale required for significant ionic migrations to occur. which is a 
function of electrolyte concentration. At the upper end. it is bounded by the capacitancs of 
the system. which results in frequency deprndent impedance phenomena. Srlsction of an 
appropriate frequency drew upon oscillator frequencies used in commercial instnimentation 
for various conductivity ranges. and was chosen to be 2 kHz. 

Oehme demonstrates [ X I  ] the usable conductivity range of a platinized-platinum rlectrode 
ce11 can reach approximately 100 mSlcm at an oscillator frequency of just 50 Hz. This 
bodes well for the system developed in this work. whose target range of less than 
10 mScm using 2 kHz excitation is even less prone to crippling polarization. Concems 
over undesirable AC effects arising from complex impedances were assuaged by the 
awareness that such phenomena seldom materialize within the acoustic frequency range 
[3.5]. which is interpreted as approximately 20-20 kHz. 

The prototype circuit therefore included a simple op-amp oscillator generating a square 
wave of approximately 2 kHz. This output was then supplied to a low-pass tïlter of the 
tïrst order active type. and a pair of diodes ensuring that no voltage bias with respect to 
oround exists. The Iow pass tilter attenuates high frequency components present in the 
C 

square wave: the resulting output is a smoothed triangle wavefom approaching a pure 
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sinusoid. The output tiom this circuit then drives the Wheatstone bridge. consisting of 
three identical 10 kC2 resiston and the conductivity cell: the bridge beins referenced to 
mround. The detection circuitry was connected across the differential nodes of the bridge .= 
thereby responding to any small resistance change of the ce11 about the nominal value: that 
of the bridge resistors. 

The drtector circuit was a simple differential operational amplitier with feedback gain 
whose voltage output was measured against a cornmon ground by a Fluke mode1 76 True 
F W S  Digital Multimeter. 

This system permitted the behaviour of the ce11 and circuit to be studied for a range of 
specimen conductivities. Typically. as  in stnin gauge applications. the Wheatstone bridge 
is used to detect resistance changes of only a few percent about the balanced state. In this 
application however. the bridge was called upon to sense resistance across a much broader 
ranze. This has the undesirable side effect of producing a non-linear response. Without LI 

much more sophisticated circuit (as in the Radiometer CDM3 or most other commercial 
meters L3.61) a direct interpretation of the sensor output as a conductivity would be very 

difficuit. In this application though the custorn sensor was calibnted against the commercial 
CDM3 instrument. This mapping function allowed custom circuit voltage outputs to be 
interpreted as conductik-ity units. 

The non-linear voltage to conductivity mappine has the unfortunate consequence that the 
instrument sensitivity is reduced for high conductivity samples. This arises in pan due to 
the inherent non-linearity of the cell's behaviour but also due to the current and 
rimplitication saturation limits of the allied circuitry. -4s such. an ettèctive upper limit on the 
conductivity range is imposed by this ever lessening sensitivity. Latsr investigations using 
the final commissioned electronics package and a dynamic calibntion served to quantify the 
range and sensi t ivity for sxperiment planning needs. 

3.3.2 The Balanced Condition and the Low and High Branch Calibrations 

An interesting phenomenon occurs near the balanced bridge condition: the instance where 
the resistance of the conductivity ce11 equals that of the bridge resistors. The voltage at the 
two sensin9 nodes is said to be nulled. In the DC analogue. by liirther lowering the ceIl 
resistance a polanty reversa1 of these nodes would be witnessed. with voltage magnitude 
increasing at diminishing ceIl resistance anti-symrnenic to the situation of ce11 resistances 
oreater than the bridge resistance. Indeed this is a familiar scenario for strain gage 
C 

applications. indicating contraction of the specimen. When AC is used. however. as in this 
application the phenomenon is more subtle. Voltage magnitude responds as for the DC case 
but polarity has no meaning: a phase reversa1 of the AC signal is experienced but this is a 
more difficulr propem to extract. Hence. there is risk of an ambiguous measurement. for a 
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single voltage reading could be ascnbed to two dif'ferent conductivity values lying either 
side of this null. Xonethelsss. AC excitation of Wheatstone bridges is a common and 
accepted practice. particularly in conductivity measurement. 

Initially this situation was intended to be avoided cornpletely by judicious selection of the 
bridge resistancrs such that the ce11 resistance would never reach equality. In this manner. 
the calibration mapping could be interpreted as a one to one tùnction. Using the lower 
branch of the mapping hnction was deemed inadvisab le since one opentional requirement 
of the conductivity sensor must be to flag significant conductii-ity excursions potentially 
caused by a membrane rupture. Use of the upper branch kvas therefore rationalized. Under 
these assumptions the etrective nnge of the sensor is approximately ten to one. 

Latrr in the development and enperiment planning process. this range was deemed 
unacceptably srnaIl. and the goal was altered to range up to approximately 5 mSrcm. 
Bridse resistors were replaced with 1 kQ units. moving the null point to ri position of 
higher conductivity. It was decided to exploit the lower bnnch of the conductivity function. 
recognizing that experirnent planning and membrane performance rxperience would allow 
the targeting of penneate conductivity to avoid the null band between branches. Indeed the 
means to determine which branch of the function is appropriate is possible evsn during an 
experiment by perturbing the feed conductivity and noting the resulting correlation or anti- 
correlation of the voltage perturbation. Thsrefore with some care the ambiguity of this dual 
valued hnction can be avoided. and a much enlarged instrumental range achisved. 

3.3.3 Eiectrolvte Selection to Exploit Instrumental Ranges 
In view of the present conductivity measurement nnge restrictions. later to be characrerized 
fully (chapter 5 :  Cornrnissioning and Calibration). it is germane ro mention one means to 
achieve expanded experimental results under this constraint. 

In many plannrd C*MmD*S experiments. a range of concentrations of electrolyte will be 
used. Where such plans threaten to cause exceedence of the usable conductivity range. an 
electrolyte with Iower conductance might be substituted. Two suitable substances uhose 
electret ytic conductances di ffer in this useful manner are sodium chloride ( NaCI ) and 
rnagnesiurn sulphate (MgSO,). The latter has a lower conductance than the former. and can 
therefore be used to perfonn experiments at higher concentrations. 

3.3.4 Conductivitv and Level Sensor Coupling Issues 
The design and function of the level sensor array and its portion of the prototype electronics 
hardware has been described in an eariier chapter. Moreover. i t  has been alluded to that the 
use of electrical means for fluid level inference couples the measurements of the physically 
independent phenornena of flow-rate and conductivity. The rxtent and nature of the signal 



eschange leading to this coupling was the subject of a test at this stage of FRACT 
development. 

.A mockup sarnpling charnber was made from rod stock Delrin. equipped with a full level 
sensor elecnode a m y  identical to the prototype FIUCT. Into this the conductivity ce11 ivas 
installed. The prototype circuit was used to source the 2 kHz. 200 mV triangle wave to the 
conductivity cell and the 4 Hz. 3 V square wave to the level sensor source clectrode. The 
sampling chamber \vas tilled with water. conductivity =50 ,uS/cm. ar that tinie thought to 
be typical of permeate conductivity. Using an oscilloscope. the volta_oe waveform was 
examinrd at the lsvcl sensor electrodes and at the conductivity ce11 node. 

As expected. mised signals were witnessed at each channel. The level sensor wavefom. 
whosr peak-to-peak magnitude was 2.9 V. contained a superimposrd 2 kHz ripple of 
50 mV magnitude. This disparate relative magnitude. combined with the broad difference 
in frequency. led to the conclusion that a simple low-pass filter would sutxce to reestablish 
a clean 1 Hz trace. Indeed for triggering purposes. the level sensor signal need not be 
sxceptionally noise tiee. 

The conductivity signal. being the smailer in magnitude. e'thibited 4 Hz offset tluctuations 
of approsimately 1 V. A high-pass tilter might be successliil in eliminating this offset: this 
point could not be ewluated using the prototype circuit. because the cmde triangle and 
square waveforms used both contain high frequency componrnts. The use of pure 
sinusoids of similar 2 kHz and 4 Hz frequencies. as was eventually implementcd in the 
commissionsd rlectronics hardware. îs more amenable to band-pass tiltering of this kind. 

Ul timatsl y. the issue signal mixing was resolved for the conductivity sensor by re frrencing 
both ce11 electrodes to the 4 Hz excitation voltage of the level sensor. such that the 
differential output anses purely due to the 2 kHz driving voltage intended for conductivity 
measurement. The level sensor channel. as indicated by the preliminary experiments. 
benetited from simple low pass filtering. 

3.3.5 The Comrnissioned Electronics Hardware  

The prototype circuit descnbed was made available as a guide for the construction of the 
commissioned electronics hardware. part of an integrated suite of such hardware 
implemen ting the various required functions of the FRACT along with numerous 
requirements al lied with the CeM.D*S rig proper. 

Final calibration work and al1 C.M*D*S experiments employ this hardware. but the 
principles described penaining to the prototype equipment generally apply. albeit with 
preater sophistication. 
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3.3.6 Data Acquisition and Software 

Data acquisition ( DAQ) is handled by a multi-lùnction L I 0  board manufactured by National 
Instmments. installed in a dedicated micro-computer running LabVIEW. Custom Virtual 
Instruments accept requisite analog buffer reads. perform smoothin_o. and apply the 
appropriate voltage-to-conductivity calibration function. based on user input for which 
calibration branch is desired. Front panel controls give user input of analog port settines 
such as number of samples and scan rate. Temperature compensation rnay be toggled: this 
hnction exploits the permeate temperature channel availed by the .AD-592 transducrr and 
allied circuitry. Chnpter 6: Control and Data Acquisition S o h a r e  explores these matters in 
rrreater detail. 
C 

3.4 PROPOSED REFINEMENTS 

3.4.1 Design of a Low-Gain Conductivity Ce11 
The possibility exists to improve the conductivity sensor performance across a wider range 
by the use of a low-gain replacement cell. The potential benefit stems frorn the obsenation 
that the worsening response of the conductivity sensor occurs for samples whose high 
conductivity causes a lower ce11 resistance than the initial specitkation and resulting 
irnplementation was intended to handle. This results in increased current being camed by 
the ce11 and Wheatstone bridge components. and in a bridge voltage differential h r  beyond 
its linear response range. Since the sensor response appears well behaved o n  the low-range 
side of the balance (null) value. the possibility of \videnine this I O N  range n-hile 
simultanrously extending the high range. is here entenained. The nul1 value could br drivsn 
to a higher conductivity value simply by exchanging the bridge rcsistors for ones with 
Iower resistance. however this would encourage still greater currents. By the use of a low- 
gain cell (kvith greater K ) a similar result could be achieved with the existins 1 kQ 
b 

resistors while subjecting the system to no greater current than at pressni. 

The alternative conductivity cell. the d e s i ~ n  for which is shown in Figure 3.3. has a 
geometric (approirirnate) ce11 constant o f 8  cm '. This results from having a smaller plate - 
area spaced funher apan than in the present version. Applying the 1-1°,,0 ce11 constant 
reduction sxhibited by the original cell solely as a result of platinization. the expected ce11 
constant is approxirnately 6.9 c m i .  It occupies the same external dimensions of the present 
cell. and therefore could directly replace it in future versions of the FRACT. Using 1 kR 
bridge resistors. the balance (null) point would occur at approximately 7 mS/cm sample 
conductivity. at present the practical high extreme of the calibrated range. It should be noted 
that this cell constant does not include compensation for the enlargement of effective area 
apparent with the commissioned cell. as mani fested by cornparison of geometrically 
calculated and experimentally deduced cell constants. The magnitude of this effect. if any. 
for the proposed low-gain ce11 is reasoned to be signiticantl y less. since the design of the 



ce11 body confines the tluid sample to a greater extent within the volume directly betwsen 
the slsctrodss. changine the nature of any edge stTects at play. 

Figure 3.3: Design of Alternative Conductivit? Cell with K,=6.9cmi 

3.4.2 Alternative Bridge Configuration 

There are many exhaustive treatises on the versatility and usages of the Wheatstone bridge. 
It is. in the words of Wright [3.7]. "an extremely sensitive analog computer at beloa the 
one part per million level." In this application. the basic bridge and differential ampli tier 
serve adequately. but the dual-bnnch conversion function and non-linear response are 
inconveniences. Horowitz and Hill [3.8] descnbe an elegant linearized bridge. which is a 
meritorious candidate to eventually replace the existing circuit. Different or selectable bridee 
resistors remain as avenues for achieving future conductivity ranging goals either with the 
existing hardware on in concert with the alternatives mentioned in this section. 



4 Prototype Testing 

4 .  STATIC T ESTING 

4.1.1 Rationale and Regimen for Initial Tests 
Thorough testing of the FRACT was regarded as a crucial aspect of its development for 
manifold reasons. Operationally. it was needed to ensure that available development tirns 
was productiveIy used and that the F R K T  variant ultimately installed on the nw1y 
completed centrifuge was prepared to the %Ilest possible extent for rapid tinal developmen t 
and commissioning. The physical survival of the unit in the destructive centrifuge 
enii-onment was an obvious fundamental objective to meeting this goal. however the larger 
issue of s a f e l  and abatement of risk to the entire apparatus pro\.ided increased moti\.ation 
for pursuit of these tests and calculations. Furthemore. the successfil comrnissioning of 
the FRACT and all allied instrumentation was an integral pan of the commissioning of the 
C*M-D*S rig proper: its prompt completion \vas imperative before meaningîùl experimsnts 
could begin. 

The various functions of the FRACT were first isolated and tested individually. In many 
cases. the results of these tests served sirnply to validate the successtùl manufacture of a 
@en elernent of the FEWCT. but the outcome of others led ro iterative refinement of certain 
elements. Still others adopted the complexion of detailed characterization of the 
performance of particular elements. 
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Further tests explored the interaction of various systems: the level-sensor and conductivity 
tests. sensor array principally. along with valve pressure and loadin= 

4.1.2 Stages of Development: Hierarchical Perspective 
A review of development milestones. both those having already been describrd and those 
this chapter delves into. appears below. It enumentes four stages. culminating in the 
eventual operational version of the FRACT. Though not rvery development activity is 
shown. the principal altentions to the physical cmbodiment are itemized. This hierarchy is 
also illustrated in Figure 4.1: and is aimed to clari- both the rnvisioned strategy and its 
synthesis into a material sntity. 

Figure 4.1: Chief Phases o f  FRACT DeveIopment 
Dashsd lines indicate eventual tinal form. 
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Phase 1: Proof of Concept 

Goal: validate manufacture and assembly 
valve mountinp: spacer- and shoulder - s ~ - t - t w  

limiteci adjustabiiity 
poor tolennce of repeatsd assernbiy disassembly 
load karing ability inadequace 

rlectromaget: casr iron pt-oro~pe 
rnodsst maynetic properties 
poor corrosion resistance 

Goal: demonstrate adrquacy of principlr of opention 
part interkences checked 
ease of assembly! disassembly dernonstrated 
electromagnet sewo operation feasibiliry drmonstrated 

Goal: satis% mass and size constraints 
ven tied 

Phase II: Parameter Determination ("Develo~ment") Version 

Goal: incorponte adjustable parameters for performance evaluation 
valve mount ing : fireatied inserr t-ecepruclrs fer- shou [der su-ri t s  

allo\vs adjustmtint of val\.rs relaxrd (open) position 

electromagnet: ~ w k e  insrallarionfor pole rip iomtiot~crl cunn-ol 
rillo~.s adjustmrnt of va1L.e engaged (closed) position 

Phase III: Fixed Parametsr ("Test") Version 

Goal: incorporate tixed parameters for load tolerance assessrnent 
valve mounting: jised nto~ottiug block an-nnge~nrnr 
electromagnet: posr niucliittirlg of pok [engrh: 1-igid [ucariort h- slzinir 

ridjustability sacriticed for load capable embodimenr 
optimal panmeters from phase I I  incorponted 

Goal: simulate centrifuge loading 
load tolerance tests: isdate crirical locarior 1s iising i-ai-iol[s te-sr spt.cinierz.s 

~ . r i l \ ~  rnounting arnngement provrsn satistàctop 

centrifuge simulation: demonstrme operation 
vaive sealing and actuation proven satist'rictoy 

Phase IV: Operational Version 

Goal: deliver developed device for installation on C*M*D.S apparatus 
attachent means implemented 

static testing capability sacritjced 

Table 4.1: Development Hierarchy: Detailed Breakdown 
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-4.1.3 Preparation for Testing 

For constructive testing to advance. simulation of the arduous circumstances anticipated in 
commissioned use was necessary. Since a formidable challenge in implsmsnting this 
rmbodiment centred upon the valve and seal system. application of hydnulic pressure to 
these parts rvas required to duplicate operational conditions. The initial prototype variant 
was designed ro include an sxtended body upper portion to allow a hose barb to be 
threadrd into the sampling chamber bore. Ultimately. al1 vestiges of this adaptation were 
removsd. when this material was machined away to f o m  the uppçr attachmrnt ear. In 
addition. the inlet bore vent was capprd and the machinin9 of a11 othrr vents to atmosphers 
postponrd such that the sampling chamber could be pressurizsd through the 
aforementionrd hose barb. This embodiment constituted the initial. phase 1. prototype. 

41.4 Phase 1: Tests on Initial Prototvpe Variant 
The agenda for initial static tests \vas dnfted while awaiting final manufacture of the 
prototype. Principal objectives included static seal verification. general performance of 
actuator. chanctenzation of conductivity sensor. lekrel and temperature sensors: viability of 

seal assembly and valve operation. and finally simulation of the high-G environment. .A 

summary of these test and objectives is presenrrd in Table 1 . 1 .  

Item Purpose 

&- ~alidate integrity of static seals. p l u ~ ~  and gaskets 
.Actuatur ascenain prrtbrmance char~ctsristics of eltxrromagnet 

Conducti\.ity ceIl gamrr an initial understanding of the sensor behm iour 
Lc\.el sensor c o n t h  the adequacy of the Isvel ssnsor implernentation 
Tsmpenture sensor vsn- the operation of the -40592 ssnsor 
\'al\.s validate the adequacy of ~.al\.e opcration 
Various contirni structunl intrgrity 

Table 4.2: Svnopsis of Original Tests and Objectives 

The global outcome of these tests \vas promising. The interim valve mounting arrangement. 
using loris shoulder screws and a spacer block. allowed for valve operation to be testrd and 
evaluated. but was clearly lacking both in ease of adjustrnent. required for hnher  tests. and 
in rigidity of locational constraint. required for centrifuge simulation and commissioned 
use. The actuator was perceived to Function adequately. although again the range of 
adjustment of pole tip position to fully evaluate optimum parameters for final 



implernentation was found to be absent. 

4.2.5 Phase II Development and Parameter Determination 

To accommodate the stipulations of phase 1 testing. two principal moditkations were 
affected upon the FRACT. The valve mounting arrangement kvas moditied by discarding 
the spacer block and replacing it with a pair of threaded insens designed to accrpt shontr 
74-40 shoulder screws. The FRACT body was retripped to accept these inserts in lieu of 
the shouider screws directly. Adjustment of the valve mount ot'fset and hence valve relaxed 
position was then accompl ished by turning these inserts. integral tool tlats were provicied 
to permit this with the assembly in place. 

The second principal modification addressed the complementary nrrd to reposition the 
magnet pole tips. An adjustment yoke was designed which. once attached to the FFWCT 
body. restnined fonvard movement of the pole tips via a pair of machine screws. The 
valve closed position and actuator air Sap were thereby adjustable by sirnpi y tumine these 
screws. The pole clearance notch afforded enough range of movement to converge on an 
appropriate position that worked in harmony with the valve mount offset position descnbed 
above. Although a misalipnment beween pole tip and armarure could be caused by this 
arnngement. for the range of positions explored this misalisnment was small. 

.-\ssessment of parameter settings was based on consistency of actuator closure and 
pressure bearing intrgrity of the dynarnic seal. This phase of testing succrrdsd in 
con\.er_ging upon the kcy parameters required for reliablr valve operation. Locked-in 
implsmentation of these parameters was then sought. both for load tolerance testing and 
eventual commissioned use. 

4.1.6 Phase III: The Fixed Parameter Variant 

The actuator pole tips were designed and manufactured with a srnall sxcess of material in 
order to permit their eventual machining to thal  size. Therefore. the implementat ion of the 
desired dimension as determinrd earlier was merely a matter of having these tips ground 
down. 

The implementation of an improved valve rnounting arrangement using the results of phase 
I I  testing recognized the need for contact stress abatement where metal-plastic joinery was 
attempted. The avoidance of threaded joints involving plastic was also a goal. 

This was accomplished by providing an intermediate component. the valve mounting 
block. which redistributes the load imparted to the FRACT body by the pendant valve 
assembly and rnoreover assures rigid positioning and fastening of this assembly. The 



block. made from aluminurn in the interest of mass reduction. has a pair of tapped and 
counterbored holes to receive the shoulder screws. Its face forms the contact area detining 
the pendant valve offset position: this offset. 4.3 mm (0.17 in) having been asccrtained in 
the previous phase of testing. The block was designed to engage within a pockst to br 
machined into the FRACT body. and itself restrained against the resulting moment by a 
72-56 machine screw passing through a clearance hole to a contoured nut residing a~a ins t  
the wall of the samplins chamber. The design calculations concerning this kature have 
already been alluded to. 

Prior to affecting the irreversibls machining of this new feature on the FRWT body. a test 
specimen exact1 y dupl icating this geornetry was prepared. and used to conduct cnperimsnts 
leading to the conclusion this avenue wou1d prove successiÙl for the commissioned device. 

41.7 Loading Tests on Pendant Valve and Valve Mounting 

To ascertain both the adequacy and behaviour of the valve mounting arrangement undrr 
anticipated loads. a test fixture and specimen were configured as shown in Figure 4.2. The 
Fabrication of the custom load hanger rack allowed 44. 22. and 1 1  Newton ( 10. 5 and 
2.5 lb) plates lacking a slot to be added individually to the rack in order to perform the 
desired experiment. An assembly view of the specimen can be seen in Figure 4.3. showing 
the loading coupon which replicates the attachment of the pendant valve assernbly to the 
mounting block. 

Vertical detlecrions of the loading coupon were measured as load was applisd. Load 
magnitude was related to centripetal acceleration by regarding the valve assembly as a 
lumped mass of 4.6 grams subject to a uniform acceleration. The actual situation diffcrs 
slightly in that the acceleration diminishes in magnitude nearer the rotor axis. Thzrefore the 
simulation includes a marsin of approxirnately 3?,b. 

The specin~en expericncrd a smail rotational displacement arising from the holding clamp's 
inet'fectiveness to react to the moment imparted the specimen. On the actual FRACT this is 
not sxpected to pose difficulty because of a more robust clamp design. The effect of this 
displacement was nulled from the expenment by forcibly retuming the specimen to its 
original position alier completion of the tests. and obseneing that the vertical displacement 
of the coupon was thereby returned to zero. The results of this experiment are shown in 
Figure 4.3. and indicate the tolerable deflection of the valve mounting under operational 
loading. 



Figure 4.2: Valve Mounting Load Tolerance Test 

A funher test was perforrned in like fashion wherein load representing the accrlrrated 
lumped mass equivalent of the entire valve assembly and mountine hardware was applisd 
to the loading coupon. This srrved not only to test the mounting's ability to bear both its 
own plus the attachrd load. but also verified the loading coupon3 strength and hence that 
of the pendant valve spring to a higher than operational level. 

With this espousal in hand. the FRACT prototype was reconfigured. engendering the 
phase III contiguration for hl1 simulation of the centrihige operating environment. 
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2 O 3 O 4 O 50 

Applied Load [Ibl 

Figure 4.3: l'alve 1Iount b'ertical Displacement vs Sirnulated Centrifuge Loading 

41.8 Experimental Validation of Load Beanng Minimum Section 

The behaviour of the portion of the FRACT body surrounding the highly stressrd 
minimum section was studied cuperimentally. This was accomplished by application of 
compressive load to a sacri ticial specimen. The specimen was prepared duplicating the 
bottom ponion of the F W C T  body: it and the valve mounting specimen are depicted in 
Figure 4.4. Trsting of the entire body in this manner would not have bern meaningful since 
actual centrifuge induced body forces result in a cumulative load repime in the radial 
direction. Extemal application of a compressive force roughly sirnulates a given centrifuge 
loading only at a specific section. Therefore. this experiment was confined to examining 
the minimum. or critical. section. The specimen replicated not only the electromagnet bore 
but also the pole clearance notch and square bottomed sampline chamber in order to 

éncompass the intluences of these stress raisers and subject the minimum section to the 
most accurate attainable stress tield. 

The MTS machine of the Loi-e Labontory was used in conjunction with a pair of steel 
plates to subject the specimen to a compressive load. Three ssparate trials were conducted. 
Approximate load levels required for the set up of the MTS were extracted from the uniasial 
model stress calculation. described in chapter 7 Flow-rate Measurement. This model was 
also exploited to yicld a nominal load value of 2225 N (500 Ib) for a sustained loading 
test. Finally. the specimen was loaded destructively and the mode of failure examined. 



Figure 4.4: Specimens Csed in Load Tolerance Testing 
Left: isometric sxploded and assembly i.is\vs of the valve mountins test specimsn: risht: the 
minimum section (shaded) test specimen for compressi\.e load tolerance \Aidation. Thsss 
specimens exactty replicate specific portions of the FRACT. and are made of identicai materids. 

Rrsults of these experimrnts are depicted in Figures 4.5 and 4.6. The displacement control 
mode of the MTS machine was used initially to avoid damage to the apparatus if an 
unespected specimen failure occurred. In this mode. applied load is the dependent variable 
while ram displacernent is controlled and varied. This test veritled that 2775 N (624 Ib) 
could bs supponed by the minimum section. giving confidence that the sustained loading 
test could srikly pertormed. 

In the sustained loading test. load control was used to subject the specimen to 2225 N 
force for tive minutes. bracketed by a rarnp program of 22 Wsecond ( 5  lbisrcond). The 
ram displacement was recorded. givine a measure of both elastic and plastic deformation. 
Mrasurable. but small. plastic deformation occurred: approximately 6*h of the elastic 
deformation. This is typical for Delrin. which exhibits slight creep at highly elevated loads. 
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Figure 4.5: Specimen Compression under induced Displacernent 
ILITS machine operrtting in displacement control mode (load the dependent \ririable). 
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Figure 4.6: Specimen Compression under Applied Load 
h1TS machine openting in load control mode (displacement the dependent \ariable). 



Finally. again under displacement control to protect the apparatus. the specimen was 
compressed with over 10300 Newtons (2300 pounds) force. Rupture did not occur but 
significant plastic defornation developed. Permanent stress damage was apparent both 
from significant residual deformation and visible stress damage. 

In acmal service the presence of the electrornagnet coi1 and poles will redistnbute and share 
the load supponed entirely by the body webs in this test. and will impan additional load to 
the base area. This lrssens the stress borne by the minimum section. 

4.1.9 Efflux Rate 
Under optimal steady state dnining conditions. the sample tluid surface height must lie at 
or less than approximately 1.5 mm above the outlet centreline. This ensures the zeroth 
level sensing electrode will not be triggered prematurely. For operational centrifuge 
conditions. this upper limit corresponds to a discharge pressure of roughly 50 kPa 
(II psi). Usine the leak valve and gear pump. this pressure was brought to bear on the 
apparatus while the valve was open. Capture of the exhausted tluid yielded a sfnux rate of 
174 m L  min. This suggests the released discharge valve is capable of passinp considerably 
more tluid than required to ensure adequate and full drainage necessary for permeate tlow- 
rate measurement in the desired range. 

4.1.10 Procedure for Valve Adjustment 

Although the valve mounting offset dimension. having been lockrd in by the phase I I I  
implementarion. can no longer be freely adjusted. thin stainless steel shims may be installed 
ziving a srnall latitude of adjustment if desired. Initial and routine adjustment to 
C 

accommodate component (such as seal assembly) replacement. is affected via the valve 
needle. 

If the pendant valve assembly has bern removed. the tirst stage ofreadjustment must be to 
recentre the valve needle such that it cleanly penetrates the tubular seal element. This is 
accomplished by slackening the valve restraint shoulder screws. affording t hc ability to 
reposition the valve sprine very slightly. then re-securïng the screws. 

To initially set the seal compression the actuator must be engaged. and the valve ncedle 
oradually tightened. Resistance will be rncountered as the seal is compressed. eventually 
C 

leadincg to a sudden release of the armature. This is an indication the needle has been driven 
too Far. With some alacrity. the procedure can be repeated such that proper seal 
compression is obtained but actuator pull strength not exceeded. The achieved setting 
should be tested by cycling the actuator several times. If it fails to engage fully. the needle 
should be withdrawn in no more than 1 /8 tum increments until it does. 
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Occasionally this procedure will fail to establish a satisfactory seal. The needle should then 
be tightened in similar increments. If a working valve cannot be attained throuzh such 
adjustment. an investigation of the cause will likel y be required. 

4.1.11 Simulation of the Centrifuge Environment 

The gamut of sub-system testing was an essential pan of the "developmrnt helix" but 
confidence in the operational viability of the FRACT could only be gaincd by simulation of 
the pressure and loading conditions to be expenenced on-board the spinnins rotor. 

Exact simulation of these conditions is effectively impossible. The behaviour of the fluid 
surface for exarnple cannot be reconciled in laboratory txperiments. since the ratio of 
surface tension to body forces is very rnuch smaller on the centrifuge. It  was deemed 
sufficient to subject specitic questionable aspects of the FR4CT to realistic pressure and 
loading conditions. This approach took the form of subjecting the samplins chamber to 
hydraulic pressurization while simultaneously impartine the pendant valve assembly with 
tcnsile Ioad. In doing so. the critical seal activation and inte_@- iùnctions were strenuously 
tixercised. 

The complete sealing of the sampling chamber drain is paramount to the success of this 
device. The pressure against which this seal must occur may be calculated reliably. and a 
means to apply this pressure easily implemented. however the radial pressure gradient 
within the samplins chamber cannot be statically duplicated in the laboratory. This is not a 
serious encumbrance however becausr the application of merely static pressure subjccts the 
article in question to desired conditions. whilr greater than expected pressure is sxperienced 
elsewhere in the device. 

Active control and monitoring of the FRACT was not possible since the cornputer system 
and LabVIEW software had not yet been acquired nor devised. Manual control of the 
actuator instead was made possible using a 6 W vanable hobby transformer in series with 
the Fluke 76 DMbl in the DC current mode. 

Faucet pressure. typically less than 300 kPa (45 psi). initially was used for hydraulic 
tests. Highrr test pressures. up to 550 kPa (80 psi). were later attained by char~ ing  the 
F U C T  with water fallowed by the application of pressurized nitrosen. This method was 
sufficient for cursory validation of seal adequacy but was inconvenient for thorough 
testing. Confinned in this manner was the seal activation and integrity under expected 
chamber pressure. in the absence of tensile loadine of the pendant valve member. 

The phase III prototype was affixed to a jig which in mm was clamped to the laboratory 



bench overhangine a sink (Fisure 4.7). X special pendant valve was prepared which 
included a short integral extension. allowing a length of 150 pound-test stainless steel 
rnultistrand wire to dangle below the armature. This in mm passed through a slot in the jig 
to a terminal snap-swivel fastener. The purpose of this arrangement was to permit the 
movable valve pans to be irnpaned with a controlled tensile loading by the suspension of 
known weights. 

An Ismatek variable speed sear pump drawing water from a reservoir was plumbed into the 
FRACT testing adapter. equipped with a tee connected to the following panel mounted 
components: an analog pressure gauge (0- 160 psi ranse) and a NuPro "S"-Type Precision 
Metering Valve. venting to the reservoir. This valve was selrcted based on its wcll 
documented pressure-drop to flow-rate and discharge coet'ticient to number-otiturns-open 
relationships. and has a maximum discharge coefficient of 0.004. 

Adjustrnent of the pump speed and leak rate permitted pressures ranginz to 800 kPa 
( l 15 psi) to be irnpaned to the FRACT. Make-up water continually replenished the 
resen-oir. Weights of 2.3. 3.2. and 4.5 Newtons (5 .  7 and 10 pounds) were suspended. 
supported entirely by the pendant valve. and activation and sealing etfectiveness examined. 
Valve activation was cycled. and current requirements both for initiation and sustain of 
valve closure (~vithin the limitations of the equipmentl were investigated. 

An important corollary: application of suspended mass serves to duplicate the centritùge.~ 
cffect in sstablishing the stress reeime - within the pendant valve assembly. In addition. this 
mass simulates the additional work required of the acniator to raise the centre-of-mass of 
the pendant valve assembly through some small displacernent against the centrifuga1 
accelention. Two funher aspects of this simulation however result in msaningful 
différences with the centrifbge scenario. 

Through the addition of the suspended mass the total inertia of the system will have been 
increased by several orders of magnitude. The actuator therefore is caused to contend with 
a greater inertia than it would do in the centrifuge: hence. this test is more severe than 
required. The length of wire rope. with its flexile terminations. buffen the actuator from 
the full bmnt of this effect by allowing the suspended rnass to experience a less abrupt 
acceleration than the armature. Estimation of the net magnitude of this effect was not 
anempted but the observation that it results in a more strenuous test is assened. 

Additionally. the potential energy sain of the pendant valve assembly is greater in the 
simulation than in actual operation. This is because although the loads in both cases are 
equal. in the simulation the suspended mass is raised against gravity by a larger amount 
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t han the pendant valve assembl y's centre-O f-mass is raised against the centri fusal 
acceleration. The suspended mass displacement is approximately 58?/0 greater. due to its 
application at the rxtrerniry of the assembly. 1-58 times furthcr frorn the geomerrically 
deduced s f i c t i ve  hinge point. 

The results of this test unambiguously implied that the seal. valve and actuator embodiment 
would ultimately operate as intendcd aboard the spinnin, * rotor. 

Figure 4.7: Full Simulation of Centrifuge Operation 
The phase [ I l  prototype. mounted on a restnining tixture. is plurnbed to a ~ariable sperd pump. in 
panllel with a throttling val\.e and pressure gauge. Vents to atrnosphere are blocked. -4 lead weight 
is shoum impanin~ load to the pendant valve spring. This set-up sirnulates centrifuge openring 
conditions experienced by the discharge valve. 



4.2 THE DEVELOPED FLOW-RATE AND CONDUCTIVITY TRANSDUCER 

The FRACT in its final fom pnor to installation on the CmMeDS ng ce11 holder is shown 
frorn three perspectives in Figure 1.8. Machining of the attachrnent ears and drilling of the 
vent and overflow ports committed the device irrevocably to installation. since testing 
tixture attachrnents were etTaced at that tirne. 

Figure 4.8: Three \ ïews of the Completed FRACT Ready For Installation 

4.2.1 Installation: Restraint and Interfacing 

In the isometric quarter section view of Figure 1.9. the engagement of both the F M C T  
upper mounting ear and the bottom boss into their counterparts on the RO ceIl holder. can 
be seen. The FRACT is hlly resmined against al1 translations and rotations by this 
arrangement: its entire centrifugally induced weight. which reaches 3000 Newtons 
(660 pounds) during normal operation. is borne by the protruding titanium rab on which it  

rcsts. Also. the permeate inlet path is shown in this view. Figure 4.10 depicts this  
hardware during a trial fitting 

The tluid passages within the RO ce11 can be cxamined in the sequence that a parcel of 
newly produced perrneate traverses. As in most spiral-wound and other commercial 
membrane canridges. the fluid is collected from the membrane area by a tine rnesh spacer. 
Thereafter it is directed through the membrane stack by pons within each stack element. 
aligned by a pair of screws and separated from the bulk tlow by O-rings in face seal 
configuration. From these passages it enten a shallow annular channel which ducts it into a 
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port within the RO ce11 holder: this annular channel allows the ce11 to be indexed through 
several yaw orientations if desired. 

Figure 4.9: Isornetric Quarter Section F ï e w  of FRACT Installation 
The FR.4CT support and restnining provisions can clearly be seen. as san the permrate inlet path. 
Pcrrnrate is channrled frorn the RO crll into the adapter clamp by an inclined passage. NÏthin the 
adapter clamp i t  ma? optionally be routed into a headcr capillary (not shou-n). before entering the 
FR.-\CT nèar its rear upper extrernity. Thcreafter. an integrai conduit drlivers the prrmeatr ro the 
temperature sensor and conductivity cell en route to the sampling chamber. The elèctrical conduit 
can be seen estending venically from the adapter clamp. The outtlou- of  retentate tluid from the 
RO ceII is also shown (grey arrotv). 

From the RO cc11 holder port the penneate enten the adapter clamp. whose design was 
dictated by the FRACT. flows into a header capillary (if desired) to establish controlled 
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process back pressure. and thereafter enters the FRACT at low pressure via through a small 
O-ring face seal at the intertace plane. 

Al1 permeate produced ultirnately is released into the rotor enclosure through the discharge 
orifice. either in a sudden burst whrn the valve opens following a measurement cycle. or 
more steadily at other times. An overflow port is provided but seldom required. 

Figure 4.10: Trial Fitting of FRACT on CeIl Holder 
Level scinsor ci lectrodes. temperature sensor and ailied electricai wiring not in place. 

4.2.2 Electrical Signal Convevance to Stationary Frame 

From the various teminals of the FRACT. insulated 30 gauge stranded wire passes into the 
adapter clamp on each side. then is led to the rotor axis through a slender conduit. This 
wiring bundle passes within the shafi to its rearward extremity outside the rotor enclosure. 

The duty of conveying data signals between the spinning rotor and the laboratory frame is 



perfomed by a Litton ten-channel slip ring assembly. This cornponent features three 
brushes per rinz and is rated to 1 Ampere prak per channel and 10000 RPM. It is 
specifically designed for maintaining low-noise transmission of data-level signals under the 
tauing conditions such as are found in this application. 

The cunent capacity of the Litton assembly was dermed too low to deliver sustained 
slectrornagnetic sen-O power. Therefore a dedicated pair of power slip rings. each equipprd 
with two brushes. was provided on the shaft stem for this purpose. The cntire slip ring 
assembly is shown in Figure 1.1 1. 

Figure 4. t 1: Electrical Slip Ring Fisture 
I i Pouxr sIip rings. 2 ) mounting h m e .  3 data connecter. 4) Litton I O-channel assembly. 

42.3 Alternative Signal Interface Concepts 
The shaft has sut'tlcient space within its bore to accommodate a srna11 circuit board which 
by virtue of its proximity to the rotation mis. avoids being subject to any excessive 
centrifuge loadings. Such a circuit board might be designed to perform much of the signal 
generation and processing. its output being encoded data. In this scenario. it would be 
possible to transmit data from the rotor to a receiver in the stationary frame usine infrared 
emitter-detector pairs located on the axis of rotation. This approach completely eliminates 
any fear of electrical noise introduction by the Linon slip ring assembly. It. however. 
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accomplishes this at the price of simplicity. and moreover places the electronics in a nearly 
inaccessible place where they must operate in vacuo. Slip rings. though perhaps not so 
numerous. would still be required to supply power for borh control and for the electronics. 
In future embodiments if more arnbitious data treatment is desired, this avenue remains 
open as an elegant option. 

4.3 DYNAMIC TESTINC 

4.3.1 Overview 

Dynamic testing ensued once the C.M*DmS rig was complete and the FMCT installrd and 
interfaced ( Figure 1. I 2 ) .  Software developrnent had pro~essed  to the state of readiness for 
trials and the allied electronics hardware was in place though still under devdopmsnt. 

It must be borne in mind that the initial dynamic testing of the FRACT was closely 
rnmeshed with the tirst operational testing of the C.M.D*S ris proper. The various 
operating functions of the CeM*D*S rie had previously been individually ~alidatrd.  
including drive tests of the hub and shaft assernbly sans rotor. tluid handling pumps. 
chamber vacuum integrity and control systerns. The MONITOR.VI software was prepared 
and sxploited specifically for these tests. 

The need for exact rotor balancing. inclusive of the F M C T  and allied wiring. prohibited 
any precursory tests of the CeM*D.S rig complete with rotor. RO ceIl and membrane inserts 
to proceed in the absence of the FRACT unit. This was exacerbated by the relative 
awkwardness of installing the F M C T  wiring following rotor installation. Hence. the 
FRACT was installed ont0 the rotor unit and its wiring connected prior to the final 
installation of this complete assembly wirhin the containment housing. 

This Lncurred the situation of simultaneously pursuing the numerous vagaries of the 
FRACT and allied electronics together with uncertainty over even the successful production 
of permeate. 

Once electronics filtering. grounding and power isolation challenges had been overcome. it 
was possible to demonstrate by way of the FRACT instrumentation that succrssful 
production of permeate was occumng at a rate of tlow consistent with expectations tiom 
the static rie. This benchmark confirmed. it remained to properly calibrate the sensors and 
incorporate hlly automatic control features into the LabVIEW software. 



Figure 4.12: Final Installation of FRACT on the Centrifuge Rotor  
Elsctricril connections crmanating h m  t~vo Ievel sensor electrodes and thsir rouring into the adapter 
clamp crin bs sssn in this \.ietv. 

4.3.2 Restriction Imposed on CeM.D*S Rig A n c i l I a ~  Function Duty Cycles 

The FRACT demands power for the dedicated electronics hardware suite and. 
intermittently. for the electromagnetic actuator. supplied frorn a cornrnon rail in the main 
electrical junction box. In addition. an array of eight relays in the centrifuge control panel 
support manual override or remote control over rnany C.MeD.S rig ancillary functions. 
Thess functions include fecd. vacuum and clean-up pumps. rotor inverter power. air brake 
and vacuum vaIve solenoids. and heat exchanger functions. 

Although the power for these functions is absolutely independent frorn the FRACT. the 
drains on the low-voltage supply rail by the control relays of these devicss can affect the 
sensitive detection and amplification slectronics of the FRACT. This quickly becarns 
apparent during initial testing: certain C*M*D*S rig ancilias. functions (for rxample the 
vacuum pump) are not required to operate continuous1y: when cycled. escursions in 
voltase output frorn the conductivity sensor were witnessed. 

Solution of this problem might have involved the requisition and installation of an isolated 
power supply. however since the offending intermittent functions were also capable of 
continuous du- without damase. it was decided simply to ensure al1 such functions were 
kept on both during calibration and subsequently during experiments. Thereby. the supply 
voltage stability was maintained and unreconcilable deviations in important output data 
avoided. 

The FRACT electromagnetic actuator. however. is required to cycle during normal 
operation: it too can impart fluctuations to the conductivity output owing to power supply 
drain. As a consequence of the actively synchronized approach to level sensor state 
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latching. analog voltage data acquisition. which includes conductivity. must be sacriticrd 
during the tlow-rate rnsasurement phase. Detrimental et'tècts of the actuator manikstrd at 
the conductivity sensor therefore are confined to a bricf. appro'timately two second 
intena!. following the release of the actuator. This was accommodated by a programmsd 
pause in software. occumng between the drain phase and the acquisition of voltage data. 
Fivr seconds was detennined to be an appropnately consrrvative duration of this pause. 
and although the operator c m  adjust this duration it has not been required to do so. 

4.3.3 Svnopsis of First Dvnarnic Test 

The tïrst rnrasurernrnts obtained using the FRACT came aftrr a serirs of painstaking 
exercisss to complete and test the supporting rlectronics package. and to establ ish 
continuity between it and the many channels of the remotely located FRACT. 

Since the issue of latching the altematins level-sensor arny output had not yet been solved. 
the prototype version of the control and data acquisition Vinual Instrument (VI) did not 
rncompass automatic control or till-time and tlow-rate processing. Instead. by manually 
rngaging the actuator from the VI front panel and observine the displayed level scnsor 
a rny  state information. it was possible to glean fill-tirne and hence tlow-rate results (Figure 
4.13 ) for a series of trials. These trials occurred at rotor speeds benveen 590 and 1 150 
RPM: the Iowrr limit of this range corresponding to the onset of permeatr production. the 
attainment of osmotic pressure in the cell. 

Rotor Speed [RPMI 

Figure 4.13: First ResuIts from FR4CT 
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During these tirst tests a number of faults. such as the overloading of the actuator power 
supply due to inductive back emf generation upon magnetic field collapse. were re~ealsd. 
Man- of these faults were quickl y rectified. while others such as the solution of the level 
sensor latching issue required considerable evaluation. Nonetheless. the mechanical 
\-iability and tlow-rate mrasurement capability of the FRACT were aptly demonstrated 
uhich. at such an early stage of testing was a welcomz event. 

4.3.4 Isolation of an Unforeseen Grounding Problem 

Durin? these initial tests a curious and perplexing phcnomenon was obssn-ed. Fol lowing 
the indication of tluid presence by the uppermost level sensor. the indications of al1 Ir\-el 
srnsors became sporadic. Under steady operating conditions. an average flow-rate of 
1.4 mL. min was observed. Furthermore. it was noted that the onset of sporadic indications 
occurred approximately 15 seconds after the tïnal level sensor gave positive detection. 
From sampling chamber geometry and the average tlow-nte. i t  was perceived that the tluid 
surface had attained a height 3 mm above the upper level sensor elrctrode in that timr. This 
was seen to correspond with the position of the valve mounting retaining nut. i t  was 
thsrebp deduced that the tluid sample was completing an electric circuit io ground by 
contact with the nut. through the valve block to the adapter clamp. This evenniality was not 
anticipatcd. in pan because original projections for the design of the clamp did not bring it 

into pro'timity of these conductice parts. With active control of the tlow-rate measurement 
cycle. this occurrence is unlikely. since immediately upon sample detection by the top Irvel 
srnsor the sampling chamber is voidrd: moreover funher chamber intlu't is discharged 
through an o\+ertlou.. Nonetheless. measures wsre taken to isolate the valve mounting 
block from the adapter clamp. A future solution to this problcm might involve the 
manufacture of the valve mounting block tkom a non-conductive tou_oh plastic such as 
Lsxan. 

4.3.5 Level Sensor Array Latching: Candidate Solutions 

The nrcessary use of an altemating excitation voltage for the level sensor array predicates 
the need to rectify. or latch. the response signals and provide steady bina- state 
information. The original approach. assumed dunng early VI development. was e'tpected 
to be psrformed electronically in hardware. This implernentation was reasoned to tùnction 
in the following manner: an array of registers. one associated with cach level sensor 
channel. would respond to any input voltage excursion above a set threshold. thereaftrr 
delivering a true logic level to the digital input pon of the DAQ board. Following a 
complete measurement cycle. a "cleai' pulse would reset the registen in preparation for 
another cycle. The raw level-sensor signal would be buffered and amplified before 
becoming the register inputs. 
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'4 similar implementation was considered with latching handled fully in software. 
Rudimenta- VIS for this purpose were developed and tested. 

These approaches are simple and feasible yet tlawed. Since the register statrs are 
irrevocably latched until forcibly reset. the occurrence of a noise spike could spuriously 
invoke triggering. Moreover. the sensor array would fail to indicate the falling tluid level 
within the chamber during the drain phase. A more responsive and less crror prone 
implsrnentation was sought. 

Since mraningful level sensor state information is present only dunng a portion of the 
altemating excitation voltage phase. it was decided to use this excitation voltqe to trisger 
the acquisition of data from the level sensor arny. In this manner. the state information 
would be representative of fluid continuity between the source electrodr and the sensor 
electrodes. Two strategies for the implementation of this approach were pursued. 

4.3.6 Software Approach to Level Sensor Synchronization 

The 4 Hz excitation voltage was tapped and returned to an unused analog input line on the 
DAQ board. A set of custorn VIS were devised whose purpose was to calculate the 
excitation wai-eform period. This tùnction was encoded into the FRACT control and data 
acquisition VI to take place each measurement cycle. Once the period. and a time stamp 
associated with an excitation voltage maximum. wsre known. thereat'ter during the tlow- 
rate rneasurement cycle synchronism would be maintained predictic-ely. with timed gating 
of the digital Isvel sensor state data. 

The excitation voltage period was calculated by acquisition of a hish temporal resolution 
( 1000s ) array of volta_oe data. This array was then differentiated and smoothed. The 
negative dope zero-crossings of this result array were then thresholded (to filter any noisy 
multiple crossings) and the indicial values of the crossings stored. These indicial values 
correspond with voltase maxima and were then used. in conjunction with the actual 
sampling period returned by the analog-read VI. to detlne the Iocation of the voltage 
maxima in the time domain. .4n average period for the sample in question was then 
extracted from this information. The fiont panel of the excitation period VI is portrayed in 
Figure 4-14 with a typical excitation waveform displayed: the period calculated in this 
instance was 262.310.5 ms. 

Unfortunately. this approach proved inadequate. The accurate and robust timer-counters of 
the DAQ hardware were unavailable. having been allocated for motor control purposes. so 
the more fallible Windows tick-counter was employed for prediction. Greater detail on the 
vagaries of this feature appears later: for the sensitive task of gating the digital data 
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acquisition this implementation was not satisfactory: synchronism was unreliablc. 

Channel 

Figure 4.14: Front Panel of Custom Period Extraction \-irtual Instrument 

4.3.7 Hybrid Hardware/Software Approach to Level Sensor Svnchronization 

The adopted method of establishing reliable level sensor state information was drcrptively 
sophisticated. involving a suite of supporting signal processing features to be incorporated 
into the electronics hardware. and resourceful use of some advanced level VI 
programming. The results were. however. eminsntly satisfactory. and resolvçd the 
quandary of lsvel sensor state latching for flow-rate deduction and cycle control. 

The commissioned electronics package. its development. and construction. diverged from 
the prototype with the inclusion of these features. and therefore cannot be considered part 
of the work of this thesis. The novel LabVIEW programmine and concurrent testing 
however. which are the domain of this work. link the subjects and are the thrust of this 
section. 

The hardware implementation works by surnming the excitation wavefom with a variable 
negative cutoff voltage and ampliSing the positive resultant. The resultant waveform is 
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delivered to an analog input of the data acquisition board. This signal is a smooth but 
sharply rising pulse. and is used to a i ~ g e r  the act of reading the digital level sensor data. 

X custom sub-VI oversees the reconfiguntion each cycle of the analog input pon for its 
role in trisgering the acquisition of digital level sensor array state dam. This act rendsrs the 
analog port unusable for voltage data acquisition while the triggering function is in scopc. 
Hençr. al1 other data acquisition activity ceases during the tlow-rate rneasurement cycle. 
This is howevcr not a great encumbrance. since the acr of reading any sizable array of 
analog data from the DAQ board buffer would upset the crucial timing of digital data 
acquisition anyhou.. 

A unique data type is supponed by LabVIEW: the occurrence. The purpose of this data 
type is to allow unrelated actions to be associated. The "DAQ Generate Occurrence" VI 
applies speciîïed triggering conditions. and sources an occurrence which is routed to û 

structure containine a "wait-on-occurrence" node. The function of this node is to suspend 
funher execution until the analog input channel to which the pulse waveform described 
abote is sourced. operating in indetïnitc scan mode. witnrsses the fultillment of trigpering. 
conditions. Thereafier. execution resumes at that node. and the digital port associated with 
the Ievel sensor array is read. By this method. digital data acquisition is kept in strict 
synchronism with the excitation voltage. 

The data tlow involved in this process is depicted in Figure 4.15. An important but latent 
feature of the hardware implementation is the buffering of raw Iwel sensor signals so that 
stable TTL levels are read by the digital port. This approach overcomcs al1 the obstacles 
associated with the various candidate solutions described earlier. and its conception and 
development paved the way for eventual bona tide C.M.D.S experiments using the 
FRACT. 

4.4 CONCLUS~ON 

4.4.1 A Proposed Means for Post-Installa tion Static Testing 
Unfonunately. it was not possible to implement the rnrans to conveniently separate the 
F M C T  tiom the rotor once installed. A scheme had been envisioned whereby this ability 
would be retained. allowing the FRACT to be transferred intact to a trsting fixture sirnilar 
to that used during the preliminary static tests. This fixture would have added 
sophistication. however. to fülfill the requirement of sealing the open sampling chamber. 
inlet and vent pons. a function necessitated by the physical modifications to the device 
subsequrnt to the testing pro&gamrne. Through the use of this fixture it was envisioned that 
performance and reliability questions could be effectively diagnosed and rectified. using the 
procedure of static pressure application and suspended weight loading to simulate 
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oprntional conditions. This scheme had proved successful during static testing. 

The decision to hard wire the F M C T  to the rotor made its remoc-al an impossibility: too 
great was the risk of damage to the wiring loom. potentially requirine replacement of this 
C 

assemhly through to the hub. a procedure both difflcult and costly in time. Hencefonvard 
there fore. any diagnosis of sealing problems. for example. would be achieved deductivel y. 
for direct examination of the pressurized device kvas no longer possible. 

Figure 4.15: Pictorial Representation of Actively Synchronized Digital Data 
Acquisi t ion 

The wavetorm labeled "Excitation" is both delivered to the source slectrodes and gatsd by the DC 
voltage "Gate Levet": the amplifieci resultant is then directed to LabVIEW (top risht). Triggenng 
conditions. specttied by Tuto f f  Level" are applied to this pulse. and digital state information from 
the level sensor slectrodes ( 1.3.5) is acquired in synchronism as shoivn. Three important cases rire 
depicted: i ) this electrode is immersed and indicatss 3 positii.r detection (Logic: I ): 3) the tluid 
surface is approaching this slectrode. and detection conditions have not yst been met (Logic: 01: 
5 )  the signal rit this slectrode is the quiescent signal (Logic: O). The amplitude of the Isvel sensor 
signals is cotrelated with sample conductivity therefore "CutotT Lsvel" is automatically tuned to 
discriminate betu-een quiescence and positi1.e detection. 
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A recomrnendation for future cmbodiments is to resurrect the idoa of having available a test 
tkture. and to rndow the FRACT with removability through the use of an electrical 
junction near the cell. This connector would have to be impervious to moisture invasion 
and resistant to structural harm. these challenges being the reason the idea was rejectcd 
originally. The benefit of experience has fosrered the belief that a solution would be 
possible. and effective. Costly downtime and uncenainty whic h has been a continuing 
annoyance to the research agenda might thereby be lessened. 
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5 Commissioning and Calibration 

The resolution of the issue of synchronizing digital data acquisition with the altcmating 
lrvel-sensing array output by software heralded a critical phase of FRACT development. 
With tlow-rate. conductivity and temperature measurement now tùlly enabled. pro, uress 
could be made on comrnissioning. characterization and calibration. 

5.1.1 Initial Rotor Speed Limitation on Flow-rate Measurement and its 
Rectification 

The mechanical operation and effectiveness of the discharge valve. thoroughly testsd in the 
labontory to a simulated 3000 Ci was displayed to be satisfactory for centrifuge operation 
up to a rotor spred of 800 RPM. This corresponds to a G of ûppro'timately 440 

cxperirnced by the FRACT. Beyond this speed valve sealing was inadequate to permit 
capture of permeate. A phrnomenon no< simulated in the laboratory was therefore reasoned 
to be responsible. The birnodal magnet control logic delivers a draw current which is 
sustained for a brief intend. followed without intemption by a lesser sustaining current. 
This permits peak field intensity to establish closure of the air-gap. while avoiding needless 
heat generation during idle. A first anempt to solve this difficulty involved experimenting 
with the current and dwell time senings: adjusunent ofthese parameters was no< sufficient. 

The pendant valve assembly in use at rhis tirne was a minimal mass configuration and 
rmployed an armature but no counterweight. Early analysis of this design indicated that 



detlection of the valve spnng rnight be caused by a moment impartrd by the unbalanced 
armature. This deflection would conspire to misalign the needle and seat by a slight 
amount. Despite this knowledge. it was decided initially to try the minimal mass 
contigmtion. panicularly in 1 ight of the advantage it propagates in lessening the stress 
levels proiiimate to the valve retaining screws. The simulated application of this unbalanced 
load to the installrd valve assembly was impossible in the laboratory setting and its effrct 
could not be tssted. 

An experiment using the centrifuge gave a funher clue to the reason for the limited 
performance rnvelope. It was leamed that by closing the valve at an arbitnry speed not 
exceeding 800 RPM. then acceIerating the rotor to speeds up to 1700 RPM (the maximum 
rotor speed attained to that date). sealing was sustainable through the measurement cycle 
but could not be repeated. Apparently. the properly seated needle established at the lower 
speed prrmitted the armature to be drawn into contact with the poles and hl1 sealinr force 
to be achieved. Once released. the unbalanced moment of the armature caused a small 
detlection which likely prevented subsequent %Il translation of the armature and hence 
prevented full sealing force to be developed. The mis-alignment of the needle. intertèring 
with the seal periphery. might have been the sole cause of this effect. or the mere lack of 
parallelism benvren the armature and pole faces might have been responsible. 

The solution of this problrm was to add a countenveight to the valve spring oppositr the 
armature. Dimensionally and materially this component is idenrical to the armature (being 
adapted from a spare). but has clearance holrs for the 21-72 fasteners usrd. A revisw of 
stress calculations contirmçd that load simulations correspondin2 to 3300 G for the 
minimal mass configmtion assured safety to over 2000 G for the balanced configuration. 
This benchmark ( 1700 RPM) was achieved without difficutty indicating a successful 
diagnosis and rectification of this problem. 

Preliminary tlow-rate estimation using the FRACT was possible having detennined the 
sampling chamber partition volumes geometrically (and statically confinnine this in a 
rudimentary test). The normal operation of the FRACT cannot be faithtiilly duplicated in 
static testing. therefore rïgorous calibration and validation in the dynamic setting was 
required to sstablish confidence in the flow-rate data validity before experiments could 
proceed. 

Flow-rate calibration under any circumstances is a challengins enterprise. Sophisticated 
tlowmeter calibrators are commercially available [5 .  l ]  at considerable expense: these 
devices can provide accuracirs within O.lYh of a United States National Institure of 
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Standards and T e c h n o l o ~ .  flow standard. The use of any such device in conjunction with 
flow-rate measurements on board the spinning rotor is. however. impossible. 

2.2.1 Calibrated Leak Approach 
The approach championed for this goal involved the development of a cell insrrt which 
implemented the means to sstablish a steady leak of tèed fluid into the permeate conduit at a 
representative tlow rate within the expected range of the FRACT. The caretùl manufacture 
and testins of such inserts using the static ris would sstablish a tlow-rate specitkation: 
presumeably a set of such inserts spanning the desired calibrated nnzr would be produced. 
By conducting tests using these inserts on the dynamic rig. tlow-rate calibntion could takc 
place. 

Independent work addressed the matter of developing these insens according to the 
following method. Modules were made usine thin shim stock in place of membrane. These 
were statically testsd for unwanted leaks. then a minute perforation \vas intlicted on the 
shim stock with a sharp tool. Again. each module was statically tested to establish its tlow- 
rate. 

Although seemingly foolproof. this implementation was infeasible for tlow-rate calibration. 
I t  provçd extremely dificult to achieve acceptably low flow rates. Those modules which 
w r e  successtùIly made to delicer acceptable tlow rates exhibited a vulnerability to tlow- 
rate attenuation due to fouling of the orifice. possibly caused by permeate spacer mesh 
extrusion. and hence were not considered reliable. The usefùl subset of these modules wsre 
evennially exploited in conductivity calibration procedures. 

A second cittempt at this problrm was inspired by the suggestion that the workings of a 
high-quality precision metrring valve could be adapted to bs installed in the process cell. 
The embodiment spawned by this suggestion was a dedicated ceII insrn "puck" which 
included a sliimstock d ix .  retainer and seal. dong with a nesdls and screw advancer. and 
permeate poning. This embodiment allowed the easy replacement of pierced discs with 
fresh ones to more rapidly converge on an appropriate leak rate. The screw advancer 
allow-sd accunte control over location and penetration depth of the oritice for consistency. 

.4lthough better than the earlier cmbodiment. difficulties still ensued whereby flow-rate 
stability was insufficient for cal ibration purposes. 

5.2.2 Calibrated Membrane Approach 
Flow-rate validation was eventually possible once concentration polarization and the 



relationship between static and dynamic experiments on identical membranr stacks was 
understood. The concentration polarization experimental agenda calls for a series of tests at 
different feed concentrations. Each of these tests encompasses a range of process 
pressures. resulting in a corresponding range of permeate tlow-rates. Each series is 
pefirmed on both the static and dynamic apparatusses: the RO process ceIl is transtèrred 
undisturbed between them to cnsure peerless consistency. The concentration polanzation 
phenomenon is understood to occur in correspondence with the feed concentration. 
Dynamic etTects are reasoned to influence this phenomenon. however at L e p  low ked 
concentrations polarization is expected to occur in neither dynamic nor static tests. 
E'uperiment contirms this point. therefore the tlow-rate rnsasurements for low fsrd 
concentration c m  be comelated for the static and dynarnic cases using reliable membrane 
modules. 

This tàct permits the dynamic tlow-rate measurement using the FRACT. at a range of rates 
(corresponding to a range of process pressures imparted by various rotor speeds). to be 
compared with the manual direct volume rnethod results of the staiic rig. This approach 
served to demonstrate the FRACT flow-rate output was valid. as can be seen by the close 
agreement benveen permeate flow-rate versus pressure Cumes s h o w  in Figure 5.1. Four 
thoroughly testrd membrane modules comprised the stack for these experiments: they 
occupied the four middle positions in the array of ten. During this set of calibration tests. 
feed temperature was stnctly controlled within the bounds 2 5 ° C ~  T 125.3"C. el iminating 
any unwanted temperature effects. .A 500 ppm NaCl solution was used. and both relevant 
dynamic membrane module orientations were tested to validate that concentration 
polarization was not occurring. The +R orientation refers to the instance of membrane 
active face normal parallel to the centrifuge radial direction (outward): -R retèrs to the 
opposite orientation ( inward). 

The error bars shown in Figure 5.1 were obtained as follows. Uncenainty in procrss 
pressure for the static appantus was estimated at I l 0  psi. owing to pressure transients 
induced by the reciprocating high-pressure pump. only partially damped by an accumulator 
in the system. and apparent at the analog pressure gauge as needle fluctuations. For the 
dynamic apparatus this uncenainty was regarded to anse wholly due to the radial span of 
the active portion of the membrane module and its basic radial positional uncertainty. 
i- .,., = (0.6 1 k0.0 1 ) m: dynarnic process pressure is a calculated value ( Equarion 1 .1  ) and 

uncenainty in the i; term was thought to dwarf the density and angular velocity 

contributions. Uncenainty in permeate flow-rate was interpreted as the standard deviation 
of the mean in both situations. The absolute uncenainty in a typical static measurement was 
estimated as *O.? mL against the volume captured in a 25 mL graduated cylinder in 120 S. 

Least squares fits were performed on both data sets and are shown: the equations thereby 
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obtained are: 

@.narnic slope: 10.0 16 1 Hl-0003) m L ~ n i h p s i  ......... ....... 5.1 (u) 

Staric .dope: 10.0Z.7810-0003) mlmimpsi -.... .. . . .. - -. . . . . 3. l (b )  

Since the dope estimates faIl within one another's bounds of uncenainty. the FRACT 
results may be regarded as calibrated to absoiute to within less than ?"o. 

Process Pressure [hIPaf 
.+ 4 i 

Process Pressure [psi] 

- - d 
;; S.0 
a -. 
rn - . O  
C 
C L 

h . 0  

Figure 5.1: Correlative Static and Dynamic Flow-rate >leasurements 

SOOppm NaCl tèed (no concentration poiarization) 2 L  min. 4 acti\.e-module membrane stack. 

m Dynarnic: 
hollou- kitcs: +R oncriration 

tI4 tltlcd htr's: -R onenration 

5.3 CHARACTERIZA~ON OF FLOW-RATE W G E  AVD RESOL~TON 

Each rnrasurernent cycle includes one f i I l  phase. during which five triggsrs permit four 
tlow-rate data to be gleaned. Flow-rate values in mL. min are obtained by svaluating the 
quotient of the relevant sampling chamber partition swept volume with the elapsed timc to 
till that partition. These data have uncenainty originatine with both the divisor and 
dividend. and the magnitude and nanire of thsse uncenainties musr be grasped to fully 
characterize the FRACT. 

a n 3 O0 4 O O 500 600 -00 .Y O 0  300 

5.3.1 Uncertainty Attributable to Partition Volume (Dividend) 

The partition votume is known from the chamber section area. calculated from its radius 



(manufactured to close tolerance). and from the partition height. The latter quanti- can 
possess significant uncertainty owing to the diameter of the level-sensing elsctrodes. which 
is a sizeable fraction of the partition height. This is witnrssed in Table 5.1. The electrode 
size was minimized insohr as possible while maintainin9 the desired tùlfillment of liquid 
pressure sealing capability and manufacture concerns. '41~0. the consistency of the 
thresholding trigger circuitry with conductivity compensation lessens the oprntional 
uncenainty in tluid surface height funher. 

The relationship arnong uncenainties associated with the four tlow-rate values resulted in 
the decision to generate a weighted cycle mean tlow-rate value. by weighting each 
individual cumulative flou rate by the square of its ratio to the incremental partition 
volume. In this mannrr. al1 individual flow-rate data are utilized. but the cycle mran (and its 
standard deviation ) are penurbed to a lesser rxtent by the inherently noisier constituent 
values. and any associated skewness is thereby resolved. 

Partition Elect rode Height Part i t ion \'olume 

Centre ht. Cncertainty 1-olume Cncertainty 

lmmi  I m m l  [CU-cm1 I */O I 
O 0.0 0.85 

1 6.3 1.7 O. 7 2 6 . S 0 0  
1 - 12.7 1.7 1.3 13.4°0 

3 I9.I 1 .? 2.0 S.4"" 

4 25.4 1.7 1.6 6.7" 

Table 5.1: Partition Height and Cncertainty 

This results in a cycle mean flow-rate uncertainty of *8.9O/0 deriving from the positional 
uncrrtûinty ofthe rising fluid level as detected by the electrodes of Finite dimensions. The 
lower boundai-y of al1 cumulative partition volumes is common. detined by the start timer 
triggr provided by the bottom level-sensinz electrode which has identical dimensions to 
the others. The calculation accounts for this by including two contributions of equal 
magnitude to the height uncertainty. 

The uncertainty amved at by this calculation is a very pessimistic estimate and is regarded 
as the worst case outcorne for the situation of a properly hnctioning FRACT. Steady state 
dynarnic experiments have displayed much higher cycle to cycle consistency of flow-rate 
values. lending strong suppon to the notion that the level sensing circuit signal conditioning 
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results in triggering conditions being met at a consistent fnctional immersion of each level 
sensing electrode. This achievement arose from much carefùl tosting and adjustment of the 
electronics package during acnial centrifuge operation. Individual le\-el channel p i n s  were 
selected to deliver this consistency. which is maintained throughout the conductivity range 
of the device by a threshold compensation appliod to al1 charnels alike. 

5.32 Uncertaine Ansing from Elapsed Fil1 Time (Divisor) 

This uncertainty can be resolved into w o  components: a portion associated with timing 
resolution of the LabVIEW program. and a portion imparted by the altrmating excitation 
voltage frequency of approximately 4 Hz. The tick resolution and software loop execution 
timing comprise the former portion. 

5.3.3 Tick Resolu tion 

The tick resolution is 55  ms and can be reduced only at perd of causing nefarious operating 
systrm difficulties. It anses due to the necessity of using the Windows 3.1 timer via 
supponing LabVIEW tùnctions. since the more accurate and robust data acquisition board 
timing operations had been allocated for eventual motor control purposes. Under other 
operating systems. the tick resolution is irnpro\-sed: for example. resolutions of 10 ms. 
3 ms and 1 ms can be had with Windows NT. Macintosh (Quicktims installed) and Unix 
systems respectively [j.?]. Appraisal of the software loop exccution timing is untcnabls. 
save to state that the loop concernsd is optimized: the sub-program cal1 overhead amounts 
to "tens of microseconds" and the I,O and display overhead "milliseconds to tsns of 
milliseconds" (5.21. LabVIE W's data- tlow programming syntaii also makes possible the 
artificial dependency of the less time cntical sub-prograrns: in this way. execution order can 
be prioritized. 

.A brief investigation of the effect of tick resolution is in order. Tick resolution rounds 
timing values to the nearest tick and therefore a timing interval. which is bracketed by an 
initial and a final tick. has up to 1 10 ms uncenainty. Considerin9 a permeate tlow-rate near 
the FRACT upper operatin2 range. for example 20 mL min. the tluid surface speed during 
the tlll phase may be calculated: 

Hencs. 

- ......................... Jh sur,u, ,. - , , t = 0.031 cm 5.2fb) 

Expressing this result as a volume uncertainty: 
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This absolute uncertainty applies uniformly to the four voIume partitions. resulting in 
relative uncertainties of j06. ?.5'>'0. 1 -2394 and 0.65% and a weighted cycle average relative 
uncertainty of 1.29.0. These estimates imply a worst case scenario of both initial and tinal 
ticks being inaccurate by the full  tick resolution amount for al1 four individual tlow-rates. 

The agressive level sensing signal processing circuit does not exact any remridial st'fect on 
this uncertainty as it  does for the previous discussion regarding electrode dimensions. 

5.3.4 Altemating 4 Hertz Excitation Signal: Discre tization Effect 

I t  will be seen that this effect dominates any timing uncertainties and is therefore resarded 
as the principal limiting factor in establishing the FRACT flow-nte resolution. 

Fluid level sensing by electncal means requires an injection of electrical energy. In like 
manner to the more sophisticated conductivity cell. an altemating excitation signal is 
required to avoid electrode polarization. In addition. it is desireable to have this excitation 
s ipa l  at a sut'ticiently different frequency from the conductivity circuit to ensure 
decoupling of these charnels by eiectronic tiltering. 

Preliminary experiments using the level-sensing and conductivity prototype circuit revealed 
that the impedance of the sampling chamber and level sensing slecnode contiguration 
promoted a nther low excitation frequency of approximately 4 Hz. The factor of 500 
disparity between this and the 2 kHz conductivity oscillator also allows straightfonvard 
tiltering to dscouple these channttls. as desired. 

Software latching of fluid levels States was accomplished. howevsr the synchronization of 
channel polling with the excitation waveform exemplities how this affects tlow-rate 
resolution. State information is communicated at no greater than the 4 HZ rate. Hence. 
tlow-rates are resolved only within 250 ms time intemals. This results in the FRACT 
tlow-rate resolution being not only discretized. but also variably so with respect to tlow- 
rate: greater resolution is achieved at lower flow-rates when a greater number of detection 
phases occur during the filling of a siven volume partition. Fonunately. it is 
straightfonvard to charactenze this effect. 

The resolution capability of each partition is a linear function of flow-rate. It can be 
rstirnated for any given flow-rate by calculation of the relevant partition fil1 time for that rate 
and observing the relationship of this value to the discretization interval. Clearly. the 
smaller partitions exhibit reduced resolution for a eiven flow-rate since fewer detection 
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phases occur. In like fashion to the electrode position resolution however. the cycle rnean 
tlow-nre resolution derking Frorn this effect can be obtained for the weighted mean. Figure 
5.2 indicates this relationship. with resolution expressed in relative terms: resolution is 5Oh 

or better for fiow-rates of up to 20 rnlmin. and approxirnately 3.5?/0 at a nominal 
10 mL. min. Berter resolution is achievable if only the hl1 sampling chamber individual rate 
is chosen: this does not detract frorn the utility of the three less well resolved rates as 
indicators of instrumental perhrmance. but rnitigates their potential ddeterious effect on 
data precision. 

Panirion 2 
Partition 3 
P m i t i o n  1 

O 

\Vcightcd Avengc 

O 
4 b 

O 

4 

Figure 5.2: Predicted Flow-rate Resolution vs Flow-rate 

This study assumes no relationship between till phase initiation and alternating excitation 
signal phase. since nonr is invoked by the controlling software. The resolution figures 
quoted portray again a worst case scenario: over an extended run some cycles will achievc 
better than elcpected precision by virtue of fortunate coincidence in phase synchronization 
between actual tluid surface arriva1 and excitation signal phase. The reported cycle mean 
will reveal this through atypically small standard deviation. 

5.3.5 Summary of Flow-rate Uncertainty Contributors 

The uncertainty in flow-rate data has been reasoned to arise from three contributors: 
partition volume uncertainty. timing uncertainty and 1 Hz state discretization. Of these. 
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1 Hz discretization has the Featest damaging intluence on data precision. Partition volume 
uncrnainty. though ssrious in the worst-case scenario. has been witnessed to be 
dernonstrably better in actual operation through the remedial influence of the slectronics 
signal conditioning. 

Data tiorn a typical rarly sxperiment were scrutinized with the goal of uncovering any 
unexpec ted biases and of validating the understanding of tlow-rate resolution. Usi n an 
approxirnately constant feed stock concentration. a series of rotor speeds bstwoen 877 and 
1755 RPM provided eleven intervals of data associated with their corresponding procrss 
pressures (ranging from 1.4 to 5.5 MPa). These intervals each were sustained for 
approximately thirty minutes ( 1800 seconds). delimited by speed changes. Permeate tlow- 
rates fe11 between 3 and 14 mL, min. causinz each inten-al to contain a difirent number of 
data points. corresponding to the numbrr of cycles (eoverned by tlow-rate) occurring in 
each interval. This is shown in Figure 5.3. 

Elapsed Time [si 

Figure 5.3: Raw Data: Cycle Mean Flow-rate vs Etapsed Time 

Within sach intemal. actual permeate flow-rate was reasoned to be constant. In hct. 
reconciling this with later knowledge that flow-rate is subtly related to process temperature. 
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controlled by a heat exchanger with a coarse duty cycle. this might not be absolutely tme. 
At 577 RPM. the lowest rotor speed in this rxperiment. twenty-six data points were 
recorded. therefore to avoid biasing of results by the weighting of more points in intervals 
conducted at higher speeds. twenty-six rniddle points from each interval were used in 
subsequent analysis. These groups of points form eleven bins of data. wo bncketing 
examples of which are isolated in Figure 5.4. 

Cumulative Elapsed Time (SI 

Figure 5.-l(a): Cycle Mean Flow-rate vs Elapsed Time: Bin 7 

1 h . 0  
Error bars= I std. de\. of 4s hl\-nrr: 

8 measurcmcnrs pcr cy&. ivtxghtcd. I 

- - - -- - - -  

16000 16500 17000 17500 1 X O O O  

Cumulative Elapsed Time [si 

Figure 5.-l(b): Cycle Mean Flow-rate vs Elapsed Time: Bin 10 
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For each bin. a rnean flow-rate and standard deviation were computed. The standard 
deviation was graphed against the bin mean and this scatter compared with the predicted 
resolution. as seen in Figure 5.5. For al1 but one bin. the standard deviation was obsemed 
to be lower than predicted. Indeed. the trend observed suggests that for high tlow-rates the 
predicted resolution is increasingly prssimistic. 

Figure 5.5: Standard Deviation vs 26-point Bin Mean Flow-rates 

Histograrns with a 0.25s grid were prepared displaying the four constituent individuai f i l1  
times uithin an intemal. and the data spread was observed to be stochastic. This assertion 
upould b r  more cornpelling a i th  a larger data population. Two such h i s t opms  for data at 
rach elctreme of the tlow-rate range investigated are presented in Fisure 5.6. Modal values 
for rach partition were rlctncted from the histograms. and compared with predicted f i l l -  
times in Table 5.2. The predicted iill times were calculated from the mean tlow-rate value 
for the interval in question given the individual partition volumes. Uncertainty in thess 
predictions. being individual rneasurements. is the average uncertainty of the raw data. 
whereas the uncertainty in the mean flow-rate is the standard deviation of the rnoan. and 
accordingly far srnaller. Predicted and modal values showed excellent agreement in this 
cornparison. 
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Interval 7 
Binsize 0.25s 

Bin: Partition Fill Time is l  

Interval 10 
Binsize 0.25s 
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Figure 5.6 (a&b): Partition Fill-time Histograms (0.25s bin-size) 
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Mean tloiv-rate 5 .230 .0  I [mL min] 
B I S  7 Predictd Histognm 

Panition FilI-time [s] Modes [s] 
t 7.7k0.07 7 .75  
7 - 1 S.4*0. I 5 15.00 

3 3.110.22 13.00 
4 20.S10.30 30.50 

blsan tlow-nts 1 3 .4*0.04 [mL min] 
M i c m i  Histo, "mm 

Pani tion Fill-timcr [s] l\iIudts Es] 

1 2-0 l I0.09 3 .O0 
7 - 5.02k0.18 6 .O0 
2 9.02I0.27 O .  00 

4 12.04I0.36 12.25 

Table 5.2 (a&b): Predicted Individual Fill-times and Histogram \Iodes 
The uncsnainties stated tor msan values are the standard deviations of the means: that of the 
indidual ialuss the basic standard deviations. 

These investigations reinforce the sugestion that Row-rate resolution is dominated by the 
4 Hz discretization etTect and that through its expected ranee of operation the FRACT 
faithtùlly delivers unbiased results subject to documented performance limitations. 

5.4.1 : Ul tima te Usage of Flow-ra te Data: Time independence 

The eventual synthesis of FRACT grnerated flow-rate data with comparative data 
orisinating with static rxperiments will often. if not usually. be tirne-independent. A set of 
experimental conditions will be prescribed and many data points over time spans of tens of 
minutes to several houn accurnulated. Such data sets will be averaged. or at a minimum 
smoothed. to provide. usually. a single representative flow-rate value and associated 
uncenainty for cornpanson to a sirnilar figure obtained using the static apparatus. 

The act ofassimilating a population of data in this manner tends to ovemde the uncenainty 
of individual members of the population. provided such uncenainty is normally distributed. 
FR4CT tlow-rate data indeed appears to fulfill this requirement. Hence. the uncenainty 
evennially reported will be the standard deviation of the mean: a better estimate to the global 
uncenainty in individual constituent measurements. should the need for such a figure arise. 



can be reasoned to be the basic standard deviation. calculated for this mean. The standard 
deviation of the mean. an estimator to the uncertainty in the mean value is. by contrasr. this 
basic standard deviation scaled by the factor l/v:V. where .V is the number of membrrs 
cornprising the mean [5.3]. 

With this knowledge it can be obsewed that the accumulation of excessive data has 
diminishing returns on the accuracy of its rnean. This is quite divorced from the 
culnerabil ity of assimilating unresolved time dependenr driti. which could arise for many 
reasons. The desirrd accuracy can be used to determine a suitable population size and hence 
to optimize the time economics of an experiment. It should be noted however that since the 
temporal density of data is directly related to permeate i-low-rate. the time intemai to 
accumulate this population of  en cannot be accuntely foreseen. 

Temperature calibration was a high priority due to its signiticant effèct on conductivity and 
the desire to calibrate and characterize that important measureand promptly and properl y. 

Although the AD-592CN Precision IC Temperature Transducer is inherently calibrated and 
manu factured to a high standard for interchangeability. the associatsd custom buil t 
slectronics package. which affects a current-to-voltage conversion. has gain and offset 
characteristics tha< require the completed system to be calibrated. Fortunately. the brhaviour 
of this system is linear. making the use of calibration data stnightfonvard. Unfortunatrly. 
the necrssity of pertorming this caiibration on the fully assembled and installed system 
makes the procedure somewhat complicated. The AD-592CN manufacturer's specitication 
for accuracy over temperature is shown in Figure 5.7. 

The location of the AD-591 and the conductive socket in which i t  is embrdded subject to 
hrat transkr not only fiom the permeate. but undesireably from the large thermal mass of 
the RO ce11 nearby. This might be an insurmountable problem were it not for the pcmrate 
being subject to an exchange of heat with this body also. resulting in irs thermal 
equilibration. On inspection of the circuitous path taken by the permeate through poning of 
small dimensions within the RO ce11 and associated metal parts it is apparent. and heat 
transkr calculations [5.j] confim. that afier steady state has been reached perrneate and 
RO ce11 temperatures should agree within 0.3"C. The convolution of temperatures 
registered by the AD-592 in its present manner of installation is therefore not an obstacle: 
nonetheless future FRACT vanants will take strides to berter isolate the chip from al1 but 
permeate thermal energy transfer. 
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Figure 5.7: Temperature IC Accuracy Chart [Z.-I] 

Figure 5.8: Ceneral Heat Transfer Paths: RO Process Cell 



.A watrr bath incorporatin_e an insulated reservoir. circulation pump and thermostatically 
controlled heaterhgitator was prepared. An inlet adapter fitting which. with the RO ce11 
removed. may be aftixed to the RO ce11 holder. allows tluid to be ducted into the permeate 
transfer port from an extemal source. Thereafter. tlow proceeds through the usual conduit 
into the FRACT. Using a small variable speed constant displacement pump plumbed into 
this adapter fining. it was possible to establish steady flow at a tvpical rate into the 
sampiing chamber via the inlet porting which brings tlow into contact with the AD-592 
socket. A 3 mm Nylon hose barb installed in the disused sarnplin~ chamber side-port 
directed the drain tluid into a small test tube where an accuratr therrnometer was placed to 
record fluid temperatures at a location as close as possible to the tnnsducer. The overtlow 
kvas then collected and dnpped back to the reservoir. 

To climinate the temperature convolution rnentioned earlier. the entire RO ceIl holder and 
FRACT was wnpped in a 10 metre leneth of 6 mm ID PVC tubing. then boxrd and 
surrounded by styrofoam chips. .A contacc thermocouple. hac-ing been attached to the RO 
ceIl holder. gave direct readings of that tempenture. A large positive displacement pump 
was required to circulate tluid throu~h this heat-exchanse jacket. I t  \vas plurnbed into the 
bath. 

Using both ice and the themostatically controlled heater. i t  was possible to achieve 
temperatures ranging from 2°C (well below the desired calibrated range) to 38°C. the upper 
limit. Bath. thennocouple. out let temperatures and LabVIEW voltage were recorded at tive 
minute intervals ovrr îïve hours as the system was undenvent a p d u a l  temperatlire 
increase (Figure 5.9). 

Subsequently. the thermocouple and outlet temperatures were graphed against LabVIEW 
input wltage (Figure 5.10) providing nvo well correlated linear relationships. The sloprs 
and intsrcepts of these relationships were then averaged to yield a single calibntion 
function ( Equation 5.3 ). 

ROCI = (- 2.325 C P 5  - C'_, , d  + OC.. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. 5.3 

This relationship. encoded via a formula node into LabVIEW. makes possible real time 
temperature output in degrees Celsius. which is in turn needed to correct conductivity data 
to the reference temperature of 25°C. 
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Figure 5.10: Temperature Cali bration Relationships 



The calibration of the conductivity sensor was performed in two stages. The first. a detailed 
calibration of the complete instrument as installed while stationary. delivers an instrument 
îùnction to be used subsequently to relate the output voltage to conductivity units. A second 
stage ofcalibration. perfomed under controlled conditions of centrifuge operation. sewes 
the purpose of truthing the initial calibration and assures that the assumption of similar 
operation under centrifuge conditions is valid. 

Both these calibntion procedures involve the use of a benchtop laboratory conductivity 
meter to fumish correlative measurements and permit the voltage-to-conductivity uni ts 
mapping to be extracted. P ior  to final calibration of the custom conductivity sensor 
therefore. a procedure to sstablish the absolute accuracy of the benchtop meter was 
perfomed. 

It must be emphasized that conductivity is an inferred propeny. definttd by the use of 
primary standard solutions. It is against such solutions that the benchtop meter is calibratrd: 
hence conductivity measurements availed by the FRACT. being in tum referenced to this 
secondary standard. are subject <O the resulting propagation of uncertainty. 

0.6.1 Calibration of Radiometer Type CDM3 Conductivitv Meter to Absolute 

To rnsure the calibration of the custom instrument is absolute. confidence in the accuracy 
of the Radiometer CDM3 conductivity rneter is vital. The CDM3 ( Figure 5.1 1 ) is a 
precision instrument which. although old. rivals expensive modem instrumentation for 
accuracy and precision. Occasional recalibration. howecer. of this venerable machins is 
required. according to detailed instructions provided by the manufacturer. 

The CDM3 meter is furnished with an immersion type conductivity cell. type CDC3O.I. 
This delicate glass and platinum ce11 has a nominal constant of 1.00 cm '. with a 

specification of +3.0°% inscribed by the manufacturer. A control on the CDM3 faceplate 
allows the user to apply this offset yielding accurate conductivity indication on the analog 
display. Accommodation of gradua1 drift in the measurement system is accomplished by 
sxpsrimental assessment of this drift and adjustment of the ce11 constant correction control 
to annul it. 



Figure 5.1 1 : The  Radiometer CD313 Benchtop Conductivic \leter 

The accepted procedure for calibntion of conductivity instruments. originating with 
Kohlrausch. is the use of standard solutions. usually potassium chloride. with accuratel y 
documented conductivity values. Such a standard solution. 0.0 1 000 Normal concentration. 
was prepared for the purpose of recalibration of the CDM3. -4 quantity ( 1.49 1 1 gnrns) of 
analytical grade potassium chloride (KC1) was diluted in triply-distilled water to make 
2000.010.5 mL. The use of triply-distilled water rnsures that the solution conductivity 
arises wholly due to the solvated ions: the procedure stipulates a maximum soicent 
conductik-il of 1 pS/cm. The conductivity of the triply-distilled water usrd was 
1 .Z pS  cm. 

To ensure temperature constancy. a small vesse1 was arranged in circuit with a circulation 
purnp and thermostatically controlled bath set to 25°C. Within this vessei. filled with the 
0.01000 N KCI solution. the ceIl was placed and lefi to soak for 24 hours. This cleanses 
the ce11 in preparation for calibration. Following the procedure outlined in the CDM3 
instructions. tiesh standard solution conductivity was measured (with no ceIl constant 
correction effective) on the I .5 mS/'crn range. It was found to be 1.338 mS,cm at 25.3'C. 

Via this procedure the ce11 constant was determined to be the nominal 1.00 cm plus a 

correction of (6.2010.08)~~. i.r. 1 .O62+0.OO 1 cm '. This value havins been then invoked 

using the ce11 constant correction control of the CDM3. subsequent correlative conductivity 
measurements were assured to be of acceptable accuracy and precision. 



5.6.2 Remarks on CDM3 Performance Specifications 

The CDM3 meter has turelve manually selected ranges. the lowest being 0- 1 -5 pSl cm and 

the highest 0-500 mS/cm: when used in conjunction with the provided ce11 (Y-= 1.00 cm ) :  

each order of magnitude is supponed by hvo ranges having multipliers 1.5 and 5.0. The 
measuring accuracy is stated as *0.6?/0 of full-scale-detlection (F.S.D.) +0.002 pSxm in 
sach range. except the 500 rnSicm range. whose accuracy is *l . J O , ~  F.S.D. Error bars 
appearing in _mphs containing CDM3 derived data represent these accuracies. I t  should be 
noted that. for measurements within a given range. the relative uncenainty falls benvern 
0.6-2O O .  the latter value applicable to measurements near the upper bound of the next 
lowest range. 

A secondary *0.05?6, OC error due to ambient tempenture variations is also documentcd by 
the manufacturer. however signiticant temperature excursions were not e'tperiencrd during 
any usage of the CDM3 in this work. 

The ce11 constant correction control is graduated in O.jO'O divisions and the calibration 
procrdure yields the ce11 constant to nvo decimal figures of accuracy. The applied ce11 
constant correction is merely as accunte as the opentor's positioning of the control which 
is reasonsd to be approximately 10. I?o. 

Although both automatic (via a separate compensating cell) and manual temperature 
compensation feanires are supponed by the CDM3. in most usages it was found preferablc 
to simply record tempennire data during a given procedure and apply the correction during 
post-processing. 

5.6.3 Stationary Calibration of Custom Sensor 

The stationary calibration was performed using an adapter which. when the cell holder has 
been rcmoved. allows tluid to br admitted to the permeate port and thereafter. flowing 
through the passages within the rotor components. into the flowrneter in like fashion to the 
flow under operating conditions. This ensures that the conductivity ce11 is flushed through 
as samplcs of different k n o w  conductivities are admitted for correlative voltage 
rneasurements. 

Allied inlet plumbing consisted of a fil1 tube and hnnel: drain plumbing made use of the 
disused side pon on the meter and was configured to avoid siphoning fluid from the 
sampling chamber. .4 drip guide allowed for the easy collection of the exhausted samples 
and avoided contamination of same. 
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Bulk NaCl solutions of bracketing the desired conductivity range were prepared. 
Conductivity possesses a strong temperature dependence. approxirnately ZOb, CC îÔr the 

solutions in question1 . Therefore the calibration of conductivity requires steady. or at least 

known. temperatures. Hence these solutions. plus bulk arnounts of tap and distilled water. 
were left to equilibrate to room temperature. Blinds were d r a w  in the lab to reduce ambient 
temperature variations. and ambient. as well as sample temperatures were recorded 
throughout the procedure. 

Tests began with the low concentration solution. Xpproximately 400 mL of solution ivere 
decanted and the sarnple conducticity and tempenture measured accuratel y be fore -mdually 
being poured into the funnel. Care was taken to avoid aerating the sampIe and a slow pour 
\vas required to ensure drainage occurred through the intended channel: overtlow \vouId 
resuIt in spillage. Once a minimum of 200 mL was tlushed through the device a beaksr was 
positioned to capture tùrther 100 mL passed through the device. This exhaust was 
immediately subjected to conductivity and temperature measurements. whils simultaneously 
LabViEW data was recorded. Thereby. confidence in the actuai conductivity and 
temperature at the ce11 was ensured. -4 second LabVIEW value was recorded five minutes 
later. 

B p  combining correct proportions of the hvo bulk solutions samples of intermediate 
conducticity were obtained. The above procedure was followed for each. culminating with 
a measurement at 3 mS~cm. The data thereby gathered. once corrected for temperature. 
forms the calibration mapping from output voltage to conducti\-ity units of mS. cm. 

5.6.4 Dvnamic Calibration of Custom Sensor 

The dynamic calibration requires less set-up effort than the static calibration. but the 
procedure requires similar attention to detail. A leak insert replacing the membrane stack is 
required: the desired rate of tlow is approxirnately I O  mLimin to permit effectik-e tlushing 
of the conductivity ceIl. 

.A feed solution having conductivity at the high limit of the useful conductivity rangs was 
prepared in the bulk feed tank. The CDM3 conducticity cell was placed in this feed stock. 
and tempenture monitored. 4 t  a moderate rotor speed. the FRACT conductivity voltage 
output and "permeate" temperature were monitored. Once ce11 flushing resulted in stable 
conductivity channrl output. correlative data was recorded. Sample conductivity was then 
reduced bv the addition of tap water to the feed stock. Care was taken to inject water of 

1 Established sarlier by an independent experiment. described in appendix IV: Tem~enture Compensarion 
Cwt'f?cient 



similar temperature: t hroughout this procedure i t was rndeavoured to maintain al 1 
temperatures close to I Y C  to minimize required corrections. The procedure wns repeated: 
distilled water was used to extend the calibrated range below that anainable using tap watrr. 

Post-processing ro compensate for temperature effects resulted in the genention of a 
reliable data set. seen in Figure 5-12. which deviated insigificantly from the previous 
static calibration. The dynamic calibration procedure. rncompassing al1 potential influences 
of actual centrifuge operation. is less troublesome to execute than the static procedure. and 
is recommended for hture occasional re-calibration as warranted. 

Q 0 
Q 

QV Dam: 96- 11-06 dyntimic 

Q 
Error b31-s: i).hoo F.S.D. 

5.0 10.0 15.0 

CD113 Conductivity 1 mS/cml 

Figure 5.12: Conductivity Calibration: Full Range 

5.6.5 Voltage Conversion Algonthms 

Calibntion data gathered by the previously descnbed procedures permits automatic voltage 
to conductivity unit conversion in LabVIEW. The hvo branches of the mapping function 
are handled separately and differently: the low-branch was found to be amenable to a 
pol ynomial fit whereas analytic curve fitting was more dificult for the high bnnch. Ieading 
to the use of a simple piecewise linear interpolation method. 

The cubic polynornial coefticients for low range conversion were obtained using a popular 
eenenl purpose graphing program. and subsequently entered as user input into the 
C 
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appropriate LabVIEW sub-program. Therealier. eiven a voltage value the calibnted 
conductit-ity is evaluated and returned. 

Polynomial fitting was investigated for high-range conversion but. through the full range 
desired an adequate fit. with monotonic derivative. was not anainable. A simple piecrwise 
linear interpolation routine was implemented: this approach has the benefit that calibration 
data is entered directly into the relevant sub-pro-gram without pretreatment of any kind. 

The chorda1 error associated with this rnethod \vas found to be smaller than residuals 
magnitude and related dificulties with the various analytic. including non-linear regession. 
tits atternpted. Constant. linear. exponentiai and quadratic terrns comprise the most 
promising non-linear regression results obtained. depicted in Figure 5.13. This graph also 
shows the residuals calculated against the calibntion data. sxpressed fractionally with 
respect to conductivity. The residuals magnitude cleariy indicates this tùnction is inadequatr 
for conversion purposes: it well rxceeds the sstirnated uncertainty of the calibntion data. 

O.  O I .O 2.0 2 .O  4.0 5 . 0  6 . 0  - . O  

LabVIEbV Input [b'oltsl 

O Crilibration Data y=.+\+Bx+Cr.ADx+GxA7 A Rcsidual 

Figure 5.13: High-range Calibration: Son-linear Regression Resuits 

Cubic spline interpolation offers perhaps the optimum voltage conversion means for the 
high range calibration. It operates much like the piecewise linear approach. differing in that 
the piecewise functions are third-order (cubic) rather than first-order (linear) polynomials. 
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The algonttun that determines the polynomial coefficients is empowered to ensure that 
continuity in slope occurs; the resulting function is constrained. as is the linear. to pass 
through al1 calibration data. but avoids the clearly non-physical slope discontinuit irs of the 
simpler approach. Moreover. for a globally concave. monotonical l y increasing hnct ion 
such as the calibration curve. the cubic spline is rxpected to resemble very closrly the true 
continuous fùnction. 

For inïestigatiw purposes. a cubic spline curve fit was performed using Matlab on a set of 
calibntion data. Thrn. the resulting piecewise polynomial was rvaluated and cornparrd 
with the linear interpolation at one-hundred intemals within their comrnon domain. The 
resul ts of this comparison are shown in Figure 5 - 1 4  enpressed fractionall y with respect to 
conductivity. This approach. it is claimed. offers the best availablc insieht into the 
appronimate chordal enor of the piecewise linear interpolation method. Implicit to this 
statrment is the assertion that the cubic spline method is the prefenble approach for unit 
conversion. 

This residual function has zeroes at al1 node (data) points however the equipanitioning of 
the domain does not snsure these points appear in the figure. Residual maxima correspond 
to the chordal error occurring benveen node points. It can be ssen that throush the 
serviceable sensor range. this error is usually approximately 1% or less. .A marked 
improvement would br apparent with denser calibration data. however Ion is rcconcileablç 
with other sources of uncertainty in the system. 

This investigation leads to the championing of cubic spline interpolation for future 
implrmentation as the means to accomplish improved high range voltage to conductivity 
units conversion. This could be accomplished in one of three ways. The piecewise 
polynornial coefficients could be calculated. as was done in this srudy. by sxisting third- 
pany software. to be encoded subsequently into a custom LabVIEW sub-program which 
would be vcry similar to the piecewise linear interpolation sub-program devised in this 
work. Alternately. the cubic spline algorithm could be programmed into LabVIEW. 
requiring only that the calibration data be supplied: the piecewise polynomial would then be 
genrrated and subsequent ly svaluated during routine operation. An adjunct to this option 
would be the use of the cubic spline module of the Advanced Analysis VI library. available 
commercially [5.6].  4 third option would be to synthesize a denser data set using the cubic 
spline interpolation. but to apply piecewise linear interpolation using this data for real-time 
conversion in LabVIEW. 
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Figure 5-14: Approximate Chordai Error of Piecewise Linear Interpolation 
This plot \\.as rtchie~xd by subtraction of intçrpolatsd values from ni-o ripproaches: piecri\ iss lincar 
and cubic splins. The cubic spline. o\\.ing to the data's unitorm concrivity. \vas rerisoncd to be an 
accurate interpolant îbr cornparison. The opportunity eltists to codi- the pisce\viss pol>.norniriI 
tùnction h r  impm sd accuncy. or to extnct îkom it  a denser mesh of points t'or continucd use of 
the iinex msthod. 

5.6.6 Implementa tion of Temperature Compensation Function 

Given the rneasured conductivity L,, at arbitrary temperature T. the tempenture diffsrencr 
3 T is calculated as: 

A T=73- T fCCt>fsi~cij. .............................. 3 . 4 ~ )  

and the specific conductivity. referenced to 25" Celsius in adherencr to con~xmtion. is 
eiven by the formda: 
C 

whrre T. is the temperature compensation slope. havins units O/O, 'Celsius. The application 

of this compensation hnction is a user selectable option in the FRACT control VI. Fisure 
5-15 illustrates how. in LabVIEW's gaphical syntax. Equation 5 . 4  b) appears. More detail 
on the niceties of graphical p r ~ ~ m m m i n g  will be uncovered in chapter 6: Control and Data 
.Lcauisition Sot'hiiare. 
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Figure 5.15: L a b i ï  EW .G' Representation of Equation 5.3(b). 
Data tlow is pmenlly Ieti-to-right. !Vires sxtending bçyond the picture are: 1 ) uncompsnsatsd 
conductit-in.. 2 )  permerite tempsnture. 3 l cornpensated conductivin;. 4) compensation. and 5 1 to 
the '' terminai of the conditional frarns. the Boolean srrite enribling tempenture compensation. 
U'ithin the fmme the input for f-. labeled 'T.C. slope' can also be ssrn. 

5.6.7 Sensitivitv Characterization: Conductivitv Resolution 

To provide insight into the conductivity sensor resolution. sensi tivity functions wrre 
producrd for both low and high bnnch ranges. .halog to digital quantization is the ultimate 
limitation to instrument resolution. but noise present in the raw signal must also be 
investisated as a contnbutor to the operational resolution. 

The analog to digital conversion supported by the AT-MIO- 1 6DE 1 O multi-function board is 
1 :-bit resulting in a 1 in 4096 quantization. which when applied to the O- 1 O V gain ran_re 
option in use. yields a 2-44 millivolt precision [j.7]. Examination of data spanning the 
u-hole calibrated range of the conductivity sensor allowed the extraction of a nominal tùll- 
width (one standard deviation) 25 mV noise level. Use of this figure in resolution 
estimation. however. is unduly pessimistic. Usually. uncertainty in such avenzed values is 
stated as the standard deviation of the mean. To resolve adjacent measurements of this sort. 
it is otien asserted that a minimum spacing need exist of three times the standard deviation 
of the mean. Given .V =1000. this resolution limit is found to be 2.1 mV. Coincidentally. 
this is also the quantization limit. 

For the low range branch. the polynomial transfer fùnction was differentiated yielding a 
response slope throueh this conductivity range. Taking the nominal voltage resolution limit 
to be AV= 2.5 mV. a conductivity resolution hnction for this range was produced. and is 
shown along with other relevant Cumes in Figure 5.16. It indicates a resolution of better 
than 0.1 across most of the range. decreasing to approach 0.8Oh close to the null-band. 
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Figure 5.16 (a): Low-Range Calibration. Sensitivity. and Fractional Resolution 
Crilibration Data: 97-04- 1 1. 

Figure 5.16 (b): Low-Range FractionaI Resolution vs Conductivih 

The response hnction for the high range was generated by a central difference discrete 
differentiation approach. This is shown in Figure 5.17. Again. AV= 2.5 mV. resolution 
was expressed as a percent fraction of conductiviry. and achieves values of 0.3% or less 



through the original target range up to 5 rnSlcm. and IOo or less throughout the sstended 
range to 15 mS, cm. 

Figure 5.17: High-range Conductivih Sensitivih and Fractional Resolution 
C~tlibrcltion Data: Y 7 4 1  1 1 .  

This information has considerable utility in the planning of meaningful cxperimcints. to 
snsure thüt output variables rnay be resolved suffciently to substantiate objectives. 

5.6.8 Summary of Conductivitv Uncertainty Contributors 

The foregoinp investigation of uncenains contributors to conductivity mrasurrment leads 
to the following conclusions. Uncenainty in the CDM3 meter. used to reference the 
FRACT to a prirnary standard may be stated (for a mid-range case) as * l . j O h .  F M C T  
accuracy crinnot be quoted to better than this value. 

The linear interpolation voltage conversion algorithm of the high range. through 
cornparison with a cubic spline interpolation. is seen to impan roughly + 1 .5'-0.jo'~ within 
the senniceable portion of its range. This uncenainty can be reduced by accumulating a 
greatrr number of calibration data points or by using a better mapping fünction: options for 
C 



this have been suggested. Combined with the preceding figure. this places F R K T  
accuracy at +2.& - 1.8";> (high range). 

Resolution investigations suggest a small uncertainty contribution of just O. 1 O a  in the low 
range and 0.j06 in the high range. This is ultimately manifested in the precision. nther than 
the accuracy. of FRACT output. since it  is a variance upon the prrdicted value which has 
already been subject to a11 the preceding accuracy stipulations. 

To assess the long term srabilin of the conductivity sensor. data from two calibntion 
procedures are required spaced by a long interval of time. Although a second dynarnic 
calibration took place sevenl weeks atier the commencement of the C*MeD.S experimental 
agenda. adjustments to the rlectronics hardware were also perfonned at rhat time. Hence. 
the temporal behaviour of the intact sensor could not bs deconvolved. This behaviour 
includes a component due to the rlectronics hardware and one associated with the 
conductivity cell. It is reasoned that the conductivity cell. owine to its situation in a harsh 
environment. is the greater contributor to any long-term drift in the sensor. 

An opporninity to judge the long-tenn stability of the sensor was providrd afrer sr\-ernl 
months of service. whrn a rrnovation of the sntire F M C T  systcm occurred. At this timç. 
the conductivity cell was removed. clraned and re-platinized in likr fashion to the original 
platinization process. The procedure of removing and reinstallin_o the c d  1 map have 
introduced additional small perturbations between the two calibration data sets: 
unfortunatelp it is impossible to ntionalize these. Such perturbations might be associated 
with the resistance of the various eleçtncal joints involved in reconnccting the cc11 to the 
electronics board. and contidence that these connections were excellent both before and 
after suggests any associated perturbations would br small. 

Sincr i t  was not possible to obtain a pair of data sets spanning an interval within which the 
sensor was untouched. the later (post re-platinizing) data here represents the cell in its 
pristinr state. whilr the earlier data set represents the deteriorated condition. Some tens of 
hours of experiments were performed between these calibrations. Notably. a similar or 
greater amount of usage occurred prior to the genention of the earlier dynamic calibration 
data set. Therefore. the deterioration. if any. of the ceIl benveen these data sets corresponds 
to the total usage of the sensor from initial installation to the earlier dynamic calibration. 

The voltage conversion functions for both calibrations are shown in Figures 5.18 (a&b). 
The ratio behveen the calibntion data sets is also presented. Through the Iiigh range of the 
sensor. agreement within 2% is witnessed up to approximately the 6 mS/cm level. beyond 
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which the agreement progressively worsens. This bound corresponds ro the lessenin9 
sensitivity of the instrument at high conductivity. a phenomenon previously described. 

The low nnge cornparison shows a discrepancy of simîlar magnitude. but the drift ratio is 
less wrll behaved than in the high nnge case. -4s before. the stability of the sensor is worse 
in that nnge corresponding to its lessening sensitivity as the output voltage grows highrr. 

Compromissd as it is by some generous assurnptions. this investigation is offered only as a 
benchmark for the magnitude of conductivity sensor drift. and is suspected to be a 
psssimistic one. 
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Figure 5.18(a): High-range Conductiviq Calibration Long-term Effects 
Sote: grey data omittsd from linetlt. 
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Figure 5.18(b): Low-range Conductivity Calibrarion Long-term Effects 



6 Control And Data Acquisition 
Software 

6. z INTRODLTCTION 

Mention has already been made several rimes of enabling. novel programming solutions 
relevant to a number of topics. such as synchronous level sensor state data acquisition. X 
broader view of the programming activity undenaken as pan of the development and 
cornmissioning of the FRACT is to be presented in this chapter. 

6.2 OVERVIEW OF DATA ACQUISITION AND CONTROL SYSTEMS 

6.2.1 Computing Hardware  

The F U C T .  from its inception. was envisioned to be a passive device. relying on extemal 
control and data proccssing. The need for a cornputer with 1.0 capabilities was also 
mitigatcd. howrver. by the wish to eventually have automated e'tpsriment capability with 
data log_~ine of C*M*D*S rig specitic physical information. Clearly. the mergins of thesr 
tsvo principal fùnctions is an etfictive use of resources. 

The 486 PC-compatible running LabVIEW 3.1 under the Windows 3.1 environment uas  
sslected. along with a National Instruments AT-MIO- 16DE- 1 O interface board. This board 
includes digital and analog input and output ports. counter!timers and buffering. making it 
ideal for present and foreseeable system requirements. The graphically intensive LabVIEW 
interface finher is best served by a good-quality colour monitor. 

6.2.2 The Rudiments of LabVIEW 
LabVIEW is a graphical programming environment specifically aimed at the experirnental 



Orams and process control user. Its principal virtue is the clarity and visual impact of the pro, 
Orams are created with it. both to the end user and to the programmer. LabVIEW pro, 

referred to as .'vimial instruments". or VIS. for good reason: they resemble and behave in 
close analogy with actual physical instruments. Being a National Instruments product. 
LabVIEW works harmoniously with the DAQ hardware. 

The programmer devises a VI from a functional perspective. User inputs are considered 
and their irnplementation represented by virtual controls placed on one of two forks of the 
prognmrning hierarchy: the "Front Panel". This is the display fnmework on which the end 
user will make selections and invoke actions via mouse and kryboard. and on which results 
will be presented. The latter role is fultilled by placement of virtual indicators. Both the 
indicators and controls are selected from a palette of many possible types and variations. 
Most resemblr actual physical controls and indicators. such as toggle switchrs. rotary 
knobs. gauses. LEDs and charts. Their positioning. size. colour and other attributes are 
chosen by the programmer. allowing for the creation of a visually striking and ergonomic 
Front Panel. 

Functionality is endowed the Front Panel by a source-code equivalent known as the --Block 
Diagram". '4s its name suggests. this second fork of the programming environment 
contains the logic and data tlow paths required to interpret inputs. rxrcute actions. and 
generate outputs: it is the editor for the graphical programming language "G" unique to - 
LabVIEW. It is a symbolic language. made to resemble a schrmaric. or wirin- diagram. 
Iconic representations of the Front Panel objects appear on the diagram: the programmer 
links thrse --tenninals" with those of many other icons representing a panoply of availablr 
functions [6.1]. sven other custom VIS. on the diagram usine "wires". Familiar structures 
~ovsrning sxscution. such as for and while loops. and case structures are available. These * 

are cornplemented by the concept of "dataflow programming" wherein execution order is 
determined by the tlow of  data as it becomes availablr. Superimposed on this. if required. 
is the sequence structure. a way to prograrnmatically assert execution sequrnce. This 
assemblage allows one to achieve any desired programming objective. Conventional 
programrning variables are not used explicitly. nthrr the flow of data beween sources and 
sinks (inputs and outputs) fulfills a similar role. The colour and pattern of wires represrnts 
the data type in question. This paradi_m promotes the development of hierarchical. modular 
VIS. which in turn accelerates and enhances the development of robust and powertùl 
applications. 

Documentation is also accomplished in a powerful and useful manner. Entities both on the 
Front Panel and Block Diagram possess description attributes which appear in a help 
bubble when the cursor is placed on them. Likewise. each sub-VI. be it from the extensive 



library or custom written. is endowed with this feature: its input and output terminais. 
respective data types and icon are also made k n o m  this way. 

The strength of this environment is its intuitiveness both to the programmer and the end 
user. Furthemore. a rneaningful. professional appearance to the Front Panel can be 
achieved. allowing custom applications using the full power of today's graphical user 
interîàce to be npidly devised by the pro_mrnrner. and quickly p s p e d  by the end user. 

6.3 ROLE OF SOFTWARE IN DATA ACQUISITION AND CONTROL 

Although the chief control output delivered to the FRACT is a single DC voltage governing 
the magnet state. the control lo_gic gveming this draws upon real-time data acquisition and 
as such is a significant pan of the programing exercise. The act of timing the capture of 
tluid is a fundamental functional requirement of the device. and this too is handlsd by the 
LabVIEW software. Other functions include the processing of analog input data. and 
manipulations of data to perform scaline. filtering and calibration operations. User inputs 
are monitored. which control V ~ ~ O U S  functions and allow choice among options. Both n w  

and processed results are displayed. and data sets are wrinen to a disk archive for later 
interpretation. 

6.4 FCNCTIONXL OVERVIEW OF FRACT-VI 

6 . 1  Introduction to the Virtual Instrument F R A C T - V I  

.A comprndious top-level vinual instrument entitled FRACT-VI was dssigned prior to the 
commencement of commissioning tests. It was drsired to minimize the devrlopment time 
between initial testing of the installed FRACT and the tasks of commissioning and 
calibration: this skeleton VI provided the basis for rapid progress. much of which (for 
c'tampls the convergence on a viable lei-cl sensor data acquisition scheme) could not 
constructively pro_oress prior to FRACT installation and initial testing. FRACT-VI and its 
suite of allied sub-VIS namrally g e w  in sophistication as functions were added. and made 
more robust and comprehensive. 

In routine operation of the C*MeD*S centrifus. the operator is presented on the cornputsr 
scrern with the following Front Panel (Figure 6.1 ). cornpiling al1 FRACT related controls 
and indicators plus those for feed conductivity and heat exchanger functions. which are 
required to operate simultaneously dunng most experiments. It is through this interface. 
using mouse and keyboard. that al1 controlling options are selected and al1 results are 
indicated. Routine operation is nearly fully automatic. 



Figure 6.1: FRACT.\'I Front Panel 

6.4.2 Programming Conventions 

The collective of displayed items associated with each principal function is to be found on 
an individual tile. the title for which appears in the top-lrft corner of said tile in bold print. 
Where applicable. physical units are also shown on this line of text in square brackcts. If 
[he function in question can be ovemdden. a horizontal slide-switch is provided to the 
imrnediate left of the title. Although al! such switches have as their OFF condition the lefi or 
loaper slider position. the Boolean state is also indicated by cyan coloured text ho~rering 
over the switch. In addition. the overridden state is often made more obvious by 
appearance of a red background. to avoid accidental oversights by the operator. 

Numeric indicators and controls can be rasily distinguished due to adherrnce to the 
following convention: conrrols have default grey colouration whereas indicators have a 
rvhite Field. surrounded by the usual Srey frame. Exceptions to the general physical units 
are shown next to the relevant item in square brackets. Significant figures of indicators 
have been speci îïed. in sorne cases dynamically so. given range selection information if 
applicable. Meaningful default values have been programmed. Most controls also have 
range checking and default increments. ofien with coercion if out-of-range inputs might 
have harmful consequences. When. within a tile. certain items have a deeper functional 
association. this is highlighted by their being surrounded by a recessed fiame. 



The author has striven to organize this Front Panel. and al1 the tiles it consists of. in a clear 
yet compact fashion. avoiding redundant information without obfùscating meaning. It is 
possible to select any control on the panel by use of the TAB key: the selected control then 
appears bordered within a black rectangle. Ordering of controls has been organized to 
facilitate this method. however the preferred mode of operation involves using the mouse. 

It is effective to describe the normal sequence of operations in parallel with this functional 
organization. following approximately the operating sequence. In addition. exhaustive 
documentation is available on-line: the user rnerely needs to place the pointer on an item 
with the "Help" window \visible and a description of the item will be presented. 

6-43 FRACT-VI General Management 
In the lowrr left corner can be found those controls and indicators not assocîated strictly 
with any specific hardware function (Figure 6.2). The R.S  ( RurvStop) control is usrd to 
stop VI execution at the conclusion of an experirnent. and ensures al1 active operations 
includins termination routines are cornpleted. The Break control can be invokrd to intempt 
the loop structures involved in tlow-rate measurement: sometimrs this is necessary during 
iesting or in the event ot'a failure. The Pause control is used to prescribe the length of 
pause. in seconds. to occur each cycle between tlow-rate and conductivity rneasurements: 
this cm br required to allow voltage tnnsients to stabilize. 

Figure 6.2: FRA CT. V 1 General Management Tile 

Complernenting these three controls are three indicators. The C)rle#+ indicator maintains a 
non-decreasing record of cycles cornpleted dui-ing an experiment. This is useful for 
associating noteworthy events with the FRACT.VI data log at a later time. The 
Elapsed time indicator is updated each cycle with the cumulative expenment elapsed time in 
clock format. Finally. the .-fcrion indicator displays the instantaneous state of activity of the 
FRACT andlor of the controlling software. It therefore indicates the following sequence or 
subset thereof: FILL-DR~N-PA~SE-XNXLOG-HEATX-LOGDAT.A-PREVIEW-STOPPED. 
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6 .  FIow-rate 

Occumng first in the normal sequence of operations sovemed by FRACT-VI. permeaie 
tlow-rate measurement. its control and data acquisition requirements. are the principal tasks 
of this VI. The relevant tile is to be found in the upper right of the Front Panel. and is 
presented in Figure 6.3. 

Figure 6.3: F R  ACT. V 1 Flow-rate Measurement Tile 

.A conglomeration of four important indicators spans the width of this tile. Threc of thrse 
indicators are arrayed venically. and consist of five Boolean indicators associated with the 
Rve tluid level sensing channels. and a pair of numeric array indicators. four rlements in 
size. displaying cumulative and incremental flow-rate measuremrnts. To the right of these 
lies a chan style indicator entitled Hi.rto)?*. the ordinate of which has ticks aligned with the 
four tlow-rate value fields and whose abscissa is tlow-rate. Each cycle rhr incremental 
tlow-rate values are mapped onto this chan and retained. Above this chart are two 
associated items. a pushbutton RESET which erases the chart contents. and an indicator 
which shows the number of cycles worth of data displayed on the chan. 

During a typical cycle. the Begin rimin; indicator lights cyan. followed in mm by the four 
hnher  level sensor indicators above it. mimicking the rising surface of the volume sample. 
until FrdI is reached. After this. the Crrm 'ive (cumulative) and /nu-la1 (incrementai) numeric 
tlow-rate indicators dong with the Hisron. chan are updated. The Boolean array of level 
sensor state indicators quickly extinguishes as the chamber is then caused to drain. 

The weighted mean tlow-rate is displayed each cycle by an indicator entitled Mean. aligned 
below the column of cumulative values which comprise it. The uncenainty in this value is 
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displayed next to it: this indicator is named +/-. as are al1 other similar indicators on the 
whole Front. Panel. Values in this pair of indicators appear in bold text to identi- them as 
the principal outputs of this îùnction. 

Bslow. two associations of items are delimited by recessed frarnes. To the lefi appear the 
Lrrrf Curolf- features. A menu-ring control (pull-down list) both indicates and allows 
selection of the cutoff mode: manual or automatic. In manual mode. a voltage setting is 
taken from the numeric contro1 adjacent; in automatic mode the calculated voltage is shown 
by a nrarby indicator. One of these items shall appear greyed. and in the case of the 
control. be disabled. when the other is in use. 

Four Boolean indicators disposed venically are clustered with a numenc control in a 
recessed tiame to the right. fiigger error glows yellow to wam of a (possibly transient) 
srror in the sequrnce of level sensor detections. Fil1 conlplere glows green following 
achievement of a hl1 sarnpling chambcr. Titneonr glows red if chamber tilling rime rxceeds 
a specified interval: this interval is specified by the numrric control having units of seconds 
adjacent. QCL' 'ce tinzeo~~r glows blue if the level sensor synchronization routine encounters a 
timeout situation. This tirneout intenial is prescnbed in the relevant sub-VI. 

The tlow-rate measurement phases are then concluded and attention turns to the 
measurement of conducti~ity. 

6-43 Penneate Conductivi tv 
Several functions take place imrnediately subsequent to tlow-rate measurement. the most 
important of which tiilfills the second chief functional requiremrnt of the FRACT system. 
that of p m e a t e  conductiviry measurement. The tile groupine items relevant to this 
îùnction. shown in Figure 6.4. can be found on the left sidr of the Front Panel. 

.As with the Ffo1t.-rate tile. horizontal continuity is used to associate sepante numeric fields. 
In this case. a coiurnnar array of two slernents named Loirage-7 displays the averaged 
analog voltages for permeate conductivity and temperature. Next to this indicator are 
stacked a pair of row arrays of two members each, used to display the Condrcrivih- and 
Tenzps.~znrr.e. and their uncertainties. These are aligned with the voltage values used to 
obtain them. There is a srnail Boolean indicator next to the conductivity indicator label 
which glows red and shows the overlaid caption 0 0 ~  if the conductivity goes out of range. 
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Figure 6.4: F RACT.VI Permeate Conductivity Measurement Tite 

Below are disposed hvo controls. .4 menu-ring both displays and controls the current range 
sslcction. while a simple horizontal slide-switch toggles conductivity temperature 
compensation. The latter is entitled TComp. while the former. entit led Range Srlecr. 
incorporates a novel tèature requiring tùrther narrative. 

The range select menu-ring text labels are generated dynamically according to the 
conductivity calibration ranges at the users disposal. These labels represrnt the options 
recognized by the control: the selected option s h o w  in Figure 6.4 is. for example. "HIGH 
(0.44- 17.5)". At initialization. FRACT-VI examines the calibration data contained within 
the relzkant sub-VI and extracts range extrernes. These numeric values are thsn convertsd 
tu teKr strings and parsed to yield the required menu-ring labels. Via an attribute node. a 
LabVI EW feature permitting programmatic changes to Front Panel items. the avai lable 
ranges are thus displayed. The vinue of this exercise is that following occasional 
recalibration the conductivity range options shown on this conirol are assured to be correct 
without requiring any LabVIEW propmming. 

The last items on this tile to be discussed are associated by a recessed frame and are the 
controls for the number of voltage samples per channel to be acquired ( .-fnalog sanrpks) 
and the Scan rare [s/. It should be noted that these settings affect al1 analog input operations 
handled by this VI. not just those for permeatr conductivity and temperature. 

6.46 Feed Conductivity and PPM 
Found in the top-lefi corner of FRACT-VI, these hvo tiles. shown tooether in Figure 6.5. 
support related functions. Feed conductivity exploits analog voltage data gathered 
simultaneously with the permeate conductivity and temperature data. which is convertrd 
into a conductivity value usine a simple algorithm furnished by the sensor manufacturer. 
This sensor has two operating ranges. chosen via the Range menu-rins control which 



additionally prescribes the number of significant figures displayed by the adjacent indicator. 

Figure 6.5: FRACT.\.'I Feed Conductivity and Rejection Ratio Tiles 

The PP.W tile has a custom text nn_o control located close to the tile title. so as to appear part 
of the title. This text ring's contents are. like the penneate conductivity Rringr S&cr 
control. programmatically generated. and retlect the currently available set of solute 
species. .4 set of polynomial coefficients are employed to cnecute conversion brtween 
conductivity units and pans-per-million. a unit of concentration more familiar to many 
experimcnters. The sub-VI responsible for this conversion. p~m-v i .  genrrates a list of 
solutes for which such coefficients have been recorded. and this list is subsequently used to 
generate the ring control contents. The ppm concentrations of both feed and penneate are 
displayed by two of this tile's indicators. and are riven visual association with thcir 
conductivities by recessed frames al igned with the relevant indicators on the adjacent t iles. 
In addition. the rejection ratio. which indicates the proportion of solute rejectçd by the 
membrane process. is shown by the Rejecr indicator. 

6.1.7 Heat Exchanger 

This tile. found roushly in the middle of the FRACT-VI Front Panel and presented in 
Figure 6.6 . encompasses the display of bulk fluid ternperatures. heat exchanger activity 
and its control. These functions have no direct relationship with the FRACT device. but 
rather are important process control functions which. in the interests of experirnental 
consistency. cannot be neglected. 

Along its right edge is a verticai slide contro1 with an associated numeric control directly 
below: this control establishes the set point for the heat exchanger algorithm. This slide is 
positioned parailel to a thermometer style indicator having identical size and scaling. 
irnrnediately ro its left. the scale for which applies to both items and whose range bounds 
normal operating conditions. The thermometer style indicator has three pointers of different 
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colours: yellow. cyan and magenta. This allows the three bulk temperatures. tank. heater 
out and rotor retum. to be displayed on the sole indicator. As an aid to clans.  a vertical 
stack of three small numeric indicators with similarly coloured frames simultaneously echo 
the temperature values in Celsius degrees. These bear the legends T. H and R. abbreviations 
for tank. heater and rotor. to aid in recognizine the coloured pointers of the thrrmometer. 

Figure 6.6: FR.4CT.V 1 Heat Exchanger Functions Tile 

Also arranged in a single column are three Boolean indicators. For compactness. their 
identification appears only when a tme state is displayed. by text superimposed on the lit 
indicator. Frorn top to bottom. [hep are COOL (_green). HEAT (yellow) and OL-ER (red). and 
indicatr coolcr activity. heater activity and exceedence of the bulk temperature tolennce 
bounds. The tonner nvo remain active but are greyed over when heat exchanger control has 
bern ovrrridden by the user. In this rolc thcy indicate the controlling algorithm's output 
swn  in the absence of controlling action. 

6.4.8 Data Logging 
FUCT-VI  boasts "experimrnt to spreadsheet" capability. meaning recorded experimental 
data may be saved directly in a tab-delimited ASCII file. complete with column labels. for 
intsrpretation by any popular spreadsheet or graphine program. This action. if invoked by 
the operator. is the last of the cycle. and this final tile to be described (Figure 6.7) is found 
in the Iower right corner of the FIWCT.VI Front Panel. 

Rrquired user input is minimal. and relevant only at the commencement of an eaperiment. 
Provision for a descriptive line of text at the top of the log file has been included. and this is 
entered into the Headiitg string control at the bottom of this tile. Above it is an indicator 
called Parh which displays the log file path once it is known. A default filename and path is 
automatically paned from the calendar date. and a dialog box gives the operator the chance 
to accept or change this path: in the latter case a conventional Windows type file control 
dialog box is generated. A checkbox labeled Diagnosric facilitates selection between two 



dataloggins modes: a core data set which includes al1 required fields and. when checked. a 
superset of data tïclds including many required on1 y for troubleshooting purposes. .As a 
future enhancement to this feature. a multiple-selection listbox has bren incorporated. 
endowing the operator the means to select exactly relevant data tirlds for logging. and 
appears at the upper right of the tile. 

Figure 6.7: FRACT.C'f Data Logging Control Tile 

During an rxperirncnt it  may be useful to preview tlow-rate. conductivity or temperature 
trends while FRACT-VI is running. This is supponed by the PRE F7EW pushbutton 
control. which appears grey and is disabled. until the log tile rxists. Invoking this control 
brings up the preview-vi Front Panel. which displays this data in chan form while othsr 
activities continue. 

6.5 ALGORITHMIC SYNOPSIS OF FRACT-VI 

6.5.1 Sequenced Actions 

In LabVIEW parlance. a vinual instrument is endowed with functionality by its Block 
Diagram. on which Front Panel controls appear as terminais and act as data sources while 
indicators behave as data sinks. In betw-een. one finds many familiar operators. and 
iconical ly represented entire sub-VIS. al1 connected with '-wires" which represent data type 
and transfer. 

A number of novel programming solutions were undertaken in the development of 
FRACT.VI. some of which are not readily apparent to the operator during nomal use. In 
describing the important features of the virtual instrumentation portion of this thesis. it 

remains to highlight some of these features. 

DuRnz execution. the major actions govemed by FRACT.VI proceed sequentially. Some 



of these actions. such as sampling chamber fil1 and drain. are compelled to occur in 
sequence b y their nature. Other operations. such as conductivi ty rneasurement. are less 
strictly requirzd to occur in any ngid sequence. but are integrated into the cyclic tlow-nte 
rneasurement structure as members of  a regular sequence of actions. Excution sequencing 
is represented on the Block Dia-mam by sequence tiames: concurrent activities are containsd 
within a f'rame. subsequent frames can occur only when a11 preceding activin; is complets. 
.Most other functions are caused to be suspended during the tlow-rate msasurement phase. 
even though they may be physically unrelated. having been so compelled by the chosen 
level sensor implementation involving the tùll capacity of the analog input hardware. 

The use of the sequence structure is scorned by some LabVIEW programmers for its 

supersrdence of data dependency and its innate capacity for execution srquencing. In this 
application howevrr. delibente avoidance of the sequence structure would have ttndangered 
the clarity of the Block Diagram. not only by concealing the action sequenced but also by 
causing the diagram to scroll îàr off the limited screen area. -4 single screen Block Diagram 
is an enormous aid to its sasy interpretation. 

Each iteration of  the totality of sequenced actions is defined as a cycle: the constituent 
oroupings of actions. rach contained within a frarne. are refrrred to as phases. Table 6.1 - 
clarifies the phases comprising a cycle of  FR4CT.VI. 

Frame Phase hlajor Actions 
O Re fres h Refresh indicritors at start of cycle 

1 Fil f Engage actuator. register tilling of samp. chamber 
7 - DI-u~tl Relsase acturitor. register drainail,e; caic. tloiv-mes 
3 Clear A 1 Rslease rinalog input port from triggerins rolc 

4 Purcsv Pause: allow input idtage tnnsients to Clt'cay 
5 -4 milog Acquirc and procsss analog i.oltage data 

6 Fstvibac k Crilculate feedback voltage and updats output lins 
7 Htw .Y .Actions relating to feed temperature stabilization 

S Log Duru Concatsnate and log data to spreridshsst tils 
c) Sund- Sundp tasks to conclude cycle 

Note: italics denote this entn  is enunciated in the ".Action" indicator. 

Table 6.1: Synopsis of Essential Logical Structure of F R  ACT. 1'1 
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6.52 FRACTYI Logical Structure: Salient Points 

Once initializations have successfully occurred and indicators have bern updated a 
measurement cycle is ready to begin. If not ovemdden. tlow-rate measuremrnt occurs tint. 
The actuator is drawn closed: maximum initial current is supplied to develop tùll pullinp 
capability despite maximum air sap. followed by the lesser sustainin2 current required to 
hold the valve shut. The level sensor excitation voltase is exploited to synchronize the levrl 
sensing system: upon tluid detection at the zeroth le\-el sensor. chamber tilling is deemed to 
have bqun. Absolute time is registered as each level sensor in mm indicates amval of the 
tluid surface. When the chamber is indicated to be hlI. the magnet is released: instantly the 
chamber bezins discharging. 

The level sensor array continues to be monitored awaiting indication of a fully disc harged 
chamber. illeantirne. the individual cumulative till times are cmployed to calculate tlow-rate 
values. These values. and their weighted mean. are displayed. and the history chan. which 
maintains a record of incremental tlow rates for diagnostic purposes. is updated. Once 
chamber emptiness is confirmed. execution proceeds to the next phase in the sequence. 

The analog input hardware is reassigned to serve in its customary capacity: voltage data 
acquisition. Data for permeate conductivity and temperature and for feed conducti\-ity is 
scanned and but'fered. The FRACT.VI then acquires this data from the DAQ hardware. and 
processes it: the data is avenged. and voltage to unit conversion perfomed using recorded 
cali bntion results. Temperature compensation of permeate conductivity may br appl ied. 
conversion of ked and permeate conductivity to concentration units takrs place (given the 
dissolved species cocftïcients) and results are indicated. To ensure reliablr floum-rate 
rneasurement on the following cycle. the new perrneate conductivity datum is used to 
computs a level sensor cutoff-voltase: this is then delivered to the electronics hardware 
package via an analog output line. 

Several ancillary tùnctions. though unrelated to F R K T  operations. take place at this stage 
under the governance of FRACT.VI. Data from three temperature transducers in the feed 
and retentate streams is acquired and enploited by a custom sub-VI to determine heat 
eschanger action. which is then invoked via a pair of digital States routed to the CmM*D*S 
rig main control Ier. The temperatures and heat exchanger activi ty are displayed. User 
ovemde and temperature setting is accepted fiom this module of FR4CT.VI. 

Data logging to disk file. if enabled by the user. concludes the salient activities handled by 
FRACT-VI in a typical cycle. Unless the user has chosen to terminate execution. another 
cycle begins ane~. .  
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6.5.3 Example Block Diagram: An Enabling Programming Novelty 

The formulation of read levels on occurrence.vi was a watershed achievement in solving 
the conundrum of synchronized digital pon data acquisition in real tirne: its Block Diabgram 
is presented in Figure 6.8. The principal task of this sub-VI is the prescription of 
configuration and triggering conditions senings to a quanet of intemediate-bel and 
contiguration National Instruments DAQ-library VIS [6 .2] .  Therea fier ri simple sequence 
structure with a wait-on-occurence node embedded, ensures that execution advances to the 
read levels.vi digital data acquisition and filtering sub-VI only after rriggering conditions 
are mer and a specified lag interval has elapsed. The occurrence descriptor is retained at the 
uninitialized shifi register for future calls to this sub-VI. 

A.; E 

Figure 6.8: read levels on occurrence.vi Block Diagram. 
Within the grey rectangle and to the left is a case structure (Truei shouing the tour steps ru 
initializing the trigcgerincg hnction; in the lower ricght corner is the initia1 ( O )  rnembsr of the 
sequenced actions: wait-on-occurrence. The remaining rnembers. shown beIow are: ( i wait ( h g  
ms). and ( 2 )  proceed to read levrls. if triggering time out is False. 
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Lacking suficient hardware resources to employ the more exact timertounter capabilitirs 
of the NI DAQ board. the Windows millisecond clock was used to formulate a sub-VI 
whose hnction rnimics that of a stopwatch with four registers. stopwatch arravxi. 

6.6. INFREQLENTLY REQUIRED USER INPUTS 

The routine opention of FRACT-VI is nearly tiilly automatic. Ofien. staninp and stopping 
the VI and rnablin_o data logging at the desired time is the only required user input: the 
controls affecting thrse. and many occasionally used functions. has been describrd carlier. 
1t remains only to highlight certain rarely used. but critical. controls requiring only 
occasional attention. These controls appear on the Front Panels of various sub-VIS and are 
not normally ssen. 

Nearly al1 sub-VIS have controls and indicators. much like FRACT-VI does: they are the 
conduits through which data is exchanged with the calline routines. and can be likened to 
the parameter list found in conventional programming. In some cases. data does not arrive 
from outside the sub-vis scope: the control is set strictly from the sub-VI Front Panel 
whereafter this default value continues to apply. It is a subset of such latter controls which 
will be the topic of discussion. 

Of the controls in question many. such as the electromagnet current settings. have proven 
satisfactory in demanding operation over long intervais of time. Although the existence of 
thess controls is intended to aliow occasional adjustment. attention will be contïned to those 
controls requirinz occasional adjustment following recalibration. This primarily affects the 
conduct ivity sensor. 

6.6.1 Conductivi tv Conversion Low-Range Coefficients 

The low-range voita_ee to conductivity units polynomial coefficients. and the high-range 
calibration data pairs. must be updated following occasional recalibration of the sensor. a 
topic discussed in chapter 5: Calibration and Commissioning. These two sets of values are 
to be found on different sub-VIS. a consequence of the desire to facilitate the option of 
implementins di fferent high range conversion algorithms. The low range pol ynornial 
coefficients are found on the Front Panel of unit convert.vi : the order of the pol ynornial is 
arbitra.: any number of coefficients may be entered. To ensure that the newly encoded 
values remain in effect. the user must invoke the "make current values default" command 
upon the control using the right mouse button. and subsequently re-save the sub-VI. 

6.6.2 Conductivity Conversion High-Range Data 

The high range calibration data pairs are associated with the Front Panel of internolatexi in 



a two-dimensional array. .4ny number of data pairs may be entered. but the array must 
contain only the most current data: any old data not ovemritten must be delrted. Yull 
entnes appear gey.  Again. the "make current values default" command is required to assen 
the continurd availability of this new data. 

6.6.3 PPM Convers ion Coefficients 

The conversion of conductivity (mS,cm) to concentration (ppm) units requires a set 
calibration coefficients which usually are generated esperimentally. These polynornial 
coefficients reside in the sub-VI pom conven w.species.vi in an array of clusters: this 
portion o f  its Front Panel is shown in Figure 6.9. A cluster is sirnply a data type 
representing a conglomeration of several items of non-specific data type. In this case the 
cluster includes a character string containing the chernical abbreviation for the species. and 
a numeric array in which the coefficients are stored. To revise an existing coefficient set. 
one merely indexes through the array until the desired species is current. thrn edits the 
coefficient control. A new species may be addrd by indexing to the end of  the array and 
entering the abbreviation and calibration data into a blank member. When FRACT.VI is 
next mn. a dialog box will infonn the user that the species list has bren rebuilt. making it 

known that the species control now contains new members a\.ailable to be çhosrn. 

Addnewspeciestoparticularsanay.~en 
'make current defaritr and Save v i  

Figure 6.9: "Species particulars" Control from ppm.vi Front Panel 

6.6.4 Bulk Fluid Tempera tu re  Control  Settings 
Control of  buik tluid temperature emerged late as a crucial requirement for experirnental 
consistency. This feature was incorporated into FRACT-VI via the sub-VI Tcontrol 
wilndary cntl.vi. Principal set point input is accepted via the FRACT-VI Front Panel. 



however the controlling algorithm has seven additional input parameters found on the 
Tcontrol wi-ndarv cntl.vi Front Panel. Experience has lcd to a workable set of panmeten 
and it is inadvisable to adjust these settings without due care and attention. 

6.6.5 Bulk Fluid Temperature Conversion Coefficients 

The three bulk temperature transducers are commercial pre-calibrattd linear devicrs. To 
arrive at Celsius degrees fiom voltase data. each tnnsducer was calibnted to provids slops 
and intercept coetticients for linear conversion. These coefficients are found in the sub-VI 
TConven.vi. and may be arnended on its Front Panel. Furthemore. the algorithm can 
accommodate îùrther channels for simultaneous conversion if new coefficients are 
appended to the rxisting set. 

6.6.6 Automatic Level-CU toff Voltage Settings 
A s  stated radier. routine FR4CT.W opention is mostly automatic: one sub-VI whose task 
it is to permit this is level cutoff-vi. whose purpose i t  is to calculate the required Irwl 
sensor cutoff voltase based on recent conductivity results. Setting of two volta_ges which 
take effect outside the bounds of the conversion tùnction is imparted via Front Panel 
controls. If it  becomes necessary to adjust these. the conversion formula itsrlf. found 
n-ithin a Formula Node on the Block Diagram- uill likely require revision. 

6.7 INTRODUCTION TO THE ALLIED VIRTCAL INSTR~;'MENT MONITOR-VI 

MONITOR.VI predates FRACT.VI but has receivsd lirnited usage. Its purpose is to 
monitor. and optionally log. C.M.D.S rig specific data. to affect control of rotor speed and 
feed tlow rate. to indicate numerous warnings and to inkvoke software control over many 
switchable functions of the apparatus. The physical parameters monitored are: tèed flow- 
rate and pressure. rotor speed. chamber vacuum. braks sen-O pressure and vibration 
amplitude. Several of these variables are displayed using large analog gauge type 
indicators. as can be sesn in Figure 6.10. 

The utility of this VI has bçrn hampered by FRACT.VIs intensive hardware demands. 
panicularly as pertaining to analog voltage trigering of digital data acquisition. For them to 
operate harmoniously. measures must yet be implemented to intesrate these VIS. The 
potential usefulness of MONITOR.VI would be funher enhanced with the anticipatrd 
inclusion of a control feature to allow lengthy experiments to be preprogamrned. This 
desireable developnient. however. invites the serious task of developing a robust trouble 
handling sequence. which would glean from available data (such as vibration amplitude) 
the worsening. of a potential probtem. and execute a planned sequence of actions to safely 
end the autornated experiment. 



Figure 6.10: . \ .IOSITOR.VI Front Panel 
.As for FR.4CT.VI. related information is clustered on tiles. From top left procssding clockn~ise 
rhese are: rotor speed indication and control. ked tluid tlow-rate and pressure indication and control. 
1 ibntion amplitude. air brake pressure, chamber vacuum. chartsd data. data logging and p w a l  
opsrdtion controls. 
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7 Example Results from CaMaDaS 
and Conclusions 

7.1 ENGINEERING ISSL'ES EMERGENT DLXING FRACT SERVICE 

Through the processes of dynarnic testing. chancterization and calibration. the F R K T  
device. its subtleties. and those of the supporting electronics and computer sofnvare came 
to be ive11 understood. This experience was assirnilated in the detailed planning of 
numerous experirnents involving both the static and dynamic (centrifuge) apparatuses. 
These sxperirnrn ts immediately y ielded il luminating results. but also revealed difficui ties 
both with the FRACT and with other aspects of the newly comrnissioned equipment. 
Ultimately. growins contidence in both the instrumentation and the body of equipment Ied 
to sound and resourceful solutions to most outstanding matters. 

Validity of FRACT flow-rate data is strongly reliant on the totaI capture of permeate: any 
leakage in the sampling chamber causes spurious measurements. Redundant tlow-rate data. 
a design feature described in Section 1.7.5. yields real-time evidence of chamber leaks. 
This diagnostic aid has been invaluable. revealing. on occasion. compromised performance 
and in mm leading to its solution. A few such exarnples are highlighted. 

7.1.1 Deterioration of Valve Needle and Seal Seat 

Deterioration of the needle and seal seat afier prolonged usage was indicated by rnonotonic 
decline in îlow-rate with sarnpling chamber fill-fraction. and confirmed by later inspection 
of these parts. The perrneate discharge impinges at high velocity upon the originally 
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stainless needle: this is the presurned root cause of the problem. The Viton rlastomenc sen1 
also appears to sutTer damage. perhaps through interaction with the pined stainless nrçdle. 

Clearly. use of a needle with greater corrosion resistance in the presencr of ionic solutions 
is a probable solution. A varie- of Nickel alloys are ofien used in marine and chemical 
applications: threaded fasteners made of one such alloy. Monel. are readily availablr. The 
fabrication of a suitable needle merely involves hirning of a point. 60" interior angle. ont0 a 
commercial d2-56 setscrew (Allen) fastensr. The alternative pursued. however. in\.olved 
the use of a Nylon setscrew. This material is non-corrosive but is rnechanically wraksr than 
the candidate rnetals. Drspite this. it has hnctioned well and imparted improved durabilirp 
to the critical valve assembly. 

.A related modification sought to overcome the possibly related damage. resembling 
spalling. to the Viton sral. Tygon tubing. which has has somewhat greater hardness than 
Viton. was available having suitable dimensions. A seal assembly using this material has 
served in unison with the Nylon needle. the pair exhibiting greater life than the orieinal 
combination of stainless and Viton. 

7.1.2 Level Sensor Electrodes 

The six ( f k e  detector and one source) electrodes of the level sensing array each offer a 
potent ial conduit for leakage. Those members nearer the charnber bonorn are more 
u h e r a b l r  due to greater hydrostat ic pressure thsre. Thread engagement depth is 
ripprosimatrly 6 mm. and although care must be exercised to acoid stripping the 4 - 7 2  
tapped holes. adequate gasket compression is attainable. This. couplrd with the spar ïn  use 
of thread salant. was proven in static testing to bcar without leakage the full cxpected 
h ydraulic pressure. 

Lealcase has been traced nonetheless to these sources on occasion. I t  is speculated that 
minor channeling of the FRACT body beneath the electrode gasket was the culprit on thcse 
occasions. This channeling is surmised to have originated due to heat damage during 
soldering at an sarly testing stage. and to have worsened through erosion u h i l s  leaking 
during service. The solution. which has been satisfactory. was to spot face the gasket seat 
area before careful reassembly. 

7.1.3 Inlet Crossbore Plug 
There are nine sites penetrating the sampling charntier: six of these have been discussed. 
The remainins three are the AD-592 socket. the disused side port and the inlet crossbore 
plug. It is the latter of these which gave rise to the most vexing and evasive chamber leak 
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experienced. The former are reliably sealed by a static radial O-ring gland and a Nylon = 10- 
32 taper thread plue respectiveiy. 

To connect the parallel samplin_o chamber and inlet bore. the inlet crossbore is drilled. from 
the normal surface afforded by the pole clearance notch. through the sampling chamber 
wall to the inlet bore beyond. Depth control dunng drilling avoids this bore passing 
through the far rvall of the F R K T  body. The open end of this bore requires permanent 
sealin_e. .A taper plus such as the one used for the sids pon was initially desired. and would 
have been most satisfactory. These commercially availablr plugs have a hen head. and to 
permit installation in this location of minimal clearance. it kvas envisioned that the head be 
machinrd to suitable dimensions. This was. however. discovered to be impossible. the 
plug being hollow. .A custom threaded plug with gasket was therefore improvised: a 
permanent sealing compound was understood to have been used. One goal of initial static 
testing was to validate this seal. with a knowledge that its integrity has panmount 
importance: such tests indicated positively the seal was sound. and were trusted until. while 
investigating a leak. al1 other possible sites had been eliminated. Indeed. on this occasion. 
the crossbore plug was the culpnt. and its secure replacement using epoxy has resolved this 
problem. 

To assuage an. doubt conceming the integrity of this plug. on %mre FRACT variants it is 
recornmended that spin-weldine be used to install a permanent plug. This approach. once 
statically testrd. should be inviolable. since the plug and FRACT body become materially 
hsed. The process is simple. but requires the correct application of joint pressure. choice 
of rotation speed and of spin time. Rscommended pressure is 4.8 MPa. and tangential 
speed is to be in the range 3- 13 mis: nhere joint diameter causes prohibitively high rotation 
rates. grrater time andor pressure may be used. Nominal spin times are stated as 
0.2-54.5 s [7.1]. 

Though used in mass production. spin welding is feasible for purpose built contrivances 
l iks the FRACT. O\-emn should be avoided. and so production rquipment features a 
clutch to disengage the drive mechanism from the workpiece. Toward this end. an 
application specific plue and chuck have been designed. A high speed drive such as a 
Dremel tool. mounted on a press fixture. should anain sufficient speed and accommodate 
the chuck. This allows for torque and pressure to be applied. and the drive swiftly retracted 
to complete the \veld. It is suggested that the procedure be rehearsed on a dummy 
workpiece before beine attempted on an actual part. Post machining is rnvisioned to 
remove the shank of the plug. 
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7.2 %ME EXXVPLE EXPERIMEIWXL REÇLLTS 

7.2.1 Concentration Polarization 

Investigation of concentration polarization was the first major experimental objectiw in 
which the FRACT played a role. indeed the tirst ce11 holder was designed tùndarnentally 
with this in mind. Using a stack of pretested membranes. dynamic and static experirnents 
were perf'ormed across a range of pressures. with various solute concentrations and two 
solute species. Dynamic tests were conducted for both +R and -R orientations. For each 
such test date was rendrred to yield a set of points relating permrate flux to process 
pressure. The relationships benveen comparable dynarnic and static results were compared. 

One example of such an sxpenment has already been discussed: the caiibrated membrane 
approach to FRACT flow-rate validation (Section 5 - 2 2 ) .  In this sxperiment. concentration 
polanzation was deliberately eliminated by using a weak solute concentration. To illustrate 
the nature of typicai FRACT raw data and to highiight the compelling results it delivers. 
raw and processed data from an enpenment in which concentration polarization was 
witnessed is presented in this section. 

Penneate flow-rate. conductivity and temperature data. rxtracted directly from the 
automatically generated spreadsheet data file. are s h o w  in Figures 7.1 and 7.2.  This data 
spans nearly four hours of centrifuge operation. durine which tims a serirs of tive rotor 
spseds delivered process pressures between 2.7 and 5.1 MPa to a stack of four membrane 
modules usine 35000 ppm NaCl feed. The membrane orientation was +R (active face 
outward). hypothesized to rnaximize the concentration polarization abatement afforded by 
centrifuga1 tstyects. 

To quanti@ any such etTects. this data was compared to similar data acquired during a static 
sxperiment. the dynamic (titanium) RU ce11 having been transferred intact between 
apparatuses. Average flow-rate values for sach interval of constant pressure are compared 
in Figure 7.3. Both data sets sxhibit a linear relationship between tlow-rate and process 
pressure. The existence of a centrifuga1 phenornenon is gleaned by observing the 
signifiant augmentation. up to 409-;. of permeate production with the dynamic apparatus. 
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Figure 7.1: Tvpical Permeate Flow-rate Raw Data frorn FRACT 
The ,teps apprirent in this graph correspond to tive rotor speeds de\eloping process pressures of 
2 .7 .  3.4. 4.1. 4.8 and 5.4 kIPa (400 to SOI) psi). Four membnne modules. +R (active t'ice 
out\vardl orientation. 32000 pprn NaCl tSed. 1 L. min. 
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Figure 7.2: Typical Permeate Temperature and Specific Conductivih Raw Data 
Permeate temperature is witnessed to genenlly incrcase with increasing rotor speed o tv in~ to 
~vindape. bearing and tluid coupling heciting. Specitic conductivity generally decreases due to an 
inverse relationship ivith permeate production rate. Four membrane modules. +R (actiw face 
ounvard) orientation. 35000 pprn NaCl feed. 2 L min. 
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Figure 7.3: Dynamic and Static Permeate Flow-rate vs Process Pressure 
.An esample of concentration polarization abarement by C*M=D*S. .A t'lus impro\.emsnt of 40"0 is 
apparent at 5.4 51Pa due to centrihgril stTects in this orientation. This is in direct rinalog> to the 
hritchtld a r a  depicted in Figure l .Z .  Four membrane modules. +R (actiw face out\tard) dynrimic 
orientation. 35000 ppm NaCl ked, 2 L min. 

7.2.2 Silicate Fouling 

A pre l imina~  study of colioidal membrane fouling has been undertaken using silica as the 
fou l iq  agent. Such fouling is more tractable inniitively than the polarization cffect: a 
tangible layer of foulant develops against the membrane. This study indicates that. 
cornpared with the static experiment. the C.M*D*S approach exerts a considerable lessening 
of deleterious stTects. rnanifested by permeate flux attenuation and attributable to fouling. 

7.2.3 Numerical Modeling 
In parallel with the esperimental research only fleetingly described here. extensive work on 
the formulation of a numerical modeling technique has been pedormed [7 .2 ] .  Initial 
applications of this technique have been confined ro the present membrane cartridge style 
and its feasible orientations. Much enlightenrnent as to the possible mechanisms behind the 
csntn hgal  ly induced phenornena. suc h as were outlined carlier in this chapter. have already 
been gained. There is little doubt. however. that the benetlts of this work wil l  become ever 
more apparent as innovative future rotor confiprations are proposed and developed. 



7.3 REVIEW OF DEFINITIVE OBJECTIVE AND ÇUGGESTIONS FOR F L ~ R E  
ROTOR-BORNE ~NSTRLMENTS 

"Flow-rate measurernent in situ aboard the spinning rotor is undeniably the main challenge 
attempted by this work." This statement. made in Section 1.7.4. was recast in Section 
2.2.4 to read --The formulation and development of design panmeters satisQing each of 
these requirements under the stipulated constnints has been the detinitive objective of this 
t hesis." 

1 t has been dernonstrated. through extensive dynamic testing calibrat ion and 
chancterization. that this objective has been met. On a lesser plane. the phpsical surnival of 
the FRACT in the punishing centrifuge environment was achieved. if not foretold. by the 
thorough prototype testing dunng the development phases. Indeed the basic FRACT 
embodiment was forged with a view to facilitaring laboratory simulation of the loadin? and 
operating situations expected to occur in the centritùge. It is asserted that this was an 
important step toward ensuring a high probability of success with the rotor borne device. 

Msasurement of conductivity and temperature. albeit challenges of lesser magnitude. haïe 
also been achieved. .Mthough opporninities for improvement of al1 three F M C T  hnctions 
have been revealed. these should not be construed as deticiencies in the FRACT. ~ iven  that 
a new arena of measurement capability has been broached. 

7.3.1 Alterna te Level-Sensing Strategy 
Fluid lrvsl sensing by clcctrical means is both simple and effective: reasons why it \vos 
chosen in this work. It  is conditional. however. on a conductivr tluid sarnple bring 
present. Even wrak ionic solutions. as the permeate Stream often is. are adequately 
conductive. Nevertheless. greater vsnatility could be afforded by a level sensing means 
that tùnctions independently of sample conductivity. Restated. this would amount to the 
fundamental uncoupling of flow-rate and conductivity measurement. In the current 
embodiment. these functions are not innately independent. but have been rendered so by 
the superimposition of electronics tiltering and information tèedback: this is therefore a 
"decouplrd" design. Electronics filtering can be rezarded as an extra design parameter that 
could br eliminated by prornoting a tmly uncoupled des@. 

Level sensing by optical means is the most obvious alternative.Various implementations 
can be envisionrd: one that can be melded with the present FRACT embodiment with 
minimal alteration is discrete reflective optical level sensing. It is brietly outlined here. 

F R ,  ,: drain vaIve permining control and repetition o f  fluid capture; 
F R .  :: tluid Ievel sensing means for volume mensuration: 
F R ,  :: data acquisition and procsssing rneans. 



In a second bore. similar to the inlet bore but located where the vent and overtlow pons 
presrntly exisr. a 3 mm polypropylene sphere (specific p v i t y  0.9 1 ) will float on a column 
of the permeate sarnple. .k~ infrared LED will shine fiom the top of this bore ont0 the tloat. 
Srveral infrared dstectors will be arrayed venically and installed such that thçy "see" the 
rising tloat. With proper conditioning. the resulting analog signals will yield discretized 
sample volume information much like the present electrical arrangement. but independently 
of sample conductivity and devoid of the 1 Hz resolution this system entails. Computer 
activity will no longer involve triggered synchronism. freeing the DAQ hardware for 
service in its usual capacities. Installation of the detector components should involve 
reliablr O-iing seals and threaded retainers or. more arnbitiously. these provisions could be 
machined directly into the detector component [7.3]. Permeate specific gravity not less than 
0.9 1 is a chief constraint of this not-el system. 

7.3.2 Improved Temperature Sensor Installation 
To betrrr isolats the precision IC temperature transducer from con vol ut in^ heat tnnsfer 
paths. tùture FRACT embodiments should adopt a reonented socket receptacle boss. 

- 7 3 Valve Restrain t for Orientation Flexibilitv 

Certain future C*M*DmS experirnents may be perf-ormed with the RO ce11 and holder, either 
the presrnt or a new design. in different "yaw" orientations. FRACT operation to date has 
occurred at one orientation which places the pendant valve spring. held in a stats of tension 
by the centrihgal acceleration. in a relaxed position with appropriatr actuator air Sap for 
discharge and valve closure requirements. Variation of the yaw angle will cause this pan to 
assume a position causing greater distance between the armature and the electromagnrt 
polss. I t  is unclear whether the actuator will remain capable of engaging the valve under 
thess more demanding circumstances. A simple design modification which should ensure 
satisfactory operation is a restraining provision to delimit the maximum openin? 
displacement. This could be implemented on future venions by including on the FRACT 
body a lug into which a spring or dowel pin is pressed. spnng movement being constrainrd 
by contact u-ith this pin. 

7.3.4 Self Activating Discharge Valve Option 
Use of a self-sxciting discharge valve was considered at the conceptual design stage 
(Section 7 2 . 5 )  but was overruled in favour of the current design. Main reasons for this 
decision were greater difficulty in manufacture. inaccessi bility of critical elements for 
testing and adjustment purposes. and more dernanding performance requirements for the 
actuator. In addition. laboratory testing was viewed more awkward if not impossible for 
the alternative embodirnent envisioned. 



Given the h i t f u l  experience garnered by the success of the F U C T .  an embodiment 
katuring a self-excitins valve with high probability of success can now bé envisioned. 

7.3.5 installation on Other RO Ceil Holders: The Future of FRACT 
Eventually. investigation of membrane orientations not achievable with the current ce11 
holder will be attempted. To do so the FRACT. or its descendant(s). will be installed on a 
new RO cell holder constructed for this purpose. 

Owing to the high level of inte-ption between the rotor-borne instrumentation package and 
the ovenll csnrriiùge infrastructure. but particularly the RO ce11 holder. it may bc necessary 
to adapt the present design to this new confipration: a wholly new F U C T  may eyen be 
required. Said nea  design might exploit some of the suggestions for refinement of the 
current design. This thesis will have served its purposc if it can aid in such an etTon. 
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Appendix 1: Isometric Exploded View 
of Membrane Module and RO Ce11 
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Appendix II: Isometric Exploded, 
Assembly and Quarter Section 
Views of FRACT 
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Figure A-11.1: Isometric Exploded C'iew of FRACT 
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Figure -441.2: lsometric .4ssembly and Quarter Section C'iews of FRACT 
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Appendix III: Prototype Circuit 
Schematic 

Figure A - I I I . 1 :  Prototype Conductivity Circuit Schematic 



Appendix IV: Temperature 
Compensation Coefficient 

Conductivity is known to be related to temperature for many solutions. This is due to ionic 
mobility being intlusncrd by temperature. a measure of mran kinetic cnrrgy of the mattrr 
comprising a solution. 

Typical temperature coefficients for aqueous solutions fall within the bounds of 1 to 3 'W'C 
[l l ] .  Intrrestingly. the magnitude of this temperature dependence is greater for purer 
solutions: since the pemeate has bern depleted of solute by as much as 99% this is 
particularly relevant. 

In order to properly implement temperature compensation of pemrate conductivity. a 
procedure uas  devisrd to provide the temperature coefficient for the solute(s) to be used in 
C*M*D*S experiments. Initially. common sa1 t. sodium chloride ( NaCl ) was of interest. 

Five solutions of NaCl having approximate conductivities between 0.25 and 15 mS<cm 
were prepared. In tum. each specimen was placed in a beaker on a heater stirrer. and the 
CDM3 meter conductivity cell and an accurate thermometer immened in the specimen. 
Through a range of temperatures. uncompensated conductivity and temperature readings 
wsre taken. 



.-\ graph showing the measured conductivity versus temperature for each solution was 
oenrrated. and is presented in Figure A-1V.I. The abscissa was otTset. indicating 
C 

temperature referenced to W C .  Thereby. Irast-squares tïts to the tive data sets provided 
both specific conductivity at the reference temperature 3 ° C  and tsmpenture dependence 
information. Uncertaintiss in both values were obtained. 

Equation A-IV. 1 formally portnys the goal of this exrrcise: the inference of f.. the 

temperature compensation coefficient from L. the samplr conductivity. and <if., dT. its 
responsivity to slope. Both these variables were. as has been mentioned. extracted tiom the 
esperimrntal data 

The tive data pairs (slope. conductivitv) arising from this experiment were then graphed. 
relating dependence to absolutr conductivity (Figure A-IV.?). .4 least-squares t 3  to this 
data was performed. with the y-intercept constrained to be zero. the slope of which is the 

drsired trmperature coefficient f. . found to be (0.0199*0.0001) 'C '. or 2',0;"C. 

Shedlovsky [IV. 11 tabulates -'.4pproximate Temperature Coefficients" for numerous cations 

and anions. At-enging those cited for Na- (0.0109 "C ' ) and CI (0.0 1 88 T ' ) yields 0.0 199 

r . engendering somr confidence in the experimental result. This value was thrn encoded 

into the relevant LabVIEW sub-VI to permit automatic temperature compensation of 
conductivity data. 

This procedure is recommended to rstablish temperature correction coe tlicients for di fferent 
species ris thry are needed for future experiments. 



Temperature I°Celsiusl 
20.0 25.0 30.0 35.0 40.0 45.0 50.0 5 5 . 0  bO.0 h5.0 -0.0 

-5.0 O 5.0 10.0 15.0 20.0 2 5 . 0  30.0 O 40.0 4 5 . 0  

Differentiat Temperature I°Celsiusl 

Figure .A-1\'.1: Five Data Series Relating Conductivity to Temperature for SaCl 

Figure -4-IV.2: Temperature Dependence vs Specific Conductivity for SaCl 



Appendix V: FRACT Specifications 

Overall Dimensions 

Height ......... Y0 
Width ......... 38 

......... Depth 35 

Mass and Capacity 

Mass. ........ 103 
1 ') Total Capacity ......... 3.3 

....... Dynamic Capacity 2 . 7  

Electrical Requirements 

Actuator. ........ 4-9 
AD-592 IC Temperature Sensor ......... 4-30 

Level Sensor Excitation ......... 1 O 
Conductivity Sensor Excitation ......... 0.2 

Level Sensor Signal ......... 5 

mi 1 I imetres 
mi llirnetres 
millimetres 

erams 
C 

millilitres 
millilitres 

DC volts: ground 
DC Volts: gound  
3 Hz AC Volts 
?kHz AC Volts 
Tn. 

Signal Ground ......... 1 



Measurement Capabilities 

......... Flow-rate 03-20 mLj min 

......... . - fc~-i lraq better than *??,O 

......... Precision better [han *? . j ob  ( k j  10mL. min) 

Conductivity 
Low Range. ...... ..O-0.34 rnS; cm 

.-lccrri-aq.. ...... .* 1 .3 " # O  

....... Precision. .1 O. 1 O,O 

High Range (nominal) ......... 0.44-5 mS. cm 
.-fcctrraq ......... +2.8!- 1 .SOa ( linear conversion ) 

....... Preci~iori.. *O -3 O O 

High Range (cxtended) ......... 5 4  5 mS cm 
....... Precision.. i l O/O 

......... Temperature 15-45 'Celsius 
....... . - f~~c t i inq .  .*OA T 
......... P)-eckioti i O O 5 O 0 ~  (sstimated) 



Appendix VI: FRACT Virtual 
Instrumentation Documentation 

Connector Pane 
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Conlrols and lnckators 

R/S 
Run-Stop control for termination of vi main loop execution. 
Break 
Break control to abort loops within the vi. 

Flow-rate 
Toggles the permeate Flow-rate function. 
History 
Resets the lncremental Flow-rate Hislory display and counler. 
Level Cutoff [Volts] 
Governs whelher level cutoff signal filtering is automatically determined or manually sel by the 

Manual 
Sets the user-controlled level sensing signal culoff threshold. 

Timeout [s] 
Governs the lime allotted for sampling chamber fiIlldrain before tirneout. 
Range 
User-selected feed fluid conductivity range control. 
Range Select 
Governs which branch of the conductivity calibration is used for voltage to conductivity 
conversion. Labels are updated automalically at run-time from actual calibration data lo properly 
reflect available options. 
T Comp 
Toggles temperature compensation of permeale conductivity. 
Analog samples 
Controls the number of analog voltage samples to read, buffer. and average to yield conductivity 
and temperature values. 

F + 

N. 

2' 
2 
L 

/ 

Z ,- 
L 

I f -  
, . 
C 



Scan rate [Is] 
Controls the scan rate of analog voltage reads. ml Pause [s] 
Controls pause length (each cycle). 
Species 
User-seleclion of feed stream species (from available options) for conductivity to ppm conversion 
function. 

lm[ Tank Heat 
Govems whether tank heater activity is controlled by software. 
Temp setting 
Prescribes target feed fluid temperature. ml Data Logging 
Toggles state of data-logging function. 

ml Diagnostic 
Toggles inclusion of diagnostic (additional) fields in the logged data array. 

m] Heading 
User input of heading inserted in data log file. 

ml Preview 
Launches previewer, allowing examination of data recorded during current run (datalogging must 
be on.) 



Feed Conductivity 
Displays feed fluid conductivity. 
Voltages 
Mean analog input voltages for permeate temperature and conductivity. 
[RI( Celsius 

see documentation for array. 
(1 Conductivity 

Converted conductivity value with attached uncertainty (1 standard deviation of averaged array). 
m] see documentation for array. 

[[so131 Temperature [Cl 
Converted temperature value with attached uncertainty (1 standard deviation of input array). 

see documentation for array. 

1-1 PPM [feed] 
Indicates feed fluid concentration in ppm. 

[ml Reject 
lndicates process rejection ratio as derived from feed and permeate concentrations. 
PPPM [permeate] 
lndicates permeate concentration in ppm. 
Overheat 
Indicates feed fluid temperature has exceeded target window. mfF Heat 
lndicates feed-fluid heater activity. 
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[j%iq] +/- 
Displays the standard deviation of the weighted mean of flow-rate values. 

ml Trigger error 
lndicates the level-sensing array did not trigger monotonically increasing by element. 

ml Fill complete 
Indicates al1 elements of the level-sensing array have triggered, implying a full chamber. 

m] Timeout 
lndicates the sampling chamber failed to fiIl or empty in the allotted time. 
Occlce timeout 
lndicates the synchronism of level-sensing array reads was not possible owing to a failure to 
obtain occurrence criteria from the analog voltage feedback line. ml Cutoff [VI 
Displays the automatic level sensing signal cutoff threshold. 

p q  Path 
Indicates data logging path presently in use. 

ml Elapsed time 
Indicates experiment elapsed time. 

ml Action 
lndicates present activity of the vi. 
Cycle # 
lndicates the elapsed number of cycles 

pq OOR 
lndicates permeate conductivity has exceeded tolerable limits. 

m] Cooler 
lndicates cooling valve open. 
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List of SubVls 

DIAG- 
NOSTlC 
dWdt O 
UNITS 

WATCH 

LABEL 

YMMDD 

num PT 

a, 8 

DIGIT 
CONV'T W 

magnet drive.vi 
A:\Pwgb.llb\magnet drive.vi 

error check-vi 
A:\PWGB.LLB\error check.vi 

flow diagnostic-vi 
A:\PWGB.LLB\flow diagnostic.vi 

log data-vi 
A:\PWGB.LLBUog data.vi 

unit convert.vi 
A:\PWGB.LLB\unit convert.vi 

read levels on occurrence-vi 
A:\PWGB.LLB\read levels on occurrence.vi 

Al Clear-vi 
D:\LABVI€W\vi.lib\DAQ\AI.LLBWl Clear.vi 

Simple Error Handlewi 
D:\iABVI€Wvi.lib\UTILITYERROR.LLB\Simple Error Handler-vi 

Mean.vi 
D:üABVIEW\vi.li bMNALYSIS\SSTAT.LLB\Mean.vi 

A 0  Update Channel-vi 
D:\LABVIEVAvi.lib\DAQ\1 EASY IO.LLBM0 Update Channehi 

DAQ Occurrence Config-vi 
D:\MBVIEW\vi.lib\DAQ\MISC.LLB\DAQ Occurrence Config.VI 

stopwatch array-vi 
A:\PWGB.LLB\stopwatch arrayxi 

column labels.vi 
A:\PWGB.LLB\colurnn labels.vi 

parse f ilename-vi 
A:\PWG B.LLB\parse filename.vi 

Al Acquire Waveforms.vi 
D:\LABVIEWvi.lib\DAQ\l EASYIO.LLB\AI Acquire Waveforms.vi 

mV digit conversion.vi 
A:\PWG B. LLBùnV digit conversion.vi 



CUT OFF 

CLOCK 

m S k m  

RANGE 
STRING 
MAKCR O 

level cutoff.vi 
A:\PWGB.LLBUevel cutoff-vi 

weight cumulative values.vi 
A:\PWGB. LLB\weight cumulative valuesvi 

dig port 2 handlecvi 
A:\PWGB.LLB\dig port 2 handler-vi 

dig port 3 handler.vi 
A:\PWGB.LLB\dig port 3 handlewi 

loop control.vi 
A:\P WGB.LLBUoop control.vi 

clean up.vi 
A:\PWGB.LLB\clean u p.vi 

seconds to clock.vi 
A:\PWGB.LLB\seconds to clock.vi 

Read From Çpieadsheet File.vi 
D:üABVI RMvi.lib\UTI LIMFI LE.LLB\Read From Spreads heet File.vi 

Tcontrol wf2ndat-y cnt1.vi 
A:\PWGB.LLB\Tcontrol wI2ndar-y cntl.vi 

write heat X states patch.vi 
A:\PWGB.LLB\Wiite Heat X states patch.vi 

ppm convert w/species.vi 
A:\PWGB.LLB\ppm convert w/species.vi 

range string makewi 
A:\PWGB. LLB\range string makewi 
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NOTE TO USERS 

Oversize maps and charts are microfilmed in sections in the 
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